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ABSTRACT
To bring the advances in modeling, simulation and optimization environments (MSOEs),
open-software architectures, and information technology closer to process industries, novel
mechanisms and advanced software tools must be devised to simplify the definition of complex
model-based problems. Synergistic interactions between complementary model-based software
tools must be refined to unlock the potential of model-centric technologies in industries.
This dissertation presents the conceptual definition of a single and consistent framework
for integrated process decision support (IMCPSS) to facilitate the realistic formulation of related
model-based engineering problems. Through the integration of data management, simulation,
parameter estimation, data reconciliation, and optimization methods, this framework seeks to
extend the viability of model-centric technologies within the industrial workplace.
The main contribution is the conceptual definition and implementation of mechanisms to
ease the formulation of large-scale data-driven/model-based problems: data model definitions
(DMDs), problem formulation objects (PFOs) and process data objects (PDOs). These
mechanisms allow the definition of problems in terms of physical variables; to embed plant data
seamlessly into model-based problems; and to permit data transfer, re-usability, and synergy
among different activities.
A second contribution is the design and implementation of the problem definition
environment (PDE). The PDE is a robust object-oriented software component that coordinates
the problem formulation and the interaction between activities by means of a user-friendly
interface. The PDE administers information contained in DMD and coordinates the creation of
PFOs and PIFs.
Last, this dissertation contributes a systematic integration of data pre-processing and
conditioning techniques and MSOEs. The proposed process data management system (pDMS)
xiv

implements such methodologies. All required manipulations are supervised by the PDE, which
represents an important advantage when dealing with high volumes of data.
The IMCPSS responds to the need for software tools centered in process engineers for
which the complexity of using current modeling environments is a barrier for broader application
of model-based activities. Consequently, the IMCPSS represents a valuable tool for process
industries, as the facilitation of problem formulation is translated into incorporation of plant data
in less error-prone manner, maximization of time dedicated to the analysis of processes, and
exploitation of synergy among activities based on process models.

xv

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 MOTIVATION AND RELEVANCE
Today’s world is experiencing events that demand changes in the goals and
methodologies of research for the development and production of goods and commodities. The
current globalization and tightening of environmental and safety laws, for example, require
industries to have efficient production processes at a cost sufficiently low to stay a float in this
competitive market. Therefore, supporting tools and techniques are required so that process
engineers are able to fulfill these demands.
Computer-aided process engineering (CAPE) is the application of a modeling approach
to the study of a process as an integrated whole (Mayer & Schoenmakers, 1998). Its objective is
not only to promote the development of modeling and simulation tools, but also to assist in the
integration of the process with its operating systems during design, as well as improve the
mechanisms for data transfer between phases of the process life cycle. Through all its stages (i.e.
research and development, design, detailed engineering, and operation), CAPE can be exploited
for the benefit of the process. For example, modeling can be used to find innovative ways of
production and new operating points to maximize profit or product quality.
Software specialized in modeling and simulation has been developed due to the benefits
obtained with the use of process models. These applications, also called process modeling
environments (PMEs) are capable not only of simulating a process but in some cases performing
other related activities such as parameter estimation and optimization. For this reason, a more
general term for these programs is modeling, simulation and optimization environments
(MSOEs). The solution of model-based activities is achieved thanks to the process modeling
components (PMCs), which have a specific task that is usually related to numerical calculations
1

such as computing physical properties or solving sets of equations. The presence in the market of
PMCs from different vendors and the PME inability to take advantage of them, gave rise to the
CAPE-OPEN project in the late 1990s. Its objective was to identify the major components
available and to develop standards to allow their incorporation into environments of different
vendors. This would create broader opportunities for the solution of modeling problems.
During the past two decades the CAPE community has made important progresses in the
development and commercialization of PMEs, and in the establishment of standard interfaces for
the communication between components of these environments (Braunschweig et al. 2000). The
CAPE-OPEN laboratory network (CO-LAN) is currently in charge of developing and
maintaining such standards. Currently, PME vendors implement open interfaces that allow the
use of property packages, units or computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models within
applications of different vendor. Such is the case of Process Systems Enterprise’s gPROMS®,
ASPEN Technologies’ Aspen plus and HYSYS®, and SimSci-Esscor’s PRO/II®. It is possible
now, for example, to use property packages from Aspen plus into gPROMS or to export
gPROMS process models to ASPEN Custom Modeler (Pantelides and Urban, 2004).
Even though the central role of process models in cutting-edge technologies for advanced
manufacturing operations cannot be ignored, rigorous mechanistic process models are just one of
the many components of any sophisticated software tool targeting industrial applications. In
order to bring the advances in modeling, simulation and optimization environments, opensoftware architectures, and information technology closer to process industries, a series of novel
mechanisms and advanced software tools must be devised so that the definition of complex
model-based

problems

is

simplified.

Additionally,

synergistic

interactions

between

complementary model-based software tools must be refined in order to fully unlock the potential
of model-centric technologies in the industrial workplace. In spite of the increasing need for
2

comprehensive process modeling and

growing scope for model-based

applications

(Braunschweig et al., 2000), the lack of a framework integrating common (model-based)
process-engineering tasks supporting the analysis and improvement of the industrial
manufacturing operations has halted the examination of these points-of-synergy.
Unfortunately, current applications targeted to process industries have not been designed
to formulate model-based engineering problems in a practical manner and have rather focused on
details of model development and numerical issues related to its solution. The statement by
Marquardt (1996), that there are no different tools for the modeler expert and the end-user, is
well valid today. Moreover, the shortcomings in usability by non-experts for both offline and
online applications have contributed to hinder universal adoption of modeling and simulation
techniques (Britt et al., 2004). In fact, the user must have a deep knowledge not only about the
phenomena driving the process but also about the modeling tools (numerical algorithms,
computer science, etc.). The end-user must prepare and attach data manually, a cumbersome and
error-prone activity.
The previous drawbacks are evidenced in a recent survey about the current state of
modeling and simulation practice in industry (Cameron & Ingram, 2008). When asked about the
organizational barriers for modeling implementation, a remarkable 58% of respondents reported
the complexity of using the tools as an important contributor factor. It is therefore imperative to
devise novel software tools that step between the complex modeling environment and the
process engineer. Shifting to these novel applications that target the (end-user) process engineer
demands continuous research.
It follows that the creation of a model-centric framework that supports the definition of
rigorous model-based problems and promotes the transfer of knowledge between complementary

3

model-based activities will certainly extend the viability of model-centric technologies within the
industrial workplace.
In this dissertation, the conceptual definition of a single and consistent model-centric
framework for integrated decision support of process systems aimed at facilitating the realistic
formulation of related model-based engineering problems is presented. It integrates data
management, simulation, parameter estimation, data reconciliation, and optimization of
industrial process systems based on mechanistic process models.
1.2 RESEARCH AIMS
The goal of this research is to formulate, implement and validate an integrated modelcentric process decision support system (IMCPSS). The IMCPSS develops an innovative
methodology to facilitate the formulation of hybrid data-driven/model-based problems in
industrial workplaces: parameter estimation, data reconciliation, optimization and transition
planning.
To fulfill this objective, the following activities are required and will be addressed
throughout this dissertation:
•

Development of a process Data Management System (pDMS) for data pre-processing,
analysis, and conditioning of plant data and managing data transfer between modelbased activities.

•

Design and implementation of mechanisms for embedding plant data seamlessly into
a problem and translating it into the required high-level declarative language, which
is specific to the desired PME.

•

Design and implementation of a robust object-oriented problem definition
environment to ease the definition of model-based problems in industrial workplaces.
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•

Incorporation of methodologies for data reconciliation, parameter estimation,
optimization, and transition planning for the formulation of related model-based
problems offline and online.

1.3 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contribution of this dissertation is the development of an innovative
methodology to ease the definition of model-based problems in the industrial workplace. The
innovative methodology consists of a Problem Definition Environment (PDE) and novel
mechanisms to condition and embed plant data seamlessly into the problem, and further translate
it into a language comprehensible to a PME. Simply put, the PDE is an object-oriented software
component responsible for the definition of a given model-based engineering problem through a
friendly user interface, so that no direct interaction user-PME is required. Then, to solve the
problem, the PDE delegates the corresponding model-based activity to a powerful modeling and
solution engine. gPROMS is used throughout this dissertation for that purpose.
The PDE application was developed in Visual Basic 2005, following the concepts of
object oriented programming. A VC++ interface was designed to allow third-party PMEs to be
“plugged” into the PDE, making it an open application and, therefore, implementing the
principles of the CAPE-OPEN project.
A summary of particular contributions related to the proposed framework are
enumerated next.
1.3.1 Contributions of the Problem Definition Environment (PDE)
•

Conceptual definition and implementation of methodologies to ease the formulation
of large-scale model based problems: data model definitions and problem formulation
objects. These data model structures serve two main functions: first, they allow the
seamless integration of plant data into the mathematical definition of the problem.
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Second, association of physical process variables or sensors with abstract
mathematical (model) variables is automatic.
•

Integration of model-based activities into a single framework that allows activities to
be performed offline or online. Furthermore, steady-state and dynamic problems can
be formulated. All required manipulations are supervised by the PDE, which
represents an important advantage when dealing with high volumes of data in process
industries.

•

The problem definition environment is independent of the modeling and solution
engine used. Therefore, process engineers do not require previous knowledge of the
modeling software used.

1.3.2 Contributions in Data Management
•

Design and development of process data objects to embed plant data seamlessly into
the formulation of model-based problems and to permit data transfer and re-usability
among different activities. Moreover, process data objects allow synergy among
activities as results from one activity may be directly used in another, enhancing the
accuracy of the final estimates.

•

Systematic integration of methodologies for pre-processing and conditioning of plant
data and model-based activities through the pDMS. Multiple methodologies for
conditioning can be incorporated according to an application’s specific needs.
Furthermore, pre-processed data is incorporated in a straightforward manner in any
data-driven model-based activity.

•

The methodology for detecting and correcting outliers developed by Chen and
Romagnoli (1998) is extended for use independently of data reconciliation.
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1.3.3 Contributions in Data Reconciliation
•

Formulation of data reconciliation problems in gPROMS, which is not a current
functionality of this process modeling environment. In conjunction with gPROMS,
the PDE has the capability of solving dynamic data reconciliation for nonlinear
industrial processes online or offline.

•

A robust objective function based on the generalized-t distribution has been extended
to dynamic data reconciliation.

•

A meta-language for data reconciliation has been proposed to standardize formulation
of general estimation problems within MSOEs.

1.4 OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the conceptual definition
framework for integrated model-centric support system of process industries; first, it gives a
preview of previous studies in the area and some generalities of the framework. Then, it presents
the components of the framework and their relationship. Finally, it details the mechanisms
proposed for the formulation of model-problems through the PDE.
Chapter 3 develops the framework for process data management. An introduction to the
topic reviews concepts and previous studies related to gross error and outlier detection. This
leads to the development of a method for outlier detection and cleaning based on the mean
minimum distance approach. This extended method is later compared to the moving median
technique. The environment for data management within the PDE and proposed mechanisms are
discussed before validating its implementation by means of case studies that analyze the effect of
different factors in the detection rate.
Chapter 4 presents first a review on developments in modeling and simulation followed
by the two-CSTR process system used throughout this dissertation for validation of offline
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problem formulation. Then, the simulation component of the IMCPSS is presented. This leads to
the proposed methods for formulation of simulation problems through the PDE. The two-CSTR
system is used to validate and demonstrate the framework capabilities.
Chapter 5 details the concepts and methods for data reconciliation and parameter
estimation of chemical processes, including some important issues when solving general
estimation problems. Furthermore, the mechanisms and environment for formulation of general
estimation problems offline are presented. This leads to the definition of related problems
through the PDE to validate it. Then, a new language for data reconciliation is proposed
outlining its importance and necessity in today’s modeling and simulation community.
In chapter 6, the optimization and transition planning component of the framework for
IMCPSS is developed. Furthermore, the proposed methodology for offline formulation of these
problems through the PDE is detailed. Then, its mechanisms are validated with the formulation
of optimization problems related to the two-CSTR system.
Chapter 7 develops the methodology and environment for the formulation of online
problems related to general estimation and transition planning. This implementation is validated
using case studies related to a packed distillation unit available in the Chemical Engineering
Department’s Unit Operations Laboratory at LSU.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents a summary of conclusions and gives some recommendations
for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
FRAMEWORK OF THE INTEGRATED MODEL-CENTRIC PROCESS
DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (IMCPSS)
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Although numerous studies have been conducted in model-based activities separately,
they have focused on the numerical methods for the solution of the (non)linear system
representing the process (Kim et al., 1991; Pearson, 1995; Caracotsios & Stewart, 1995; Asprey
& Machietto, 2002; Avraam et al., 2006, among others). Only a handful of papers are available
regarding CAPE-OPEN standards (Barret & Yang, 2005), or in the creation of process modeling
environments with newer features on model development that target process industries (Oh &
Pantelides, 1996; Tolsma & Barton, 2000; Bogusch et al., 2001; Lang & Biegler, 2007).
However, these environments are not designed to provide a holistic treatment of modelbased activities or to formulate of related problems for industrial applications efficiently. For
instance, PMEs do not provide mechanisms to systematically incorporate plant data in modelbased activities. Then, process engineers are responsible for transferring plant data into PMEs.
This becomes a cumbersome and error-prone task, especially for large-scale processes and longterm simulations because high volumes of data are involved. Moreover, to promote synergy
between model-based activities within a single framework, results and their associated data from
one activity must be transferred to another one to carry out further analyses.
To best author’s knowledge, only Rolandi (2004) has partly tackled these issues. His
work presented the model development of a continuous pulping digester in gPROMS and
developed an application for its simulation, parameter estimation and control. Rolandi’s work
represents the basis for the development described in this dissertation.
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In this chapter, the conceptual definition of a single and consistent model-centric
framework integrated decision support of process systems aimed at facilitating the realistic
formulation of related engineering problems is presented. The framework introduces a new
concept, the Problem Definition Environment (PDE) that provides innovative mechanisms to
achieve its goals: the data model definition (DMD), the process data object (PDO), and the
problem formulation objects (PFO). DMD contains structural information about the process
model. It specifies what information is presented to the end-user and it is used in modelactivities. Furthermore, it provides a direct link between DCS tags and model variables. On the
other hand, the PDO comprehends plant data and allows its transfer across the PDE. Finally, the
PFO represents an abstraction of the problem itself. The PFO not only embed plant data but the
structural definition of a model-based problem.
By means of these structures, not only is the specification of related phenomenological
problems possible but also of entire complex chemical plants. Once a specific problem has been
formulated, its solution is delegated to a process modeling engine. The PDE is implemented as
an object oriented software application developed in Visual Basic 2005. It follows the
interoperability principles of CAPE-OPEN standards, in the sense that third-party PMEs can be
“plugged” into the PDE.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the concepts of the framework
for the integrated model-centric process decision support (IMCPSS). Also, it details its
components and their interaction and briefly describes the model-based activities supported.
Furthermore, it presents the IMCPSS in contrast to the traditional PME structure and gives the
advantages of the proposed architecture. Section 2.3 describes the problem definition
environment concept, and details the novel methods and mechanisms necessary for the
framework functionalities. Additionally, it presents some implementation issues regarding the
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PDE. Finally, Section 2.4 draws some conclusions and summarizes the most important features
of the framework for IMCPSS.
2.2 CONCEPTUAL DEFINITION OF THE FRAMEWORK
The framework for model-centric support assists in the formulation of problems
integrating model-based activities typical of process industries into a single environment,
promoting synergy and managing data transfer between functions.
2.2.1 Framework Architecture
Three subsystems integrate the IMCPSS, as seen in the architecture presented in Figure
2.1 with inherited characteristics from its constituents. First, the process data management
system (pDMS) takes raw data from the distributed control system and performs a number of
tasks, typically needed when using plant data (data-preprocessing activities) as requested by the
engineer. Furthermore, it creates the process data object (PDO), which contains the plant data.
This is an important step when working with data-driven processes as the PDO is the basis for
data transfer within the IMCPSS.
Distributed control system
(DCS)
Raw data
IMCPSS
Process data
management system
(pDMS)
Pre-processed data
Operations
support system
(OpSS)
Redundancy
quantification

Problem
specification

Process knowledge
support system
(pKSS)

Mathematical
representation

Process
model

Variable relations

Figure 2.1: Architecture of the framework for IMCPSS
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Then, the pre-processed data is sent to the OpSS, where a variety of model-based
problems can be defined and solved offline or online (real-time). Naturally, model equations are
required at this point. The variable relationships described in the process model and the problem,
as specified by the engineer, are taken into the pKSS, which takes advantage of the mathematical
information of the system to assist during the problem definition. For example, it could perform
analysis of redundancy, and produce a report on whether the available information is enough to
appropriately solve the problem.
2.2.1.1 The Process Data Management System - pDMS
Within a framework that integrates model-based activities, data needs to be transfer
consistently between phases utilizing plant measurements (e.g. from gross error detection to data
reconciliation, then to parameter estimation). The main objective of the pDMS is to prepare the
plant data to be used in subsequent problems and create the corresponding PDO. The pDMS
architecture is presented in Figure 2.2.
pDMS
Raw data

Preprocessing

Outlier
elimination

Time
averaging

DMD

DCS historian
file

Pre-processed data

Process
information

Creation of
PDO

PDO

Figure 2.2: pDMS architecture
Retrieving information from the DCS historian file is the first step towards the creation of
the PDO. The IMCPSS offers three options to collect data: offline, online with connection to a
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database file, and real-time connecting directly to an OPC server. When formulating offline
problems, data retrieval means opening, accessing, and closing a DCS historian file; for real-time
problems, it means extracting measurements from it at regular intervals. Once raw data is
acquired, the pDMS performs pre-processing and conditioning routines.
Finally, the pDMS creates the process data object (PDO). This object is a very important
component during the formulation of any model-based problem related to data-driven processes.
For these systems, measurements must be incorporated as part of the problem definition, and the
PDO is the proposed mechanism to achieve it. The inclusion of both raw and pre-processed data
in the PDO makes its re-utilization possible. Ultimately, data can be used as part of a modelbased problem but can also stand alone for other purposes.
2.2.1.2 The Operation Support System – OpSS
The OpSS integrates simulation, parameter estimation, data reconciliation, optimization,
and transition planning. These activities are based in a unique fundamental process model. A
brief description of these activities is presented next.
•

Process simulation of past and future scenarios. Past scenarios are defined by
previously recorded measurements of input variables, which are used in the
simulation for comparison and analysis of previous situations. On the other hand,
future scenarios refer to simulations of new operating conditions, either by change on
input variables, parameters or initial conditions.

•

Process parameter estimation. The so-called “traditional” parameter estimation does
not involve errors in the input variables. Although it represents a much simpler
problem, assuming no error in input variables is inappropriate in many chemical
engineering processes. A more realistic approach is the error-in-variable (EVM)
method, which considers errors are present in both input and output variables. The
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IMCPSS is capable of formulating not only traditional but also EVM parameter
estimation.
•

Process data reconciliation. Data reconciliation refers to the estimation of process
measurements through the minimization of the error between the measurements and
the model predictions (e.g. residuals). Within the structure of the IMCPSS, the
implementation of an objective function for data reconciliation depends on the
characteristics of the enabling MSOE. If they are not available, they must be either
included in the process model or provided by means of PMCs. Chapter 5 implements
the weighted least squares function and one function based on the contaminated
normal distribution (Tjoa & Biegler, 1991). Furthermore, a robust objective function
based on the generalized-t (GT) distribution, initially developed for steady state
reconciliation by Wang and Romagnoli (2003, 2005), is extended for dynamic
systems.

•

Process optimization. Any objective function can be optimized, as long as it is
defined within the process model. Different duration and number of intervals are
possible.

•

Transition planning and real-time optimization. While the aim of optimization studies
is usually maximize profit, the transition planning’s goal is to maintain or improve
operational performance. This brings significant differences in the form of the
objective function, especially for maintenance of a certain condition. The result of a
transition planning activity is the optimal set-point trajectory to move from one
operating point to a second. More than one controller (represented by decision or
manipulated variables) can be optimized with this procedure. If the set-point
trajectories are updated every time a disturbance is detected, the process will be
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optimized in real time. This type of real-time optimization exhibits great benefits as
both control and optimization are executed simultaneously, ensuring consistency of
results and synergy between them.
2.2.1.3 The Process Knowledge Support System - pKSS
Before describing the methodology of the pKSS, it is important to differentiate the
problem itself from its validity and its solution. A problem consists in the definition of an
activity to be executed and the selection of desired variables accordingly. Especially for largescale process models, the problem may lack information that renders it unsolvable given certain
subsets of variables. In other words, such formulation is not valid. The IMCPSS delegates the
solution of a problem to the solution engine. However, even a well-posed problem may not be
solvable due to numerical issues such as tight variable bounds, high specified tolerances, and
model stiffness, among many others.
To address the validation of a problem, the pKSS may perform a redundancy analysis of
the defined problem and suggests possible corrections if needed. Simply put, given a subset of
variables it examines the model structure to find their relationships and determine if sufficient
information exists for its solution. Not only spatial redundancy (model equations) should be
taken into account but also temporal (measurements in time). For example, assume that a
parameter estimation problem is being formulated. Depending on the number of parameters and
the model structure, a certain quantity of measurements is required as a minimum to produce
estimates with appropriate accuracy. If this quantity is not met, the pKSS presents the user with
suggestions on how many and which other measurements to include.
Eventually, the pKSS could make use of the mathematical information (variable values,
derivatives, etc.) of the system for other purposes, such as sensitivity and sparcity analysis,
Hessian evaluation, among others.
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2.2.2 Flow of Information within the IMCPSS
Figure 2.3 shows the flow of information and synergy between components of the
framework. The fundamental process model supplies all necessary relationships to the activities
within the OpSS and to the pKSS. At the top of the structure, the process engineer conceptualizes
a problem and formulates it. The OpSS interacts with the pDMS and pKSS to obtain the
necessary data and the viability of the formulated problem. Within the OpSS, results from one
activity can be used in a subsequent activity to enhance results and produce more accurate
estimates.
PROCESS ENGINEER
Problem definition

Results & knowledge

OpSS

Validated data

Data reconciliation
& parameter
Validated data

Optimization and
transition planning

PROCESS
MODEL
Pre-processed data

Advanced process
control

pDMS
Problem structure

ACTIONS

KNOWLEDGE

Simulation of past &
future scenarios

Problem viability

pKSS

Optimal
operating points

Problem viability
Raw data

Distributed control system

PROCESS SYSTEM

Figure 2.3: Flow of information within the IMCPSS
At the bottom of the structure, the process plant provides measurements as required,
depending on whether the application is run online or offline. At the same time, the distributed
control system executes the setpoint recipe obtained during real-time optimization and transition
planning; they may interact with an advanced process control scheme to provide further
improvement. The optimization objective function in this case is either economical or operative,
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although the latter is more appropriate when maintaining the process at certain levels of
production or quality requirements.
During the entire problem formulation cycle, information from the process and results
from each individual activity are returned as feedback. The process engineer has the
responsibility of making decisions affecting the process based on such information. Therefore, a
profound knowledge of the functioning and performance of the process plant is imperative.
2.2.3 The Framework within the General CAPE Architecture
Process modeling environments (PMEs) are well known tools in design and operation of
chemical processes. They are one of the main components in the traditional architecture of
computer-aided process engineering (CAPE) shown in Figure 2.4. The PME has the task not
only of providing the environment for model development, but also to manage the call to the
required process modeling components (PMCs), which perform particular tasks such as the
calculation of physical properties (i.e. property packages) or the solution to model equations (e.g.
numerical solvers).
Informal knowledge based on previous experience
LEVEL 3

USER
Results

Problem definition
LEVEL 2

PME

Problem solution
LEVEL 1

Problem instantiation
PMC
Model update

Model structure
ESO

LEVEL 0

Formal knowledge derived from mathematical models

Figure 2.4: Traditional CAPE process modeling software architecture1

1

Based on the one presented by Rolandi (2004).
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The CAPE-OPEN project has made important contributions for the standardization of
PMC interfaces, so that a PME may use third-party components. On the other hand, sharing
information across domains of a common framework is possible (Barret and Yang, 2005). The
Microsoft’s Component Object Model (COM) and the Object Managements Group’s Common
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) have been the most used object models for
interface development, as they offer platform independence and network accessibility.
The Equation Set Object (ESO) was introduced by CAPE-OPEN as an abstraction of the
model equations (algebraic, differential or mixed). This object allows the numerical solvers to
access information about the mathematical structure of the system: number, names, and values of
variables; sparsity; and derivatives, among others. The PME can also expose information
contained in the ESO, providing the means for creation of new model-based activities beyond
those supported by the PME itself (Braunschweig et al., 2000).
As shown in Figure 2.4, in the traditional approach the user defines the model-based
problem directly in the PME. The most immediate drawback of this configuration is that the user
must master PME’s commands, language, and methods. Then, the capabilities of modeling
environments become accessible only to the few people trained in the particular language.
Moreover, if new software with broader or better functionality is released to the market, its use is
subject to additional training. At last, budget has to be allocated for this purpose.
The traditional architecture also brings a series of data management complications and
inconveniences to process engineers planning to take full advantage of modeling capabilities
within the process life cycle. Particularly, no straightforward and automatic connection exists
between physical variables and their mathematical representation during the formulation of a
model-based problem. As a result, the incorporation of plant data into these environments must
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be performed manually. Naturally, this is cumbersome and error-prone task, especially for largescale processes and long-term simulations producing high volumes of data.
To overcome the above drawbacks, this dissertation proposes an innovative entity within
the IMCPSS: the Problem Definition Environment (PDE). In this new architecture (Figure 2.5),
the user interacts only with the PDE, in contrast to the direct interaction user-PME in the
traditional architecture. At first sight it might seem that the incorporation of an additional
component adds an unnecessary step in the formulation of problems. On the contrary, the PDE
comprehends a series of internal mechanisms to facilitate the problem formulation so that its
usage only requires knowledge of the process plant and a clear problem conceptualization.
Informal knowledge based on previous experience
LEVEL 4

USER

Problem definition
DMD

IpDMS

Process data object
PDO

LEVEL 2

Results

PDE

LEVEL 3

Problem translation
Problem input file, PIF

PME

Problem solution

MSOE

LEVEL 1

Problem instantiation

PMC
Model update

Model structure

ESO

LEVEL 0

Formal knowledge derived from mathematical models

Figure 2.5: Proposed process modeling software architecture
The entire process from the formulation of the problem until its solution is the problem
life cycle. The user formulates the problem through the PDE, which together with the data
models provided by the pDMS, creates an abstraction of it and translate it into a languagespecific input for the PME. Levels 3 and 4 constitute the problem formulation.
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Only the combination of PME and corresponding PMCs is relevant for the IMCPSS.
Considering that the former manages all interaction with the latter, for the purposes of the
present development, and without loss in generality, such combination will be referred just as
PME or MSOE.
2.3 PROBLEM DEFINITION ENVIRONMENT (PDE)
The problem definition environment (PDE), and all its methods and procedures, is a
novel tool within the PME structure and CAPE architecture, as presented in the previous section.
Problems that embed plant data seamlessly can be defined in terms of physical variables;
therefore, the PDE facilitates the formulation of model-based engineering problems in the
industrial workplace.
The PDE supports the formulation of steady-state and dynamic problems related to
simulation, parameter estimation, data reconciliation, optimization, and transition planning.
These activities can be performed both off and online. A suitable MSOE serves as the solution
engine (or solution server) for the IMCPSS; hence, the execution of these activities depends
primarily on their availability within the MSOE.
To achieve the PDE’s goal, two new concepts are introduced: the data model definitions
(DMDs) and the process data objects (PDOs). The former contains the mathematical structure
and other available information relating model and physical variables. It also specifies which
information is available to the user and how it is used in different model-based formulations. The
latter is an abstraction of the problem itself, which is then translated into appropriate input files
for the MSOE.
2.3.1 Mechanisms of the Problem Definition Environment
Three key steps can be differentiated in the proposed structure shown in Figure 2.5:
1. Process data object creation,
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2. Problem definition and
3. Problem translation.
A close-up of levels 3 and 4 is sketched in Figure 2.6 showing the objects and entities
proper of the mechanisms involved in the problem formulation. A description of every step will
follow.
Data object creation
pDMS

Process Data Object
PDO

Data Model Definition
DMD

Problem definition

Re-use of
plant data

Problem Formulation Object
PFO
Problem translation

Problem Input File
PIF

Figure 2.6: Steps of the problem formulation
2.3.1.1 Creation of Data Objects
Process data objects (PDOs) are data structures containing measurement information
(plant data). Process tags (or OPC id instead), values and sampling time are recorded for each
sensor device. They are created within the pDMS prior to the problem definition.
2.3.1.2 Problem Definition and the DMD
Before describing the how a problem is defined through the PDE, it is important to
understand the content and functionality of the DMD, an abstraction of the model structure
combined with the physical process. Ultimately, the DMD provides all necessary information for
data management within the integrated model-centric support of process industries. The
following information must be included in the DMD:
•

Model and process names as developed in the MSOE. The model contains equations
not only about the physical phenomena but also objective functions for optimization,
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data reconciliation and transition planning. The process is a presentation of a
simulation, and shall contain variable assignments to fulfill zero degrees of freedom.
•

State of the model, whether it is stationary or dynamic.

•

Process and model tag of all variables including but not limited to fixed parameters,
estimation parameters, assigned variables (i.e. variables that are necessary to fulfill
degrees of freedom although they are not actively participating in a problem), state
variables, and measurement devices (sensors). While the process tag gives the name
of the variable as used in the physical plant, the model tag is the mathematical
representation of this physical variable. It is here where the connection for data
management starts.

•

Classification and statistical information about sensor devices. The former is related
to the functionally of the measurement in the context of a model-problem while the
latter specifies the error distribution. For example, a sensor variable may be used in
simulation as input or output variable and in optimization or data reconciliation as
constraint variable or manipulated (decision) variable. Concurrently, the variance
model for the measurement error is specified, including its type and parameters.

•

Definition of the general problem of dynamic data reconciliation, such as the error
distribution and its parameters.

•

Definition of the general problem for optimization and transition planning. Whether
the problem is maximization or minimization, the number of intervals allowed (for
dynamic optimization) and their duration.

Structure of the DMD: The Extensive Markup Language, XML, defines a generic
syntax and to markup data with simple, human-readable tags. It provides a format for computer
documents. This format is flexible enough to be customized for domains as diverse as web sites,
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electronic data interchange, vector graphics, object serialization, and more (Harold & Means,
2002). Data is included in XML documents as strings of text and are surrounded by text markup
that describes the data. The basic unit of data and markup is called an element. These elements
are arranged in a structure that must define how the elements are defined by tags, what names are
acceptable for elements, etc.
The structure of an XML document is similar to of HTML. In contrast to HTML, XML is
a metamarkup language. This means that XML does not have a fixed number of tags and
elements. Instead, developers can create as many elements as they need. Nonetheless, documents
must follow the grammar for XML, which says where tags are placed, how they should look like,
and so forth. The XML semantics specifies the type of information that is contained in an
element; for example, whether the data corresponds to a name, a date, or a grade. The markup
permitted in an XML application can be documented in a schema. The schema contains all
elements, tags and attributes created by the developer for the particular application. A document
type definition (DTD) can also be used to provide this information.
XML has been designed for delivering information over the Web. However, it is gaining
acceptance as information technology (IT) standard to generate, transform and exchange any
type of information between different applications and throughout the life-cycle of a given
application. In the context of the framework for IMCPSS, the most beneficial feature of XML is
that it allows a straightforward, natural and flexible representation of data structures. Taking
advantage of this characteristic, the DMD has been implemented as a XML file whose elements
reflect the nature of the variables on the one hand, and the parameters of the reconciliation and
optimization activities on the other. The DMD document type definition and a description of its
elements can be found in Appendix A. A detailed description of attributes and elements
particular to each model-based problem will be given in subsequent chapters. Table 2.1 presents
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a concise description of the DMD elements and their attributes. In the Table, the main elements
of the DMD are displayed in bold print and sub-elements are marked with the superscript *.
Table 2.1: DMD elements and attributes
ELEMENT / ATTRIBUTE
DataModelDefinition
MBAIsDynamic
MBAPresetValues
MBAModelName
MBAProcessName
MBAFPVar
MBAProcessVarTag
MBAVarModelTag
MBAVarValue*
MBAISVar
MBAProcessVarTag
MBAVarModelTag
MBAVarValue*
MBASensorProcessTag
MBAEVVar
MBAEVVarType
MBAProcessVarTag
MBAVarModelTag
MBAVarIsSel
MBAVarBound*
MBACVVar
MBAProcessVarTag
MBAVarModelTag
MBAVarIsSel
MBAVarBound*
MBAASVar
MBAProcessVarTag
MBAVarModelTag
MBAVarValue
MBAObjVar
MBAVarObjType
MBAProcessVarTag
MBAVarModelTag
MBAVarIsSel
MBASensor
MBASensorIsPC
MBASensorIsMV
MBASensorIsRV
MBASensorIsBI
MBASensorIsSel
MBASensorEU
MBASensorTag*
MBASensorProcessTag
MBASensorModelTag

DESCRIPTION
Contains all information
System is dynamic or is at steady state
Load existing values for initialization
Name of model in the MSOE
Name of simulation process in the MSOE
Fixed model parameters (cannot be modified)
Name of parameter as known in the physical plant
Name of parameter in the MSOE model
Nominal value of fixed parameter
State (differential) variables
Name of variable in the physical plant
Name of variable in the MSOE model
Nominal value of state variable
Sensor DCS tag associated the state variable (if any)
Parameters available for estimation
Type of parameter; either for parameter estimation (PEST) or for state
estimation in data reconciliation (SEST)
Name of parameter in the physical plant
Name of parameter in the MSOE model
Whether the parameter is included in the current problem
Parameter bounds (IG: initial guess, LB, UB:lower bound, UB: upper
bound)
Constraint variables during optimization or transition planning
Name of constraint variable in the physical plant
Name of constraint variable in the MSOE model
Whether the constraint variable has been currently selected
Constraint variable bounds (IG: initial guess/default, LB:lower bound,
UB: upper bound)
Variables different than all above that have to be assigned to comply with
zero degrees of freedom
Name of variable as known in the physical plant
Name of variable in the MSOE model
Nominal value of variable
Objective functions
Activity where objective function can be used (DR: data reconciliation,
OPT: optimization, TP: transition planning)
Name of objective function as known in the physical plant
Name of objective function in the MSOE model
Whether the objective function has been currently selected
Measurement devices (sensors)
Whether sensor is a process control variable (input)
Whether sensor is a measured output variable
Whether sensor can be reconciled
Whether sensor measurements may contain biases
Whether sensor has been currently selected
Sensor’s engineering units
Contain tags associated with sensor
Name of sensor as known in the physical plant
Name of sensor in the MSOE model
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(table 2.1 continued)
MBASensorErrorTag
MBABiasTag
MBAWeightTag
MBASensorFlagTag
MBASensorOPCItemID
MBASensorType*
MBASensorIsCV
MBASensorCVType
MBASensorIsMN
MBASensorMNType
MBASensorBound*
MBASensorVarianceModel*
MBAVarianceModelType
MBAVarianceEstimateOmega
MBAGammaBound*
MBAOmegaBound*
MBASensorBiasBound*
MBADRActivity
DRDistributionType
DRObjective
DREstimateParameters
DRContaminatedDistribution*
CNAlpha*
CNAlphaModelTag
CNAlphaIG,-UB, -LB
CNBeta*
CNBetaModelTag
CNBetaIG,-UB, -LB
DRGeneralizedDistribution*
GTp*
GTpModelTag
GTpIG, GTpLB, GTpUB
GTq*
GTqModelTag
GTqIG, GTqLB, GTqUB
DRTimeHorizon*
MBAOPTActivity
OPTObjective
OPTType
OPTUsePlantData
OPTTimeHorizon*
OPTInterval*
OPTTotalIntervals
OPTIntervalBounds *
MBATPActivity

Name of the associated error in the MSOE
Name of the associated bias in the MSOE
Name of the associated weight (standard deviation) in MSOE
Name of flag in the MSOE used to include the sensor in data
reconciliation
Sensor ID in the control system – OPC server
Function that sensor can serve
Whether can be used as constraint variable during optimization
Type of constraint (EPE: endpoint equality, EPI: endpoint inequality,
IP: interior point constraint)
Whether sensor can serve as manipulated (decision) variable during
optimization
Type of manipulated variable (TI: time invariant, PWC: piecewise
constant, PWL: piecewise linear)
Sensor’s bounds (IG: initial guess/default, LB:lower bound, UB: upper
bound)
Variance model of the sensor’s error
The variance model (CON: constant variance, REL: relative constant
variance, HET: heteroscedastic)
Whether the parameter omega of the variance model will be estimated
Bounds of the gamma parameter of the variance model
Bounds of the omega parameter of the variance model
Bounds of the possible bias in the sensor
Description of data reconciliation activity
Selected objective function (WLSQ: weighted least squares, CN:
contaminated Gaussian , GT: generalized-t distribution)
Whether it is a maximization (MAX) or minimization (MIN)
Whether CN or GT parameters will be estimated
Describes the contaminated distribution
Description of alpha parameter of CN
Name of alpha in MSOE
Alpha bounds (IG: initial guess, LB: lower bound, UB: upper bound)
describes beta parameter of CN
Name of beta in MSOE
Beta bounds (IG: initial guess, LB: lower bound, UB: upper bound)
Description of the generalized distribution
Describes p parameter of the GT
Name of p parameter in MSOE
Bounds of p parameter (IG: initial guess, LB: lower bound, UB: upper
bound)
Describes q parameter of the GT
Name of q parameter in MSOE
Bounds of q parameter (IG: initial guess, LB: lower bound, UB: upper
bound)
Duration of data reconciliation
Characterizes the optimization activity
Whether is maximization (MAX) or minimization (MIN)
Whether is point or dynamic optimization
Whether optimization is data-driven
Duration of dynamic optimization
Describes default intervals for optimization
Total number of intervals
Bounds of each interval
Describes transition planning activity (description as MBAOPTActivity)
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Problem Definition: During the problem definition, the PDE loads the data contained
into the DMD and presents corresponding physical system tags to the user in a step by step basis.
Then, the engineer selects the appropriate variables according to the problem to be solved, and
modifies their bounds if needed. Since only the physical variables are shown through the PDE,
knowledge of the modeling environment and the model itself is not required. This facilitates the
definition of the problem and provides additional security when dealing with proprietary models.
Once the definition of the problem is complete, the PDE accesses the PDO and retrieves all
necessary data to create the problem formulation object (PFO).
In general, the PFO contains both an instance of the DMD with the specific values given
by the user, and dataset retrieved for the current problem. It is, therefore, an abstraction of the
model-based problem. The PFO is also implemented as an XML document, joining the elements
from the DMD and those from the PDO.
The reutilization of process data and the reformulation of problems can be achieved by
reloading previous PFOs. Then, the OpSS separates it into the corresponding DMD and the PDO
and the procedure for new problems is followed. Moreover, data from an existing PFO is
considered as “new” data so that it can undergo all processing in the pDMS. Indeed, this is a
significant advantage when the same set of data is required for different activities or the analysis
of several pre-processing techniques is needed.
2.3.1.3 Problem Translation
In the first step during the problem translation, the PDE reads the corresponding PFO.
Then, it applies a series of conversion algorithms to transform this problem abstraction into a file
which can be loaded and executed by the MSOE. As a result, the translation methods are highly
dependent on the selected solution engine.
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In this work, an interface was designed with the objective of allowing different MSOE to
be connected to the PDE, so that it is in concordance with current trends of open architectures
promoted by the CAPE-OPEN project. Ten procedures have to be supplied to the IMCPSS in the
form of dynamic link libraries. The procedure StartSolutionServer initializes the MSOE by
checking the existence of an appropriate license and calling the corresponding starting function;
SelectInputFile loads a model into the MSOE. Then, any of the activity execution procedures is
called according to the selected by the process engineer: SimulateActivity, EstimateActivity,
ReconcileActivity or OptimizeActivity. Please note that transition planning is a special case of
dynamic optimization, and therefore it shares the characteristics and algorithms of an
optimization.
Once the problem is solved, RetreiveTPResults extracts the optimal setpoints obtained by
transition planning which are later delivered to the controllers. The outputs files are then moved
to the corresponding folder in the working directory via CopyOutputFiles; if necessary, the
original input and output files are deleted with DeleteFiles. Finally, EndSolutionServer closes the
MSOE.
In addition to the above procedures for initialization and execution of model-based
activities, methods for the creation of input files should be provided, when necessary, following
the syntax of the MSOE.
The result of a translation procedure is one or more problem input files, PIF, written in
the MSOE language. Consequently, they can be imported and executed within the modeling
environment either automatically or manually. However, the PDE always executes model-based
activities automatically so that the results can be retrieved and presented to the user once they are
obtained. The methods for extraction of results are out of the scope of this dissertation as they are
particular to each individual modeling environment.
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2.3.2 Implementation of the Problem Definition Environment
The PDE is a friendly-user interface of the IMCPSS to support the problem formulation.
It was developed in Microsoft visual basic 2005 (.NET framework), using object-oriented
programming. Because the PDE is in practice a representation of the IMCPSS, these terms will
be used interchangeably throughout this dissertation.
The five model-based problems covered by the framework are represented by the
following specific PFO within the PDE: the dynamic simulation object, DSO; the parameter
estimation object, PEO; the dynamic data reconciliation object, DRO; the dynamic optimization
object, DOO; and the transition planning object, TPO. Member data particular to these objects
include all variables needed for their full specification, given by attributes and elements of the
DMD and PDO; while member functions are code pieces performing certain tasks such as the
instantiation of a problem or calls to writing procedures.
In particular, the function InstantiateProblemDefinition(DMD,PDO) updates the DMD
after a problem has been defined and incorporates the plant data from the PDO, to create
activity-specific PFOs; CreateProblemInputFile() translates PFOs into high-level-declarativelanguage input files corresponding to the current activity.
From the main menu of the PDE, Figure 2.7, the user can select the type of problem to be
solved and whether it is completely new or a previous one will be redefined. Furthermore, the
PDE can be connected in two different ways to a data server for online problems through the
menu “Connectivity”. In the first case, the connection is made directly with the OPC server; in
the second case, the PDE extracts the data from an MS Excel file receiving the real-time data.
For offline applications, an MS Excel file containing historian DCS data is always required.
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Figure 2.7: Main menu of the IMCPSS environment
The menu “Pre-processing” directs to the implementation of the pDMS. It is worth noting
that the pDMS allows performing data processing with or without a link to a model-based
problem. This is especially useful when only data analysis is required or when the data is being
used in a different application, for instance, data monitoring.
In general, problems are defined through consecutive windows representing stages in the
problem definition. The specific windows for data pre-processing, estimation and optimization
will be covered in each of their individual chapters.
The menu “Tools” allows the specification of some preferences related to the historian
DCS file (Figure 2.8). The sampling or reporting time, the row and column where the data starts
in the file, the row where sensor tags are located (if any) and the name of the datasheet
containing the data can be modified here.
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Figure 2.8: Interface corresponding to the “Tools” menu
Other features of the IMCPSS: The IMCPSS must be installed according to a
predefined folder structure, as shown in Figure 2.9. The subfolder bin contains all critical files
for running the IMCPSS, that is, preferences, model file (if required by the MSOE), and DMD.
The folders save, input and output contain variable sets for problem initialization,
temporary PIF and temporary output files respectively, if required by the MSOE. FO holds any
additional programs or libraries included during model development. Finally, the folder work
has one subfolder for every model-based activity supported. A folder named with the complete
date and time is created for every formulated problem.

Figure 2.9: IMCPSS installation folder structure
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2.4 SUMMARY
This chapter presented the conceptual definition of the framework for integrated modelcentric process decision support system (IMCPSS) aimed at facilitating the definition of typical
model-based problems in the industrial workplace: simulation of past and future scenarios,
parameter estimation, data reconciliation, optimization, and transition planning. Innovative
mechanisms were designed to allow the definition of problems in terms of physical variables
instead of their abstract mathematical counterparts; hence, the user does not require prior
knowledge on the modeling environment used for model development.
The proposed architecture introduces the problem definition environment (PDE), a new
concept in the traditional PME architecture, as the enabling tool for problem definition. Its
mechanisms correspond to the data model definition (DMD), the problem formulation objects
(PFOs), and the problem input files (PIFs). The DMD contains mathematical information about
the process model, concurrently, providing a bridge between this abstract system and the
physical process plant. The PFO comprises not only the mathematical information about a
problem but also its measurement data; therefore, the PFO is considered an abstraction of the
problem itself. Lastly, the PDE translates a PFO into one or more PIFs, which are high
declarative language files proper of the MSOE. The execution of all model-based problems is
delegated to the MSOE.
The framework comprises three subsystems with particular purposes but in constant
interaction. First, the process data management system (pDMS) manages acquisition of plant
data and prepares it for use within the operation support system (OpSS). Options for data
collection include offline access to a historian DCS file, retrieval of real-time data from an excel
file, and online connection to an OPC server. Data set preparation consists in elimination of
outliers and reduction of temporal dimensionality. Second, the OpSS supervises the problem
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formulation and execution of all model-based activities. Finally, the process knowledge support
system (pKSS) provides validation of a problem formulation.
The IMCPSS represents a valuable tool for process industries, as the facilitation of
problem formulation is translated into minimization time consumed in the analysis of processes,
incorporation of plant data in less error-prone manner, and exploitation of synergy among
activities.
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CHAPTER 3
PROCESS DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (pDMS)
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The distributed control system (DCS) has made possible the collection of large amounts
of data measurements of process variables in a daily basis in industry, and has contributed to the
emergence of techniques for their further exploitation. However, measurement instruments,
schedules and techniques are influenced by a wide range of factors and therefore, plant data
varies in quality (Romagnoli & Palazoglu, 2006). In addition to random errors, plant data
commonly contains missing points, systematic errors, and outliers.
Missing points is usually indicated by either empty points in the data set or by the
presence of the NAN (Not a Number) term, which suggests that measurements are below (or
above) the detection limit of the instrument (Romagnoli & Palazoglu, 2006). On the other hand,
typical sources of systematic errors and outliers include deterioration of components, wear of
parts, corrosion of sensor equipment, fouling of sensors or measurement lines, and improper
calibration of instruments (Abu-el-zeet et al., 2002).
The accuracy of the estimates in further activities and the correctness of decisions based
on such estimates depend greatly in the quality of the measurements involved. Therefore, errors
must be eliminated or corrected to produce a data set suitable for subsequent analysis. An
additional issue arises when dealing with plant data. Generally, process variables are sampled at
intervals in the order of seconds, so vast data points are stored daily. This amount of information
is difficult to handle, not only to engineers but also to modeling and simulation applications. A
common technique to tackle this problem is averaging process data to a certain time interval.
A variety of methods have been developed for conditioning plant data. Although they
represent an important step before executing any model-based activity, these existing pre33

processing methods have not been systematically integrated into MSOEs. This dissertation
presents a contribution towards such integration by means of the data management system
(pDMS) within the IMCPSS. The pDMS manages acquisition of plant data and prepares it for
use within the OpSS. Moreover, the proposed process data object (PDO) that is created by the
pDMS is a novel mechanism to embed plant data seamlessly within model-based problems to
allow re-use of previously pre-processed data in the formulation of new problems. Because of
the characteristics exhibited by the pDMS, it represents a valuable contribution that complements
recent advances in the area of modeling and simulation of industrial processes.
The architecture of the pDMS is general, in the sense that it is not tied to particular preprocessing methodologies. In fact, any number and type of pre-processing and conditioning
methods can be implemented. At the moment, however, only some techniques that serve the
purpose of this dissertation were implemented. Specifically, three techniques to treat outliers
involving only plant measurements and a routine to reduce data set dimensionality via time
averages have been included.
This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 reviews general concepts and
techniques for outlier detection and correction as a preamble to Section 3.3 that details the
conditioning methods implemented by the pDMS. Furthermore, Section 3.3 details the PDO and
related creation methods. The validation of the pDMS and included techniques follows in
Section 3.4, which applies the implemented data pre-processing methods in a series of case
studies. Last but not least, the creation of PDOs is validated and the performance of the proposed
methods is evaluated. Finally, Section 3.5 draws some conclusions about this chapter.
3.2 DATA PRE-PROCESSING AND CONDITIONING
Although data processing and conditioning comprehends a diverse range of
methodologies, this section deals only with generalities of error removal/correction. This section
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is presented as a preamble to the discussion of the methodologies implemented in the pDMS,
which will be covered in subsequent sections.
Different approaches exist to eliminate and/or correct errors from measurement sets.
First, filtering and smoothing techniques do not identify particular errors but treat the entire data
set. Other methods detect and correct individual outliers. Finally, robust methodologies can be
used so that outliers do not need to be eliminated prior to using the plant data set in estimation
activities. A review of some techniques of the first two kinds is presented next, Chapter 5
reviews robust methodologies.
3.2.1 Early History of Outlier Detection
An outlier can be defined as an atypical observation that falls far apart from the “bulk” of
the data (Maronna at al., 2006). Therefore, an outlier is not considered to belong to the statistical
distribution that defines the set of data. Traditionally, the additive outlier model in Equation 3.2
is used to represent the presence of outliers in a set of data. The outliers, νt, as well as the
observations, yt, are considered to be independent and identically distributed (IID); xt represents
the true value and ε represents random errors.

yt = xt + ε t + ν t

[3.1]

The concern about the presence of outliers when estimating the mean and other statistics
dates back to the mid-19th century. Beckman and Cook (1983) presents a complete review of the
history of outlier detection from its roots until the early 1980s. A brief summary of this review is
presented here, followed by a review of recent techniques.
During the 19th century, and even in the 20th and 21st century, visual methods have been
commonly used to detect outliers before applying statistical techniques to confirm the results. By
examining the plot corresponding to the data set, the researcher identifies those points that she/he
considers to be the product of an abnormal situation. This way of detecting outliers is very
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subjective as the presentation of the data (ordered, random, graphical), experience, and scale
have an influence on the observer's perception (Beckman & Cook, 1983). Additionally, visual
methods may not be suitable for large or complicated sets. Thus, it becomes necessary to apply
an objective criterion to determine whether a data point is in fact an outlier.
Because of the subjective nature of outliers, researcher had different opinions about, first,
the complete removal of outlying observations and, second, the methods to detect them. On the
one hand, a group of statisticians considered that outliers should not be eliminated unless it was
certain that they came from abnormal conditions. This opinion was based on the idea that all
processes naturally produce outliers and that their presence would rather indicate that the data
accounts for a hidden phenomena. Their conclusion is that outliers should not be eliminated but
rather corrected or left untouched. On the other hand, those who believed that outliers were
harmful observations, proposed methods for rejection of outliers based on probability theory.
One of the first criteria was that a point should be rejected if the probability of the system of
errors was less if the doubtful data point was retained.
It was only until the mid-20th century that formal theories about detection and correction
of outliers appeared in the literature. Moreover, the concept of “robust statistics” was born.
3.2.2 Filtering and Smoothing Techniques
Tukey (1977) presented a method in which the data is smoothed, so that noise and
outliers are removed. A more sophisticated noise reduction method is the Kalman filter
introduced in the early 60’s with the intention of recursively filter discrete linear data (Welch and
Bishop, 2005). The advantages offered by this filter (e.g. estimation of past, present, and future
states even when the underlying model is unknown) made its use popular even until today.
Kalman filtering has been accommodated to nonlinear models previously linearized (the
extended Kalman filter, EKF). Martin and Thompson (1982) developed a filter based on the
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EKF. Their approach approximates the process behavior with a p-th autoregressive (AR) model
in addition to the time and measurement updates typical of the Kalman filter. This approximation
shows a bias reduction in the estimates compared to the traditional filter. The EKF is presented
as a special case of their more general model.
An example of more recent studies concerning outlier detection based on EKF is the one
of Liu et al. (2004). Their method, a revised version of the Martin and Thompson filter, is able to
estimate the data model online and can be used for dynamic processes. The filter was tested with
data produced by an AR model; however, nonlinear processes were not evaluated.
3.2.3 Outlier Detection Based on Statistics
One of the earliest techniques used for outlier identification (and arguably very
rudimentary) is the three-sigma edit rule, which measures the ratio between the distance of an
observation xi to the mean and the sample standard deviation:
ti =

xi − x

σ

[3.2]

Observations with |ti| > 3 are considered to be outliers. This rule is based on the fact that
P(x≥3) = 0.003 for a normal distribution. The measurement could then be adjusted to x ± 3 , or it
could be eliminated. This rule performs poorly for small data sets and when multiple outliers are
present in the data.
Methods for accommodation (rectification, or correction) of outliers gained increased
acceptance during the 60s, especially with the advent of robust estimation methodologies. In
general, a statistical procedure is said to be robust if small changes from an assumed nominal
model produces only small changes in the estimates (Martin & Thompson, 1982). Tukey (1977)
introduced the robust term based on data. An estimate is resistant if large changes in a small
fraction of the data results in little change to the estimate. This means that the estimate is
insensitive to outliers.
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Most statistics for robust estimation fall in three categories: (i) linear combination of the
order statistics or L estimators, where coefficients are weights; (ii) M estimators, established by
Huber in 1964, considers that the sensitivity of the least squares method causes the observed
poor performance of the sample mean; he proposed to alter the least squares function
incorporating a loss function, ρ(t), that varies in form according to the statistics being estimated.
These M estimators include the mean, median, and maximum likelihood. (iii) Bayesian methods
consider that the error comes from different distributions.
Distance-based outlier detection approaches identify a measurement as an outlier based
on the distance to its nearer neighbors. Angiulli et al. (2006) developed a distance based method
to not only detect outliers but also predict them, given an input data set. Their technique
resembles that of neural networks, in the sense that the prediction ability is “learn” using a
solving set. Other distance-based studies are those of Egan and Morgan (1998) and Guha et al.
(2006). Other recent studies include wavelet-based techniques (Doymaz et al., 2001), ellipsoidal
multivariate trimming combined with closest distance to center approaches (Chiang et al., 2003),
among others.

3.3 DATA PRE-PROCESSING WITHIN THE pDMS
3.3.1. Pre-Processing Methods Implemented
Data pre-processing consists on the preparation of a data set so that it is suitable to be
used in subsequent activities. Typical pre-processing tasks include removal of outliers and timedimensionality reduction for large data sets. The proposed pDMS offers both options. Integral
time average is used for the latter, and three outlier detection/elimination methods for the former:
(i) moving median filter, (ii) method based on the mean minimum distance, and (iii) a variation
of the previous method.
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3.3.1.1 Time Averaging
Although originated by continuous processes, measurements are actually discrete points
in time. Therefore, time averaging becomes important during the solution of data-driven
simulation problems because discrete data points represent model discontinuities. These
discontinuities usually exhibit negative effects when large plant data sets are used. The solution
time increases as the number of measurements increases and, depending on the robustness of the
numerical solvers employed, a solution may not be achieved.
Assume, for example, that a DCS historian file contains measurements for five variables
sampled every 10 seconds, for a period of 10 hours, adding to 3600 data points per variable
(18000 in total). If our example data set is averaged every minute, the problem would have now
600 points per variable (3000 in total) which is a significant reduction.
The problems outlined above are an indication that a reduction in the number of
measurements would benefit the overall performance of the solution procedure. The pDMS
implements an integral time average (Equation 3.3), approximated by a composite trapezoidal
rule (Equation 3.4), to reduce the number of data points in time.
y=

y=

1
tb − t a

tb

∫ f (t )dt

[3.3]

ta

n −1
1 h 

+
y
2
yi + y b 

∑
a

( tb − t a )  2 
i =1


[3.4]

In equations 3.3 and 3.4, y symbolizes the average of the function f(t) for the interval
from ta to tb. f(t) represents the underlying model equation relating time with the variable of
interest. However, this function is not known because data pre-processing is based solely in
measurement values. To apply the composite trapezoidal rule, we assumed that such interval is
divided in n equally spaced subintervals. Values in each subinterval (yi) are those taken by the
DCS system at a sampling rate of h time units.
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Excessive reduction of data points may result in process responses away from the actual
ones. The degree of nonlinearity of the processes and the computing resources available are main
considerations when deciding the averaging time interval tb – ta.

3.3.1.2 Moving Median Filter (MMF)
The MMF was first introduced by Tukey (1977), on his work on exploratory data
analysis, and it is considered a smoothing technique. If a set of data points are equally spaced, it
can be smoothed according to:
Given data = Smooth + Rough

[3.5]

The method is based on the selection of a subset of data from the sequence and the
replacement of each element by its corresponding median value. The subset is moved throughout
the entire sequence to replace every data point. In the medians of three, for example, three points
are taken and the second element from them is replaced by their median. Then, the next three
elements are taken into consideration with the first element being overlapped (the first element in
the second subset is the last element from the first one), and the same procedure is applied. This
is repeated until all data points from the sequence are considered.
The number of elements taken for the median calculation may be varied according to the
type of data. However, the application of this method leads to an inconvenience: the first and last
point from the sequence, in the case of medians of three, does not have an assigned median. This
problem was envisioned by Tukey, who also proposed several procedures to estimate the end
values of the smoothed sequence. One of them, and the one used in this work, consists on
selecting the median of three estimates: a) the actual end-value (no smoothed), b) the last
smoothed value, and c) the result of an extrapolation to one step beyond the actual end-time.
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3.3.1.3 Mean Minimum Distance (MMD) Approach
In this method, which bases on cluster theory, a set of data is divided in groups according
to the distances of the elements to each other. Closer elements are said to belong to the same
cluster, and therefore, they are more similar to each other than the elements from a different
cluster (Chen & Romagnoli, 1998). For a dynamic process, the main structure is considered to be
an elongated cluster. When outliers are present, they are detected as points (or clusters) that do
not belong to the underlying elongated one.
The distance of one object to its nearest neighbor is called the mean minimum distance
(MMD), and it is the criteria to detect the main cluster. In a d-dimensional space, and
considering that the variables may have different variation, the MMD is defined as:

1
MMD =
N

 d ( y − y ) 2 1 / 2 
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[3.6]

Where N is number of variables (Y1, Y2, …, YN), and υ k is the k-th element of the
covariance matrix. A data point is then considered to be an outlier if the minimum distance
between the measurement Yi and any other measurement in the window is greater than twice the
MMD (distance of Yi to any other measurement > 2 MMD). In the original work of Chen and
Romagnoli, this criterion is used to weight contaminated measurements in the least squares
objective function for data reconciliation. In this work, the original method is extended for use as
a stand-alone technique independent of data reconciliation.
The MMD is not applied to individual variables but to the entire set of variables for a
given time (d-dimensional space). This makes the identification of individual outliers (i.e. the
determination of the variable which is contributing the most to the presence of the outlier) a
difficult task. The knowledge of the specific variable contributing to the outlier may be useful for
further analysis, such as finding a faulty instrument or the model equation producing such errors.
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To address this issue, this dissertation proposes the use of the MMD method in two
stages. The first stage corresponds to the application of the method as described above, meaning
that the MMD is calculated and the outlier is found for the d-dimensional space. This step
identifies that there is an outlier among the set of variables at a particular point in time. During
the second stage, the same procedure is applied to the individual variables so that the outlier
location is identified (Equation 3.7).
The value of a detected outlier is replaced with the median of the current window. It will
be shown later that a better estimate is obtained when the criteria for the determination of the
outliers is decreased. Consequently, this value is considered as a tuning parameter in the
modified MMD, and will be called kappa, κ. The new outlier detection criterion is presented in
Equation 3.8.
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A further variation results if the modified MMD method is applied to individual variables
during both stages. The detection criterion remains the same. This new variation is also included
among the pre-processing methods implemented within the pDMS and it will be referred to as
UMMD (univariable MMD).

3.3.2 Creation of the Process Data Object
The general features of the Extensible Markup Language, XML, were presented in
Chapter 2 along with its benefits for the definition of data structures. Within the IMCPSS, XML
has some benefits not only for the definition of the DMD, but also for the transference of data
between activities.
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XML offers the possibility of truly cross-platform, long-term, data formats (Harold &
Means, 2002). Moreover, XML lets data be moved from one system to another or from one
activity to another within the same application. XML is an incredible simple, well-documented,
straightforward data format. XML documents are text and can be read with any tool that reads
text files. Because the element names are included in the document, it is possible to know the
type of information is contains. The portability feature of XML is exploited in the IMCPSS for
storage and transfer of measurements from one model-based problem to another. Hence, the
process data object (PDO) is implemented as an XML structure. The document type definition
that includes all elements and attributes of the PDO can be found in Appendix A. Here, a brief
description of the elements is presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: PDO elements and attributes
ELEMENT / ATTRIBUTE
ProcessDataObject
PDOPreProcessedData*
PDORawData*
PDONumberOfSensor
PDOTotalTime
PDOTimeInterval
PDOProcessData*
PDOProcessTag
PDOData*
PDOTime
PDOValue
*
Sublement

DESCRIPTION
Parent element
Raw data and pre-processed data
Number of sensors for which data will be provided
Measurement horizon (time when last measurement was taken)
Sampling time
Data for each sensor
Name of sensor as known in the physical plant
Numerical values
Time for measurement point
Value of the sensor at Time

The pDMS’ methods can be accessed through the menu “Pre-processing” in the main
window of the IMCPSS. Once clicked, the general user interface (GUI) is presented to the user
for the selection of methods (Figure 3.1). The first section of the pDMS window allows the
selection of one of the available outlier detection methods; if MMD or UMMD is chosen, the
kappa value, κ, has to be provided. The desired window size is entered in the second section; this
is required for all methods. Last, the interval for time average may be specified; time average is
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an optional input, when left blank averaging is not carried out. Additionally, all spaces can be
left blank, in which case no pre-processing is performed.

Figure 3.1: PDE for data pre-processing
Upon acceptance, the pDMS prompts the user a dialog box where the DCS historian file
can be selected; in the current version of the IMCPSS, only .xls files are supported. Then, the
measurements are transferred to a matrix array, and the function corresponding to the method
selected is called (PprocMMF, PprocMMD, and PprocUMMD). These functions implement
Equations 3.3 to 3.6 accordingly and apply them to the matrix vector containing the read plant
data, given a window size and a kappa value. A message indicating the number of detected
outliers (number of times a value was replaced by the median) is displayed. The function
PProcCalculateTimeAverage applies the composite trapezoidal rule given by Equation 3.2 when
an interval for time average is provided.
Subsequently, the pDMS invokes the function CreateProcessDataObject. This routine
reads the sensor information in the DMD, matches process tags in DMD and DCS file, and
writes the PDO as an .xml file including both raw and pre-processed data. Additionally, this
function creates an .xls file containing the pre-processed (time-averaged) measurements.
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In the PDO example in Figure 3.2, raw data was collected every minute (60s) and was
averaged to every 6min (360s). The values of each PDOPreprocessedData element are the result
of the integral average of six values. For example, the value corresponding time=360 is the
average of the raw data for times 60, 120, 180, 240, 300, and 360; on the other hand, preprocessed value at time=720 is the average of raw data at times 420, 480, 540, 600, 660, and 720.
The same procedure is applied for every interval. Time and measurement units must coincide
with the model development; whenever values are provided, they are automatically assumed to
be in these units.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<ProcessDataObject>
<PDOPreprocessedData PDONumberOfSensor="24" PDOTotalTime="28800"
PDOTimeInterval="360">
<PDOProcessData PDOProcessTag="C110.PV">
<Data Time="360" Value="9.95493163061293" />
<Data Time="720" Value="10.0200009820202" />
<Data Time="1080" Value="9.96751699944129" />
<Data Time="1440" Value="9.95079366149877" />
<Data Time="1800" Value="10.011330198115" />
<Data Time="2160" Value="9.96553580101403" />
<Data Time="2520" Value="9.90703212901462" />
<Data Time="2880" Value="10.0390136442431" />
<Data Time="3240" Value="9.98525525243842" />
<Data Time="3600" Value="9.9161263200181" />
<Data Time="3960" Value="10.5434749496033" />
<Data Time="4320" Value="9.99725471241762" />
… (all data)
</PDOProcessData>
… (for all variables)
</PDOPreprocessedData>
<PDORawData PDONumberOfSensor="24" PDOTotalTime="28800" PDOTimeInterval="60">
<PDOProcessData PDOProcessTag="C110.PV">
<Data Time="60" Value="9.98695796110889" />
<Data Time="120" Value="9.94825685060862" />
<Data Time="180" Value="9.9793114840934" />
<Data Time="240" Value="10.0324526785432" />
<Data Time="300" Value="10.0156602630965" />
<Data Time="360" Value="9.91947817038993" />
<Data Time="420" Value="9.91308314288131" />
<Data Time="480" Value="10.0966124569735" />
<Data Time="540" Value="9.99444332444031" />
<Data Time="600" Value="9.93160307743434" />
<Data Time="660" Value="9.98974120079522" />
<Data Time="720" Value="10.0362735383371" />
<Data Time="780" Value="9.94839580460886" />
<Data Time="840" Value="10.0579238056374" />
<Data Time="900" Value="9.99416699217584" />
<Data Time="960" Value="10.050185705359" />
… (all data)
</PDOProcessData>
… (for all variables)
</PDORawData>
</ProcessDataObject>

Figure 3.2: Example implementation of a PDO
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3.4 APPLICATION OF DATA PRE-PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
This section validates the creation of PDOs and evaluates the performance of outlier
detection/correction methods currently implemented within the pDMS. All case studies
discussed in this section were formulated through the PDE although corresponding PDOs for
each case are not presented. The effect of time averaging will be covered under simulation of
past operating conditions (Chapter 4), as it is during the solution of data-driven/model-based
activities that time averaging becomes relevant.

3.4.1 Performance Evaluation of Implemented Outlier Correction Methods
This section evaluates the methods for outlier detection proposed in Section 3.3. The goal
is to analyze the effect of method parameters (window size, kappa value) that correct the most
quantity of outliers when the process is running at transient (dynamic) state. All cases discussed
in this section were formulated through the environment provided by the pDMS, following the
procedures described earlier in this chapter.
The plant data set was obtained after contamination of simulation results for a process
consisting in two CSTRs plus a mixer. Three plant data sets were formed by adding different
outlier percentages of different magnitude on 20% of the variables: (i) 4% outliers, magnitude
20σ (Out4_20s); (ii) 10% outliers, magnitude 10σ (Out10_10s); and (iii) 10% outliers,
magnitude 20σ (Out10_20s).
To evaluate the effect and performance of outlier detection methods, several window
sizes, w, and κ values were specified for each method. Specifically, MMF uses w of 3 and 5;
MMD and UMMD employ w of 3, 5, 10 and 15, and κ = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. The
identification name of each combination is formed by the acronym of the method, followed by
the window size and κ value. For example, MMF3 identifies a data set created when the moving
median filter is used with w=3; MMD5-0.1 indicates that the modified mean minimum distance
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approach was selected with w=5 and κ=0.1. The performance of the outlier detection methods
implemented will be analyzed using the overall power (OP), total error reduction (TER) and
misidentification (MisID):
OP =

Number of outliers corectly det ected
Total number of outliers simulated
Number of outliers wrongly det ected
Total number of outlier − free data

MisID =

1
MSE =
nK
TER =

 yij − yijc 


∑∑
 σ

j =1 i =1 
j

K

n

[3.10]

[3.11]

2

MSE raw − MSE cleaned
MSE raw

[3.12]

[3.13]

In equation 3.12, K is the number of variables, n, σ , yij and ycij are the number of
measurements, standard deviation of random errors, simulated, and cleaned i-th measurement for
variable j, respectively. Table 3.2 suggests that, in general, UMMD obtains higher efficiencies
than MMD. However, misidentification rates are higher for the former as well. The idea that
UMMD acts as a filtering technique is supported by its larger TER, not only it corrects outliers
but also smoothes the data considerably. This is especially true for lower values of κ. In fact, the
UMMD method achieves higher error reductions for κ = 0.1 and κ = 0.5 in each window.
The results in Table 3.2 indicate that UMMD presents lower misidentification rates for
higher outlier percentages; for example, UMMD5-0.1 has a misidentification rate of 82.68%
when the set contains 4% of outliers (Out4_20s), and 79.68% for a set with 10% (Out10_20s).
On the contrary, MMD presents in general lower misidentification rates for lower percentage of
outliers; for instance, MMD5-0.5 misidentifies data points 5.89% of the time for 4% of outliers
and 6.81% for 10% of outliers. Efficiency is higher for lower percentage of outliers (100% in
contrast to 90% in MMD5-0.5).
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Table 3.2: Performance of outlier detection methods
Method
UMMD3-0.1
UMMD3-0.5
UMMD3-1.0
UMMD3-1.5
UMMD3-2.0
UMMD5-0.1
UMMD5-0.5
UMMD5-1.0
UMMD5-1.5
UMMD5-2.0
UMMD10-0.1
UMMD10-0.5
UMMD10-1.0
UMMD10-1.5
UMMD10-2.0
UMMD15-0.1
UMMD15-0.5
UMMD15-1.0
UMMD15-1.5
UMMD15-2.0
MMD3-0.1
MMD3-0.5
MMD3-1.0
MMD3-1.5
MMD3-2.0
MMD5-0.1
MMD5-0.5
MMD5-1.0
MMD5-1.5
MMD5-2.0
MMD10-0.1
MMD10-0.5
MMD10-1.0
MMD10-1.5
MMD10-2.0
MMD15-0.1
MMD15-0.5
MMD15-1.0
MMD15-1.5
MMD15-2.0
MMF3
MMF5

Out4_20s

Out10_10s

Out10_20s

TER

OP

MisID

TER

OP

MisID

TER

OP

MisID

0.86
0.84
0.84
0.79
0.75
0.84
0.82
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.62
0.64
0.64
0.69
0.69
0.40
0.41
0.43
0.44
0.47
0.81
0.81
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.82
0.79
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.79
0.78
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.79
0.79
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.91
0.94

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.90
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.90
0.95
0.95
1.00
1.00
0.90
1.00
0.95
0.95
0.95
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.05
0.00
0.00

0.83
0.67
0.59
0.53
0.50
0.83
0.67
0.61
0.57
0.53
0.79
0.65
0.61
0.58
0.55
0.73
0.62
0.58
0.56
0.54
0.56
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.54
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.49
0.09
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.45
0.11
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.76
0.74
0.66
0.55
0.55
0.70
0.67
0.66
0.61
0.64
0.45
0.44
0.43
0.45
0.46
0.03
0.06
0.10
0.13
0.13
0.70
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.72
0.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.67
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.53
0.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.84
0.90

1.00
1.00
0.90
0.75
0.75
1.00
0.95
0.95
0.90
0.93
0.93
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.93
0.85
0.83
0.80
0.78
0.80
1.00
0.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.98
0.43
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.98
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.83
0.38
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.83
0.67
0.59
0.53
0.49
0.83
0.67
0.62
0.57
0.53
0.81
0.66
0.62
0.60
0.56
0.76
0.64
0.59
0.56
0.54
0.60
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.59
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.53
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.47
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.92
0.91
0.91
0.86
0.84
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.85
0.87
0.77
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.77
0.58
0.57
0.59
0.57
0.57
0.90
0.77
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.88
0.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.87
0.82
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.68
0.69
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.95
0.97

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.95
0.93
0.98
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.98
0.93
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.93
0.85
0.83
0.83
0.80
0.80
1.00
0.88
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.98
0.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.98
0.93
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.78
0.78
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.80
0.66
0.59
0.54
0.51
0.80
0.66
0.61
0.58
0.55
0.77
0.64
0.61
0.59
0.56
0.72
0.60
0.58
0.56
0.54
0.58
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.58
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.53
0.11
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.46
0.11
0.01
0.01
0.01
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Since the methods presented here are based on the distance from one point in time to the
next, the increase in efficiency is expected when the magnitude of outliers increases. When
comparing results between Out10_10s and Out10_20s, UMMD shows an improvement for κ=1.5
and κ=2.0 and windows sizes up to 5. Concurrently, MMD shows remarkable improvements for
κ=0.5 in all windows. In all these cases, the increase in efficiency outweighs the loss in accuracy.
Furthermore, when comparing cases with equal efficiency, the misidentification rates is
generally lower for higher magnitude of outliers (compare, for instance, MMD5-0.1 in
Out10_10s and Out10_20s).
Figure 3.3 shows the improvement in performance of MMD5-0.5 for the two different
magnitudes of outliers. The location of outliers remains the same; therefore, only raw data
having outliers of 20σ is plotted in the picture.
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Raw
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Figure 3.3: Pre-processed trajectory of C110 using MMD5-0.5 when data contains different
magnitude of outliers. Raw data corresponds to Out10_20s
The performance of the MMD method with w=3 with κ=0.1 and κ=0.5 values is shown in
Figure 3.4 for T210. It is clear that better performance is achieved for a lower value of κ. For the
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two-CSTR process considered, the MMD method does not detect any outlier when κ values
range from 1.0 to 2.0; this is a clear indication that this method should be adjusted so that the
best performance is always achieved. This is also valid for the window size.
The moving median filter eliminates outliers by filtering the entire data set. Because its
goal is not to single out individual outliers to correct them, it was not compared to MMD
methods in terms of efficiency and misidentification rates. Instead, TER values are more
appropriate. MMF methods achieved the highest error reduction represented by higher TER
values.
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Figure 3.4: Pre-processed trajectory of T210 using MMD for plant data with
10% of outliers of magnitude 10σ
In Figure 3.5 the best cases for each method are compared for sensors C110 and T210.
Although each of these methods are 100% efficient (see Table 3.2), the differences in
misidentification and smoothing can be observed.
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3.4.2 Comparison with Martin-Thompson Filter
A simulation was run in gPROMS for a total of 15 hours to obtain 150 experimental
values. Once the simulation was performed, the original data set was modified by adding random
errors and 8.5% of outliers from a Gaussian distribution, magnitudes are greater than 50σ in all
variables. This was considered as the plant data set. The objective in this extreme case is to
compare the performance of the MMD with the modified MT filter (Liu et al., 2004). A similar
procedure to that of case 1 was followed to find the window size and MT parameters that
rendered the best performance for each method.
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Figure 3.5: Pre-processed trajectory of C110 using different methods
when plant data contains 10% of outliers of magnitude 10σ
Table 3.3 shows the efficiency and misidentification rate for w=15. When compared to
the results in case 1 (see Table 3.2), the superiority on the performance of MMD for this case is
evident (misidentification rates are near zero). This suggests that the large magnitude of outliers
compensates for the increase in outlier percentage.
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Table 3.3. Detection rate of MMD method at different values of kappa
Value of κ

OP

MisID

2
0.5
0.2
0.1

0
0.69
0.92
0.98

0
0
0
0.013

Because random errors combined with outliers violate the assumption of normality, it is
not possible to eliminate outliers with Kalman Filters; applying Kalman filter-based techniques
to data containing outliers yields smeared estimates (Abu-el-zeet, 2002; Alici & Edgar, 2002).
This can be corroborated in Figures 3.6 and 3.7, where the MT filter shows a deterioration of the
filtered trajectory near the location some outliers. The fact that MT filter was designed for linear
processes may have also contributed to this behavior. The fact that MT achieves better results for
T110, an input variable that remains at a constant value, is further evidence of the limitation of
MT to correctly filter nonlinear data.
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Figure 3.6: Pre-processed trajectory of C210 using MMD and MT filter
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Figure 3.7: Pre-processed trajectory of T110 using MMD and MT filter
Based on the results obtained in cases 1 and 2, the effect of parameters (w, κ, percentage
of outliers) on the performance methods based on the mean minimum distance presented in this
chapter can be summarized as follows:
• The κ value is associated to filtering behavior MMD methods. Lower values produce
smoother results for the same window size.
• Larger window size decreases the efficiency, especially for data sets with higher
percentage of outliers.
• Detection rate increases, considerably in some cases, for outliers of higher magnitude.
Although an increase in misidentification rate may occur, its proportion is not
significant compared to the gain in efficiency.
• Tuning is required to find the most appropriate parameters (w and κ) for a given
process. The preference between filtering-like and just-detection/rectification methods
is dependent on particular necessities.
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3.5 SUMMARY
Pre-processing of raw plant data is essential before engaging in subsequent model-based
activities. On the one hand, time average is necessary to reduce the dimensionality of the data set
and minimize numerical problems caused by large numbers of re-initializations. On the other
hand, outlier elimination is to avoid biased estimates in model-based activities such as data
reconciliation and parameter estimation.
When w and κ are tuned properly, the MMD method achieves efficiencies over 90% with
misidentification rates of less than 10%. The UMMD method presents smoothing properties,
conserving high percentages of the original data set, nevertheless, in most of the cases.
Additionally, there was not any indication that detection rate would be different for input and
output variables.
The process data management system (pDMS) component of the IMCPSS provides
methods and mechanisms to pre-process plant data and embedded into model-based problems in
an automated fashion. Process engineers do not manipulate data manually; therefore, errors
associated with calculations and copy/paste procedures are minimized. The creation of process
data objects (PDO) was successfully achieved for the different case studies presented in this
chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
OpSS: PROCESS MODELING AND SIMULATION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
There is no doubt that modeling of processes has become a powerful tool in today’s
industries. Models are used to evaluate performance and estimate key process parameters.
Additionally, new operating conditions can be explored through simulation, data reconciliation
can assist in the identification of process leaks, and optimization and process control provide
improvement in product quality and company’s profit.
Because it relies solely in the conservation laws, fundamental modeling has virtually no
limits on the phenomenon being modeled. This fact, in addition to the benefits described
previously, has encouraged an increasing number of industries to develop models for their
processes, and has promoted the creation of specialized software for this purpose.
Process simulation can assist engineers in evaluation of process performance and
decision-making. Simulating past operating conditions, for example, assists in troubleshooting
and evaluating unobservable conditions and unmeasured process variables. On the other hand,
simulating hypothetical conditions is a safe and economic way to evaluate process behavior
during design or change in operating points.
The integrated model-centric process decision support system (IMCPSS) assists in the
formulation of simulation problems in industrial environments. The problem definition
environment (PDE) associated to the IMCPSS provides the necessary mechanisms to define not
only simulation of hypothetical operation conditions, but also of past scenarios to take advantage
of the information contained in high volumes of plant data. This chapter elaborates on the
formulation of such problems through the PDE.
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First, section 4.2 reviews the concept of process modeling and model classification, and
reviews the advances on modeling on complex chemical processes. Then, section 4.3 describes
the structure and syntax of gPROMS, the modeling environment selected for model development
and activity execution. This leads to section 4.4 where the concept of simulating past scenarios is
expanded and the mechanisms for such formulation through the PDE are detailed. They include
the creation of problem formulation objects for dynamic simulation (DSO) and creation of
problems input files specific to gPROMS. Similarly to the previous section, section 4.5
elaborates on the formulation of future scenario problems, making use of the two-CSTR system.
Last, section 4.6 summarizes the main characteristics and benefits of the dynamic simulation
component of the IMCPSS.
4.2 MODELING OF CHEMICAL PROCESSES
The objective of mathematical models is to predict the behavior of a process and to find
ways of predicting its course (Babu, 2004). Therefore, they should represent accurately the
qualitative and quantitative properties of the process.
The modeling of chemical processes comprises hierarchal organized stages. On top of the
structure, models of underlying phenomena are essential for developing the subsequent level:
modeling of process units. In turn, models of entire plants are produced by a group of individual
process units connected through material or energy streams. At the bottom of the structure,
optimization and process control require models developed in the previous state. The process life
cycle follows this hierarchy closely as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Research and development (R&D) is the first stage of the cycle, where phase equilibrium,
physical properties of materials, reaction kinetics, and mass and heat transfer are fundamental to
develop initial models for testing different or new ideas, for experimental design and for
estimating parameters on new equipments. Modeling becomes a powerful tool during research
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when it is used specially for combination of the fundamental phenomena into more sophisticated
processes and units (Lien & Perris, 1996).
Development of new
processes

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Development of
innovative units

Modeling physical and chemical
phenomena

Determination of best
process structure

DESIGN

Estimation of optimal
operative conditions

Modeling process units
(unit operations)
Calculation of
equipment dimensions

Design of control
network
DETAILED ENGINEERING
Modeling equipments and units

Process monitoring and
fault diagnosis

Definition of operating
procedures

PROCESS OPERATION
Optimization and
control

Modeling entire plant

Performance
evaluation

Figure 4.1: Process life cycle and modeling hierarchy
Following R&D, design establishes characteristics for optimal operation, including plant
configurations and best operating conditions. How modeling is used during the design is
dependent on its purpose. For example, designing a distillation column for efficient production
would use simulation to evaluate the optimal number of stages (or packing height) and the
location of the feed.
Models in the detail engineering stage provide the means of calculating equipment
dimensions. Additionally, the process behavior under certain circumstances can be analyzed so
that those which represent a better performance are selected. If a pilot plant exists, models can be
further tuned through collected data.
Finally, it is during operation where modeling brings the most benefits (Dobre & Sanchez
2007). It is important to note that for this statement to be valid, models must have the sufficient
detail and accuracy. Among the multiple activities possible, three can be cited as better known
within the industrial community: i) process monitoring: simulation helps to keep track of the
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process as differences between simulated and plant data may indicate instrumentation failures;
plant performance can be evaluated by calculation of key parameters such as fouling factors and
catalyst activities, whenever design specifications are not met, corrective actions can be taken;
and fault diagnosis may eventually make use of process models to analyze alarms and give
advice accordingly. ii) Optimization: for example, models are used to estimate operating
conditions or parameter values which provide the maximum profit. iii) Advanced control: model
based control is proven to give better results than PID controls for a number of processes. Other
uses of process modeling include studies of process startup, shutdown and emergency procedure,
and personnel training, among others.
4.2.1 Model Classification
It is important to understand the classification of process models before discussing the
challenges encountered in modeling these types of systems. Chemical process models can be
classified in multiple ways depending on the basis taken into consideration. The classifications
most widely used fall into four categories according to the variation of variables, type of the
process, and state of the process.
According to variable variation, a system is represented by a distributed parameter model
if independent variables vary with a spatial coordinate in addition to their variation in time, or
they vary in more than two space dimensions. They contain partial differential equations. On the
contrary, when variables are a function of time only, the process is described by lumped
parameter models. These models are represented by ordinary differential equations.
Distributed models are more complex, and therefore, more difficult to solve than lumped
parameter models. The first are solved by transforming the set of equations into ordinary
differential and algebraic equations through any suitable discretization method. However, if high
accuracy is not necessary, distributed variables can be approximated as spatial-invariant.
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One typical example of distributed system is a chemical reaction with diffusion in tubular
reactor, where one or all of the species participating in the reaction diffuse along the reactor. This
system is second order partial differential equations, as expressed in Equation 4.1, where D, u,
and c symbolize diffusivity, feed velocity, and concentration.
D

∂ 2c
∂c ∂c
−u
=
2
∂x
∂x ∂t

[4.1]

According to the type of process, models can be either deterministic or stochastic. The
first assumes that the process does not involve any uncertainty, while the second considers the
system to be stochastic and, therefore, makes use of probability. Deterministic processes are
represented by algebraic, differential, integral equations. On the other hand, stochastic processes
are described by probability distributions; although they allow for greater number of factor to be
taken into account and do not require rough approximations, stochastic models are more difficult
to analyze and solve, and therefore, they are less used in industrial applications.
Finally, when the state of the process is taken into account, models can be static
(stationary or steady state) if the process variables do not change in time. If, on the contrary, the
process variables undergo time changes, the system is represented by a dynamic or un-steady
state model. Dynamic models are characterized for containing time derivatives, that is,
differential equations. Equation 4.1, for example, corresponds to a dynamic process.
Other criteria to classify process models include the linearity of model equations (linear,
non linear), the equation order, among others. In spite of all the existing categories for model
systems, these groups do not exclude one another. As a result, models become more complex as
combination of these types are involved.
4.2.2 Modeling Systems of Increasing Complexity
The complexity of models increases as researchers gain a deeper understanding of
physics and chemistry behind processes. The ability to solve these models, however, resides on
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the advances in computation hardware and numerical methods. Therefore, here we present here a
brief review of the modeling and simulation environments commonly used in industrial
applications and the advances in numerical algorithms to solve complex models.
4.2.2.1 Modeling and Simulation Tools
Decades ago, each company interested in using modeling and simulation within its
process was responsible of creating and maintaining its own application, and at the same time, its
own mathematical methods for the solution of models. However, this became a difficult task and
an unattractive strategy due to the high costs incurred for its continuous development
(Braunschweig et al, 2000). As a result, new companies were created with the only purpose of
creating applications to provide modeling environments and solution methods to the industry.
The interest of academia and industry in this area was evidenced during the 1990’s with
the foundation of the Computer-Aided Process Engineering (CAPE) community, which later
made important contributions in the development and commercialization of modeling packages,
and the standardization of open software interfaces for modeling and solution components.
Process modeling and simulation tools that are specifically tailored to process industries
(i.e. process modeling environments, PMEs) can be subdivided in modular-oriented or
flowsheeting programs and equation-oriented. While in the former a model is created by
selection from pre-defined existing unit model libraries, in the latter equations have to be
provided by the user.
Furthermore, the solution methods employed by these types of applications are different.
On the one hand, flowsheeting programs separate model equations for process units into
computational subroutines or modules. Then, these modules can be calculated either sequentially
or simultaneously. On the other hand, equation-oriented PMEs write all model equations as a set
of differential and algebraic equations (DAEs) that is solved using appropriate solution methods.
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It is important to note that flowsheeting packages such as HYSYS and PRO II currently
offer the option of an additional component where custom models can be developed. Similarly,
equation-oriented programs such as gPROMS and MODKIT contain model libraries to assist
with the development of common processes. The works of Bezzo et al. (2000), Caracotsios and
Stewart (1995), Rolandi (2004) and Lextrait et al. (2004) are examples of studies using equationoriented modeling environments.
State-of-the-art PMEs have the ability of managing several model-based activities with a
unique process model, thanks to the division of the process: one part representing the physical or
chemical phenomena, and other representing disturbances caused by external agents. This would
not be possible without the previous separation of the system itself from the numerical methods
used to solve it (Barton and Pantelides, 1994). On the one hand, the system is represented by the
application that manages the development of the model and coordinates its solution (i.e. the PME
itself). On the other hand, the numerical methods are provided to the PME by means of separate
software pieces called process modeling components (PMCs). A more general term for these
general-purpose PMEs is modeling, simulation and optimization environments (MSOEs),
including not only the PME itself but also the PMCs.
Process modeling and simulation tools have been used for decades in process industries
to support research and process design and operation. Complete reviews of the state of process
modeling environments and their use in industrial applications have been presented by different
authors periodically. Good examples are the papers of Pantelides and Britt (1995), Marquardt
(1996), Braunschweig et al. (2000), Pantelides (2001), Britt et al. (2004), Pantelides and Urban
(2004), Maeder at al. (2006). These papers coincide on that significant progress has been made to
handle models on increasing complexity.
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4.2.2.2 Advances in the Solution of Complex Models
For decades, practitioners have preferred steady-state simulation due to the lack of
computing power and valid methods for solving transient processes of relative high complexity.
Process modeling software has since then evolved along with technology advances and
development of efficient numerical algorithms. Currently, it is possible to solve, for example,
dynamic models involving combinations of integral, algebraic, partial, and ordinary differential
equations. In the same direction the capabilities of equation-oriented modeling tools to represent
and solve distributed systems has evolved; features of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
packages such as the ability to model fluid properties are now being incorporated. Furthermore,
significant advances have been made in model re-usability. State-of-the-art equation-oriented
PMEs are based on a hierarchical structure that allows the construction of models of arbitrary
depth and their use in different systems.
The calculation of physical properties has also progressed significantly; most of PMEs
now include extensive property packages for an increasing number of substances. Moreover,
within the CAPE community, active research is currently conducted in the development of
property packages and their compliance with CAPE-OPEN standards.
Few processes can be considered to be purely continuous (Barton & Pantelides, 1994).
Even during normal operation, processes undergo a series of discrete changes (e.g. set-point
changes, start-up, disturbances, etc.). This is especially true for dynamic systems, which are
constantly under regulatory control. Continuous processes under the influence of discrete events
are referred to as combined discrete/continuous processes. Although some modeling languages in
early stages of the history of PMEs offered the possibility of simulation certain discrete changes,
it was problematic to simulate complex processing systems. Fortunately, the 1990s evidenced
significant advances in the introduction of modeling and simulating discrete events within PMEs.
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The work of Barton and Pantelides (2004) is the first attempt at formalizing the description of
combined discrete/continuous process simulation problems.
In the formulation of Barton and Pantelides, discrete events are imposed on the system at
different points in time. Because of that, the numerical integration of the process model requires
the solution of several initial-value problems (i.e. set of differential algebraic equations, DAEs),
given by the interval at which such events occur. This implies estimating the condition of the
system at the beginning of each interval, calculating the system behavior, and locating the end
point. The first issue demands special attention as re-initialization translates into finding set of
consistent initial values at each starting point. This task is by no mean trivial and requires of both
a robust numerical solver and additional solution time per event. The performance of past
scenario simulation activities is affected by the number of discrete events imposed to the system.
4.3 SOLUTION SERVER AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR IMCPSS
The first step to fulfill, before formulating model-based problem through the IMCPSS, is
the development of a process model in any suitable application. However, due to the framework
characteristics, equation-oriented PMEs are most appropriate. They provide not only a broader
spectrum of modeling capabilities but also advanced numerical solution methods for the
activities incorporated in the IMCPSS. Because the MSOE executes the model-based activities
integrated within the IMCPSS, throughout this dissertation it will be also called solution server
or solution engine. The modeling efforts have to performed only once throughout the life of the
IMCPSS application unless the physical process is modified (e.g. components undergoing
different chemical reactions, changes in plant layout, etc.).
This section summarizes the main features of gPROMS, the MSOE selected to validate
the IMCPSS. Then, the procedures of the solution server interface discussed in Chapter 2 are
related to gPROMS.
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4.3.1 Implementation of gPROMS as the Enabling Solution Server
The general process modeling system (gPROMS®) is an equation-oriented high-level
declarative MSOE. It allows the development of hierarchical models of arbitrary depth involving
a range of process models including distributed systems and process with discontinuities.
gPROMS directly supports simulation, parameter estimation, and optimization. Additionally,
process model libraries are available for a number of processes, including batch reactor
operation, tray distillation, and process control devices (PID controllers), among others.
Model development in gPROMS comprises the creation of a series of entities through a
friendly user interface (ModelBuilder), each of which is structured in a particular way and serves
a particular purpose. The MODEL entity contains the set of equations (algebraic, differential,
linear, non-linear, or combination of them) defining the system. On the other hand, the
PROCESS entity represents a simulation run; it defines the initial conditions and other variables
values necessary to complete the degrees of freedom. All model-based activities require both of
these entities. Entities particular to each activity are necessary as tabulated in 4.1. The structure
of these entities and their creation are covered in each chapter accordingly.
Table 4.1. Model-based problems and required gPROMS entities

Simulation of future scenarios

PROCESS

gPROMS file
type
(extension)
.gPROMS

Simulation of past scenarios

TASK

.gPROMS

Parameter estimation
Data reconciliation

ESTIMATION,
.gEST
EXPERIMENT
.RUN
OPTIMISATION .gOPT

Optimization and transition planning

OPTIMISATION

Required
gPROMS entities

Model-based problem

.gOPT

gPROMS simulates models of unprecedented complexity and offers numerical methods
to solve the model-based activities covered by the IMCPSS. These facts, in addition to the
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capability of accepting high-level declarative language input files, contributed to the selection of
gPROMS as the solution engine to validate the IMCPSS.
Table 4.2 presents the gPROMS commands corresponding to the solution server interface
procedures discussed in Chapter 2. These commands correspond to the gPROMS server
(gSERVER), its powerful solution engine. An additional license is required to employ
gSERVER separately from the Modelbuilder. If a license of this type is not available, it is always
possible to import the PIFs manually into the ModelBuilder and execute them from there.
Table 4.2. Equivalence of solution server interface procedures in gPROMS
Solution server
procedure
StartSolutionServer()

Equivalent gPROMS
command*
gproms_start()

SelectInputFile(argument_list)

gproms_select(argument_list)

SimulateActivity(argument_list)

gproms_simulate(argument_list)

EstimateActivity(argument_list)

gproms_estimate(argument_list)

ReconcileActivity(argument_list)

gproms_optimise(argument_list)

OptmimizeActivity(argument_list)

gproms_optimise(argument_list)

RetrieveTPResults(argument_list)

No equivalence

CopyOutputFiles(argument_list)

No equivalence

DeleteFiles(argument_list)

No equivalence

EndSolutionServer()

gproms_end()

Procedures with no equivalence in gPROMS are implemented directly in the IMCPSS
code. They are not supplied by the MSOE regardless of the one employed.
4.3.2 Process Description
The validation of offline problem formulation has been performed by means of a process
that consists on two CSTRs in series with the exiting stream from the first reactor mixing with
fresh feed before entering the second reactor. The simple exothermic reaction A  B is
occurring in both vessels. The process was assumed to be at constant density and well-mixed.
Both a real hybrid pilot scale (real plant-soft reactions) and virtual versions of the process are
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available for testing; however, only the simulated results are presented here. The corresponding
model for the simplified diagram has been presented elsewhere (Bahri, 1995; Romagnoli and
Sanchez, 2000). However, some variables were scaled and the value of the reaction parameters
and input variables were taken from Bequette (1998).
Fresh feed
Cf (C110)
Tf (T110)
Qf (F110)

C2 (C130)
T2 (T130)
Q2 (F130)

C1in (C120)
T1in (T120)
Q1in (F120)

mixer
T1co (T310)
Coolant
T1cin (T300)
Q1cin (F300)

CSTR
1

C2in (C150)
T2in (T150)
Q2in (F150)

C1o (C200)
T1o (T200)
Q1o (F200)
T2co (T330)

CSTR
2

Coolant
T2cin (T320)
Q2cin (F320)

C2o (C210)
T2o (T210)
Q2o (F210)

Figure 4.2: Layout of the process of two CSTRs in series plus a mixer
The final model implemented contains 24 sensors (8 representing input variables), 4
parameters available for parameter estimation, 2 objective functions available for optimization, 3
available for data reconciliation, and 1 for transition planning (process model equations can be
found in Appendix B). Temperature and composition of A in both reactors are state variables.
Following the model implementation, the data model definition (DMD) for the two
CSTR in series was created providing a link between process and model variables using fictitious
process tags. As observed in Figure 4.3, tags for model and process variables are not equal.
Throughout this dissertation, variables are called by their process tags.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DataModelDefinition MBAIsDynamic="1" MBAPresetValues="0" MBAModelName="System MBAProcessName="TwoCSTR">
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_heat_capacity" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Cp">
<MBAVarValue>2092</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
…
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="To1_initial" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(1)">
<MBAVarValue>3.605</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T200.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
…
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_Volume" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.V">
<MBAVarValue>5</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
…
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_Heat_coeff"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Ua">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0.8717</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>0.5000</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>1.1000</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
…
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="WLSQ" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.wlsqint"
</MBAObjVar>
…
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0" MBASensorIsSel="1">
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>C110.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Cf</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(1)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(1)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(1)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(1)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(1)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1" MBASensorMNType="2">
</MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>10.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>5.00</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>15.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.057</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.020</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.070</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-1.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>1.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
…
</DataModelDefinition>

Figure 4.3: Data model definition for two CSTRs plus a mixer
4.4 SIMULATION OF PAST SCENARIOS
Past scenarios can be defined as previous operating conditions for which some data has
been already collected. Hence, it is similar to experimental model validation, which is a
challenging task considering that the equations have to be integrated with experimental data to
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represent the process (Rolandi, 2004). The simulation of past scenarios can be beneficial for
industries, since it allows performance evaluation of previous conditions and provides a valuable
assistance during troubleshooting.
The general dynamic simulation problem is described by the following equations:
f (t , x& (t ), y (t ), u(t )) = 0

t ∈ [t 0 , t f ]

x ( t0 ) = x 0

[4.2]
[4.3]

In Equation 4.2, x(t) represents the differential variables with their corresponding
derivatives (dotted), y(t) are the algebraic variables and u(t) indicates the inputs. Equation 4.3
presents the initial conditions, at time equal zero, of the differential variables. The simulation
trajectory for a specific set of input variables is fully determined by the initial conditions.
Similarly, for a given set of initial conditions, the results are dependent solely on the input
values. Indeed, the objective past scenarios simulation of the comparison of output values from
plant data and those obtained via simulation for the same set of input values.
The time dependency of the problem is clear from Equations 4.2 and 4.3, which also
suggest that the variables are continuous in [t0, tf]. The challenge faced during the simulation of
past scenarios comes into light when considering that plant measurements are not continuous, but
taken at discrete points in time. This makes the integration of the model equations more difficult
as discontinuities are incorporated. Therefore, the integration of discrete experimental data into
simulation is of paramount importance for solving hybrid data-driven/model-based problems.
These problems fall in the category of discrete/continuous processes mentioned above.
The integration of discrete/continuous processes during simulation of past scenarios
presents two important complications. First, the trajectory of time-dependent input variables is
continuous, as opposed to their discrete measurements. Second, the true states of the system are
not known a priori so they should be estimated from the available plant data.
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4.4.1 Parameterization of Input Variables
Since the simulation of a dynamic process is continuous in nature, the discrete
measurements of input variables must imitate their time-dependent trajectory as close as
possible. Only in this way the output process variable trajectories will be compared adequately
with plant data. Therefore, input process variables must be parameterized as to provide an
appropriate dynamic trajectory.
Assuming that the input process variable k is measured at a certain rate to obtain m
measurements during the interval [t0, tf], the general parameterization for this variable is:

uk ( t ) = α 0 + α1t + α 2 t 2 + ... + α n t n

t ∈ [ t0 , t f ]

[4.4]

Where n is the order of approximation. In general, interpolation techniques can be used to
find the coefficients of this polynomial, given the measurements and the degree of the
polynomial. Because different types of parameterization lead to different levels of accuracy, the
degree of approximation for the polynomial (Equation 4.4) should be selected carefully. If input
trajectory is known because of empiric experience or because its values are pre-defined by, for
example, a control recipe, the approximation polynomial must follow this guide.
It can be argued that because measurements are collected directly from the process, the
simulation must agree with them one to one. Indeed, the so-called piecewise-constant
parameterization, where inputs are kept constant during the length of each sub-interval, is widely
accepted and used for model validation, and other activities such as parameter estimation. In this
case, all coefficients but α0 are zero. Figure 4.4 shows two different parameterization
possibilities for a given set of data.
Due to the fact that measurements are collected at discrete points in time during the
interval [t0, tf], piecewise constant parameterization imposes explicit discontinuities to the
integration of the simulation activity. An immediate consequence of explicit discontinuities on
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the performance of the solution method is the re-initialization calculation executed every time a
discontinuity appears. This implies solving a set of NLAEs to restart the undisturbed continuous
state integration in the interval.
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Figure 4.4: Possible parameterization of input variables
At first sight, this may not appear as a significant problem. However, considering the
large number of measurements included, every re-initialization contributes to the solution time
consumption. For instance, Rolandi (2004) demonstrated that for a continuous pulp digester,
every discontinuity represented an increment of nearly 2% to the overall solution time.
One way to reduce the number of explicit discontinuities due to high measurement
volumes is the reduction of the dimension of the data pool. The proportion of this reduction is a
trade-off between an accurate approximation of dynamic trajectories and performance of the
solution algorithms. In spite of these considerations, time averaging, as discussed in Chapter 3, is
a valid alternative.

4.4.2 Estimation of Initial Conditions from Plant Data
Initial conditions of state variables are required to solve any set of differential equations.
This means the values of x(t=0) in Equation 4.2. However, these values are usually not known
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during normal operation of industrial plants and, therefore, they must be estimated from
available measurements. A similar problem to estimation of initial conditions from plant data is
that of state estimation. The objective in the latter case is to find either the state of a system at a
given instant in time or the value of non-measured state variables.
Several techniques have been introduced to estimate the state variables from plant
measurements. The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is one of the most widely used. During the last
decade, new nonlinear observers with improved robustness and accuracy have been developed.
That is the case of the works of Singh and Hahn (2005), Biagiola and Figueroa (2002), Ungarala
et al. (2006), among others.
Rolandi (2004) proposed state initialization as an alternative method of estimating initial
values of state variables. Assume that a process is operating at steady state xss as a consequence
of the operating conditions uss. Then, given a sufficiently large integration horizon, the state of a
simulation experiment that starts from an arbitrary set of initial conditions (x0) at a finite distance
of xss, and driven by the input operating conditions uss, will reach the steady-state characteristic
of the process. Therefore, an unbiased estimation of the state of the process has been obtained.
This procedure holds when the process initiates at transient conditions but eventually reaches
steady state.
Assume now that the process starts at transient conditions but it does not reach steadystate. Then, there exists a finite integration horizon for initialization purposes t=tf, such that the
distance between the process model and the state of the process x (t f ) − ~
x (t f ) is within a given
tolerance ξ. This is true only if the simulation experiment is driven by the same input trajectories
u (t ) t ∈ [t0 ,t f ] that force the state of the variables along the trajectories x (t ) in the same interval.
The input trajectories u(t) are available from plant data so the simulation experiment for
initialization purposes is equivalent to that of past scenarios.
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For large-scale systems and process for which rigorous models are not being developed,
the adoption of Rolandi’s method would be excellent. Initial states are estimated employing a
subset of plant data u~ (t) in the interval for initialization purposes. However, the guarantee that
the simulation experiment will reach the state of the process when driven by a set of measured
variables does not hold in all cases. Measurements are error-corrupted. If such errors are small,
output trajectories are expected to be close to the real process; on the contrary, large errors may
cause output trajectories that do not represent the true process dynamics. This factor must be
taken into account when designing such experiments.

4.4.3 Formulation of Past Scenario Problems within the IMCPSS
A process model, written in any suitable MSOE, and a data model definition (DMD) file
need to be created before executing any simulation activity through the PDE. This section
describes the simulation environment for past scenarios, the DMD elements relevant to these
problems, and the PIFs required for gPROMS.
Figure 4.5 shows the GUI for definition of past scenarios. The menu “Create Source File”
starts the formulation of new problems and creates the specific dynamic simulation object
(DSO). The menu “Create Input File” loads an existing DSO, for purposes of data reusability of
problem reformulation. Before the PDE prompts these GUIs, the process engineer must select
the historian file with the operating conditions of interest (for offline applications). If a preprocessing method is used, it will be executed prior to the formulation of a simulation problem,
in order to create the corresponding PDO.
Figure 4.6 shows the general user interface (GUI) of the problem definition environment
for the simulation of past scenarios within the IMCPSS. The environment offers the possibility
of selecting different subsets of input variables, as shown in the figure for two cases which use
different subsets of input variables.
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Figure 4.5: Menu for the formulation of dynamic simulation problems

Figure 4.6: PDE for the formulation past scenario simulation problems. Selection of different
subsets of input variables
Then, the environment reads the data from the DMD, selects from the MBASensor
elements with attribute MBASensorIsPC=true and those with attribute MBASensorIsMV=true.
The process tag of the first group is added to the box titled “Control/Input variables” in the
simulation window (Figure 4.6), while the second is added to “Measured variables”. At this
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point, the user decides which of these sensors are included in the problem by checking or
unchecking the corresponding tag. Note that the only difference in the definitions is the selection
of variables to be included in the problem.
It was explained earlier that for given initial conditions, dynamic simulation trajectories
are dependent only on the values of input variables. Therefore, output (measured) variables are
included for comparison purposes only. Input variables not selected will have their nominal
value from the MBASensorIG sub element. The values at time zero are taken from MBAISVar
in the DMD. These elements contain all differential variables within the model and their value
for a given experiment. After input sensors are selected and the accept button has been clicked,
the PDE calls InstantiateProblemDefinition(DMD,PDO) to create a specific PFO, the dynamic
simulation object, DSO. Then, it calls CreateProblemInputFile(DSO) to create a PIF.

4.4.3.1 The Function Instantiate_ProblemDefinition(DMD,PDO)
For a dynamic simulation activity, this function creates the DSO. First, the environment
calls update_DMD() which sets the attribute MBAVarIsSel on each sensor to true or false
depending on whether the user has selected it or unselected it in the simulation window. Then,
write_DSO() creates a new .xml file containing the updated DMD and the PDO available from
the pDMS. Figure 4.7 shows an excerpt of a DSO. Time average was selected so there is equal
number of intervals and values for each sensor in PDOPreprocessedData and PDORawData.
At this point it is already clear that the PDE facilitates the formulation of simulation of
past scenarios, as the process engineer only needs to select a historian file and a variable set.
There is no need of handling data manually, which not only reduces time consumption but also
errors in calculations and copy/paste procedures. Furthermore, an existing DSO can be loaded
into the PDE to re-formulate the simulation problem, for example, performing further preprocessing and/or selecting a different set of variables.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<ModelBasedProblem>
<DataModelDefinition MBAIsDynamic="1" MBAPresetValues="0" MBAModelName="System" MBAProcessName="TwoCSTR>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_heat_capacity" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Cp">
<MBAVarValue>2092</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="To2_initial" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(3)">
<MBAVarValue>3.75</MBAVarValue>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="False" MBAVarProcessTag="Productivity"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.productivity">
</MBAObjVar>
… (all variables)
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0" MBASensorIsSel="1">
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>C110.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Cf</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(1)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(1)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(1)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(1)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(1)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1" MBASensorMNType="2">
</MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>10.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>5.00</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>15.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.057</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.020</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.070</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-1.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>1.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
… (all sensors)
</DataModelDefinition>
<ProcessDataObject>
<PDOPreprocessedData PDONumberOfSensor="24" PDOTotalTime="28800" PDOTimeInterval="60">
<PDOProcessData PDOProcessTag="C110.PV">
<Data Time="60" Value="9.63979271054268" />
<Data Time="120" Value="9.88358862698078" />
<Data Time="180" Value="9.69073620438576" />
<Data Time="240" Value="8.8968551158905" />
<Data Time="300" Value="10.2177197039127" />
… (all data)
</PDOProcessData>
… (for all variables)
</PDOPreprocesedData>
<PDORawData PDONumberOfSensor="24" PDOTotalTime="28800" PDOTimeInterval="60">
<PDOProcessData PDOProcessTag="C110.PV">
<Data Time="60" Value="9.63979271054268" />
<Data Time="120" Value="9.88358862698078" />
<Data Time="180" Value="9.69073620438576" />
<Data Time="240" Value="8.8968551158905" />
<Data Time="300" Value="10.2177197039127" />
…
</PDOProcessData>
… (for all variables)
</PDORawData>
</ProcessDataObject>
</ModelBasedProblem>

Figure 4.7: Dynamic simulation object for a simulation of past scenarios case study
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4.4.3.2 The Function CreateProblemInputFile(DSO)
Creating problem input files (PIFs) is the final step during the problem formulation. It is
performed automatically by the PDE and is highly dependent on the MSOE selected. Therefore,
in this dissertation, this procedure is tailored to write PIFs necessary for simulation in gPROMS.
An interesting feature of gPROMS is the recognition of the dual nature of process modeling: the
physical representation of the system and the external events imposed on it (Pantelides and Britt,
1994). This division makes possible to simulate process operation such as set point or flow rate
changes which, ultimately, are represented by process discontinuities.
In gPROMS modeling language, the representation of the system is described in a
PROCESS entity, which condenses information related to structural definition of the degrees of
freedom and initial conditions of the DAE system. Variables are organized in a series of sections
according to their function. For example, initial conditions for differential variables and fixed
process parameters fall under the INITIAL and PARAMETER sections, respectively.
On the other hand, external events are represented by elementary tasks included either the
SCHEDULE section of the PROCESS entity, or in a TASK entity. Both options are high-level
abstractions of the concept of external discrete disturbances, and therefore, can be used to
represent the changes in input process variables. The TASK entity comprehends a group of
elementary tasks to change the state of the system (REINITIAL), and to change the structure of
the set of equations (REPLACE).
Furthermore, previously assigned values can also be modified (RESET). The TASK
entity allows elementary tasks of arbitrary depth organized in PARALLEL or SEQUENCE
groups of activities. For the purposes of the IMCPSS, only the RESET elementary is needed to
symbolize changes in input variables.
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The simulation of past operating conditions in gPROMS requires of a PROCESS and a
TASK entity, contained in a .gPROMS input file. Hence, the function Create_ProcessInputFile
must account for both of them. A Visual Basic routine was designed to write the PIF to a text file
obeying the syntactic and semantic rules of gPROMS.
To write the PROCESS entity, the environment searches for process tags within the
DMD and writes the corresponding model tags in the PROCESS entity according to their
functionality. MBAFPVar elements are written in the SET section. MBAASVar, MBAEVVar,
and selected input variables follow under the ASSIGN section. Finally, MBAISVar is written
under the INITIAL section. The values assigned to each of these variables in gPROMS are those
specified in the MBAVarValue element of the DMD.
The section SCHEDULE of the PROCESS entity calls the TASK entity containing a
recipe with the experimental values of all selected input variables. In general, this recipe is a
piecewise-constant parameterization for time periods defined in the PDO, forcing multiple
reinitializations. For large processes where the number of input variables is high, or for very
small time intervals, the speed of integration is greatly affected. Therefore, state-of-the-art
MSOE capable of handling discontinuities efficiently is required. Figure 4.8 presents an example
of a PIF obtained after the formulation of a past scenarios case study.
If a MSOE remote server is available, the simulation will start automatically and the
results will be sent to the specified output channel, provided by either the MSOE or any other
provider.

4.4.4 Past Scenario Simulation Problems
This section presents a series of case studies for the system consisting in two CSTRs in
series. By means of these case studies, the flexibility of the IMCPSS to formulate different
problems related to past scenarios will be demonstrated while corroborating some of the issues
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related to these types of activities. In particular, issues related to input variables and to time
averaging will be discussed. To validate the formulation of past scenarios problems, these cases
were defined through the PDE.
PROCESS TwoCSTR_20090205_205444

TASK GET_INPUT_20090205_205444

UNIT
TwoCSTR AS System

PARAMETER
Interval AS REAL
TwoCSTR AS MODEL System

SET
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Cp := 2092;
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Rho := 1;
TwoCSTR.CSTR2.Rho := 1;
TwoCSTR.CSTR2.E := 49550;
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Heatr := -24936;
ASSIGN
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.V := 5;
TwoCSTR.Co2_Target := 0.3;
TwoCSTR.CSTR2.Ua := 0.8717;
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.K := 9702;
TwoCSTR.weight(1) := 0.057 ;
TwoCSTR.bias(1) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.error(1) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.flag(1) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.mv(1) := 10 ;
TwoCSTR.weight(2) := 0.018 ;
TwoCSTR.bias(2) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.error(2) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.mv(2) := 2.98 ;
TwoCSTR.error(3) := 0 ;
…
INITIAL
TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(1)
TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(2)
TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(3)
TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(4)

=
=
=
=

3.605;
1.34;
3.75;
1.065;

SCHEDULE
GET_INPUT_20090205_205444
(TwoCSTR IS TwoCSTR, Interval IS 60)
END

SCHEDULE
PARALLEL
SEQUENCE
RESET
TwoCSTR.mv(1)
END
CONTINUE FOR 60
RESET
TwoCSTR.mv(1)
END
CONTINUE FOR 60
RESET
TwoCSTR.mv(1)
END
…
END
SEQUENCE
RESET
TwoCSTR.mv(2)
END
CONTINUE FOR 60
RESET
TwoCSTR.mv(2)
END
CONTINUE FOR 60
RESET
TwoCSTR.mv(2)
END
…
END
…
END
END

:= 9.63979271054268 ;

:= 9.88358862698078 ;

:= 9.69073620438576 ;

:= 3.04552471220493 ;

:= 2.97349544150755 ;

:= 2.65850229144096 ;

Figure 4.8: Problem input file (.gPROMS) for simulation of past scenarios in gPROMS
The process was initially simulated to create a plant data set. The process starts at steady
state, at t=60min the feed concentration (C110) was stepped from 10 to 12 kmol/m3 and continue
to run the process for additional 7 hours. A simulated data set was obtained by collecting data for
all variables every 1min. Then, normally distributed random errors with standard deviation (σ)
equal to 5% of nominal values were added to create the (measured) plant data set. The latter is
employed to formulate the simulation problems described in subsequent sections.
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4.4.4.1 Set of Input Variables for Simulation of Past Scenarios
Since the dynamic trajectory depends on the value of input variables, it follows that the
subset of measured input variables used to simulate the process will also affect its response. To
demonstrate that the measurement of all input variables are necessary to appropriately simulate
the state of the process during past scenarios, two past scenarios cases for simulated data of the
two-CSTR system are presented. In case 1, all sensors for input variables will be taken into
account during the problem formulation. In case 2, only measurements for F120 and F130 were
used. All input variables are parameterized as piecewise constant values.
Input variables were piecewise-constant parameterized. Due to measurement errors, the
predicted output trajectories for past scenario simulations do not follow the real trajectory
exactly. Higher error standard deviations in input variables are associated to increasing
discrepancies between real and simulated trajectories.
The importance of a careful selection of input variables for simulation of past operating
conditions is evident from Figures 4.9 and 4.10. While output temperature (T210) and
concentration (C210) in case 1 are in concordance with process measurements, the results in case
2 deviate considerably from measured values. These results are somehow expected because
dynamic responses were obtained by means of a step change in feed concentration, which was
not included in case 2.
During simulation of past scenarios of industrial processes, all available measurements of
input variables must be included in the problem formulation. Nonetheless, the IMCPSS offers
the possibility of executing simulation of past scenarios driven by subsets of measured input
variables, which gives additional flexibility to formulate past scenario problems.
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Figure 4.9: Dynamic response of T210 during simulation of past scenarios
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Figure 4.10: Dynamic response of C210 during simulation of past scenarios
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Simulation of past operating conditions is a valuable troubleshooting tool. Assuming that
C110 was included in case 2, for example, obtaining trajectories in Figure 4.9 and 4.10 would be
a clear indication of a problem, because predicted trajectories would not follow measured values
at all. It could indicate, for instance, malfunction of sensor C110. It could also suggest the
existence of modeling errors. For the process outlined here (only eight input variables), it is
relatively simple to identify the source of the problem. For larger complex systems, however,
this is a difficult and challenging task. Ultimately, arriving at proper conclusions requires of the
engineer’s expertise on the process and a minute examination of its model.

4.4.4.2 Time Averaging for Simulation of Past Scenarios
To understand the effects of time average on the dynamic response of state variables, a
series of case studies will be formulated. Observations contain only random errors and sampling
interval is 1min. We would like know if there is a difference in response when data is averaged
at different intervals. Hence, data-driven simulation will be performed using the non-averaged
data set (TA1), data averaged every 6min (TA6) and data averaged every 18min (TA18).
By looking at the sensor trajectories in Figure 4.11, it appears that taking time averages
on input variables did not affect the measurement mean. Moreover, doing so seems to be an
alternative method of filtering the data. In fact, Table 4.3 corroborates these hypotheses; means
are not significantly affected and standard deviations are reduced considerably in all cases. This
behavior can be caused by the low degree of time variation of sensors in these cases.

Table 4.3: Mean and standard deviation for input sensors at different average intervals
Sensor
C110
F120
F130

TA1
Mean
11.73
4.94
7.089

Stdev
0.845
0.250
0.364

TA6
Mean
11.72
4.95
7.09
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Stdev
0.719
0.103
0.151

TA18
Mean
Stdev
11.74
0.682
4.95
0.051
7.09
0.091
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Figure 4.11: Control trajectory of C110 after time average
While the trajectory of the output temperature of second reactor (T210), for example,
indicates that intervals of 6 and 18min. result in output responses equally close to true values
(Figure 4.12); the response for output concentration (C210) is not as clear. For times up to
150min., TA18 deviates the most from true values (Figure 4.13); this discrepancy occurs in the
period of time where the strongest non-linearity is found. Then, for times between 150 and
350min, there are not significant differences between TA6 and TA18 and both show slightly
superior performance than TA1. However, for times higher than 350min., TA18 recovers as the
trajectory closest to true values.
The results outlined above and Figure 4.13 suggest that for strong non-linear processes,
taking averages at higher time-intervals produces larger deviation from true values. The
reduction of standard deviation without losing the track of real trajectories can not be
generalized, because input sensors may be complex functions of time.
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Figure 4.12: Simulated trajectory of T210 after time average of input sensors
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Figure 4.13: Simulated trajectory of C210 after time average of input sensors
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In the next study, we assume that C110 undergoes a change as a function of time. The
two-CSTR system is simulated when C110 is change from 10 to 12 kmol/m3 over a time period
of 30min following the function (time is in min.):
C110(t ) = 10.1246 − 0.0817t + 0.0123t 2 − 0.0002t 3

t ∈ [60,90]

[4.5]

The same three cases discussed previously are run using this new data set. Figure 4.14
shows the trajectory for C110 at the different time intervals. This time, case TA1a and TA6a
present a smoother transition between states. This turns into better performance during the
simulation, so output trajectories are closer to true values than those when a step change was
done, as it can be seen in Figures 4.15 and 4.16.
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Figure 4.14: Polynomial control trajectory of C110 after time average
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Figure 4.15: Simulated trajectory of T210 after time average of polynomial input
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Figure 4.16: Simulated trajectory of C210 after time average of polynomial input
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This case demonstrates that the type of parameterization selected for input variables may
affect the final responses during a simulation. Finding the appropriate parameterization function
requires experience and knowledge of the process behavior. Furthermore, the pDMS can assist
the process engineer in evaluating parameterization alternatives.

4.5 SIMULATION OF FUTURE SCENARIOS
Future scenarios can be defined as hypothetical operating conditions which have not yet
been implemented in the process plant. This step is important during the design of new plants or
for testing planned conditions, for example, changes in production rate, temperatures and
compositions.
This type of simulation does not involve experimental data; hence, it is the equivalent of
solving a set of DAEs with different initial conditions, parameters or input values. Although
simulation of future scenarios can assist in finding optimal operating conditions by running
simulations at different conditions and comparing their results, this is not its main concern.
Rather than that, evaluating future operating conditions give an idea of the behavior of the
process under certain circumstances.

4.5.1 Formulation of Future Scenario Problems within the IMCPSS
The user should start by clicking the “Future scenarios” menu shown in Figure 4.5. First,
as in any other problem formulation, the PDE searches for the elements matching certain
conditions to present to the user. For dynamic simulation of future scenarios, these elements
correspond to: MBAISVar, MBAEVVar (MBAVarType=MBAEstParam) and MBASensor
(MBASensorIsPC=true) for initial variables, estimation parameters and input variables
respectively. Once again, only process tags are shown in the window, while model tags are used
to write input files. Figure 4.17 shows the formulation of some cases through the PDE.
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Figure 4.17: PDE for problem formulation of simulation of future scenarios
From the available list in each category the user selects the variables of interest and
modifies the default values as required by the particular problem. These values are then updated
by the function Instatiate_ProblemDefinition() and the corresponding DSO is created. The
simulation of future operating conditions relies entirely on the process model so plant data is not
required. Hence, a process data object is not created and the DSO only includes the section
corresponding to the updated DMD. A PROCESS entity is created in a similar way as for past
scenarios by Create_ProblemInputFile(). A TASK entity is not required. A gPROMS input file
presented in Figure 4.18.

4.5.2 Future Scenario Simulation Problems
Similarly to simulation of past scenarios, the mechanisms for formulating future scenario
problems will be discussed through case studies related to the two-CSTR system. Let’s assume a
change in production rate is going to take place. Additional 3.0×10-4 m3/s will be added to the
fresh feed (F110). Since F110 is divided before entering the reactors, three different ways of
distributing the additional flow rate exist: (i) only F120, (ii) only F130, and (iii) both. The option
that yields the lower concentration in the second reactor, C210, will be selected.
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PROCESS TwoCSTR_20090207_103534

TwoCSTR.weight(14) := 0.015
TwoCSTR.bias(14) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.error(14) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.flag(14) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.weight(15) := 0.056
TwoCSTR.bias(15) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.error(15) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.flag(15) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.weight(16) := 0.069
TwoCSTR.bias(16) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.error(16) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.flag(16) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.weight(17) := 0.018
TwoCSTR.bias(17) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.error(17) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.flag(17) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.weight(18) := 0.037
TwoCSTR.bias(18) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.error(18) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.flag(18) := 0 ;

UNIT
TwoCSTR AS System
SET
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Cp := 2092;
TwoCSTR.CSTR2.Cp := 2092;
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Rho := 1;
TwoCSTR.CSTR2.Rho := 1;
…
ASSIGN
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.V := 5;
TwoCSTR.CSTR2.V := 5;
TwoCSTR.Co2_Target := 0.3;
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Ua := 0.8717;
TwoCSTR.CSTR2.Ua := 0.8717;
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.K := 9702;
TwoCSTR.weight(4) := 0.027 ;
TwoCSTR.bias(4) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.error(4) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.flag(4) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.mv(4) := 7.953 ;
TwoCSTR.weight(5) := 0.019 ;
TwoCSTR.bias(5) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.error(5) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.flag(5) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.error(13) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.flag(13) := 0 ;
TwoCSTR.mv(13) := 7.088 ;
…

INITIAL
TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(1)
TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(2)
TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(3)
TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(4)

=
=
=
=

;

;

;

;

;

3.605;
1.34;
3.75;
1.065;

SOLUTIONPARAMETERS
REPORTINGINTERVAL := 60
SCHEDULE
CONTINUE FOR 28800
END

Figure 4.18: Simulation of future scenarios problem input file
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 indicate that a lower final concentration (C210) and higher exit
temperature (T210) are obtained when only F120 is increased. Therefore, case 1 would be
selected as the new production increase plan. If in addition to a minimal output concentration,
T210 is required to be under 380K, for instance, case 3 would be preferred so both F120 and
F130 would increase by 1.5×10-4 m3/s. Similarly to simulation of past scenarios, the final
decision requires knowledge and expertise about the process.
Not only changes in input variables can be performed through the PDE for simulating
hypothetical operating conditions. Initial conditions can also be modified in an attempt to
evaluate process behavior.
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Figure 4.19: Dynamic response of T210 for simulation of future scenarios
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Figure 4.20: Dynamic response of C210 for simulation of future scenarios
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4.6 SUMMARY
This chapter discussed the proposed procedures within the IMCPSS for the formulation
of dynamic simulation problems related to past and future scenarios. It was demonstrated that,
indeed, the PDE facilitates the definition of simulation problems. Process engineers formulate
dynamic simulation activities in terms of process tags and do not need to handle plant data
directly.
The mechanisms designed to facilitate the problem definition were validated using
gPROMS as the enabling solution server. The Instantiate_ProblemDefinition procedure correctly
read the corresponding DMD and created the dynamic simulation object (DSO). The function
Create_ProblemInputFile creates the high-level declarative language gPROMS input file
(.gPROMS). The PDE delegated the solution of the problems to gPROMS, which solved them
without any inconvenience.
Simulation of past and future scenarios is a valuable tool for process monitoring, design,
and evaluation. Applications aimed at facilitating its formulation in the industrial workplace will
definitively represent a competitive advantage. The proposed IMCPSS and its corresponding
PDE are a significant step towards the establishment of such applications. They provide
extraordinary flexibility for the formulation and reformulation of a variety of problems.
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CHAPTER 5
OpSS: DYNAMIC PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND
DATA RECONCILIATION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Obtaining accurate process models is the first step during the application of computer
process-aided engineering (CAPE) during the process life cycle. An assumption implicit in the
execution of any hybrid data-driven/model-based activity is that both the mechanistic model and
experimental data describe the behavior of the process system accurately. In the case of
industrial systems, the complexity of physical and chemical phenomena makes their conceptual
and mathematical modeling a challenging task.
Parameter estimation is often used in the verification and subsequent use of mathematical
models in activities such as control and optimization in chemical industries (Kim et al., 1990;
Romagnoli & Sánchez, 2000). Unknown process parameters are adjusted so that the model fits or
mimics experimental data in some optimal manner (Biegler et al., 1986). However, raw plant
data is corrupted with systematic and random errors, compromising the accuracy of any datadriven/model-based activity.
Data reconciliation has gained acceptance among researchers and, in the last decade,
among process engineers in industrial environments, as a suitable technique to solve some of the
problems related to error-corrupted measurements. Data reconciliation finds measurement
estimates that comply with an underlying process model. Although data reconciliation in itself is
able to reduce the magnitude of the random errors encountered in plant data, it is well known that
larger errors may affect its performance considerably. Therefore, errors must be reduced or
eliminated by appropriate techniques prior to or simultaneously with reconciliation (and
parameter estimation) activities.
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Today, data reconciliation and parameter estimation are important components to model
fitting, validation, and real-time optimization in chemical industries (Arora & Biegler, 2001). For
industrial applications, these activities (possibly) involve large number of parameters and process
information. It follows that the development of software tools intended to aid the formulation of
parameter estimation and data reconciliation problems would expand the application of modelbased technologies.
The operation support system (OpSS) component of integrated model-centric process
decision support system (IMCPSS) proposed in this dissertation embraces parameter estimation
and data reconciliation as an integral part of the general framework for model-based problem
formulation. The problem definition environment (PDE) has been designed to facilitate the
definition of related estimation activities in industrial environments not only for steady-state but
also for dynamic systems. Coupled with gPROMS, a powerful state-of-the-art equation-oriented
modeling environment, the PDE (or more generally, the IMCPSS) is able to successfully solve
complex estimation activities.
This chapter details the mechanisms developed for the formulation of estimation
problems through the PDE and comments on the benefits they provide. Additionally, this chapter
discusses some issues related to general dynamic estimation activities. Section 5.2 presents the
mathematical formulation of the general estimation problem and discusses some issues related to
its components. The form of the objective function, initial conditions of the DAE system, the
treatment of measurement errors in the formulation, and the different variance models are
presented. Furthermore, Section 5.2 briefly reviews the numerical solution methods
conventionally used to solve estimation problems.
Section 5.3 summarizes the concept of traditional parameter estimation in contrast to the
error-in-variables method. This leads to the description of how the former activities are defined
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in gPROMS. Then, the PDE mechanisms for the formulation of traditional parameter estimation
problems are detailed. The graphical user interface (GUI) designed and implemented for this
purpose is presented and related to the internal creation of the parameter estimation object (PEO)
and problem input files (PIFs) specific to gPROMS. Finally, the feature of problem
reformulation based on process data object (PDO) re-usability is presented.
In Section 5.4, the basic concepts on data reconciliation and some issues related to it are
discussed. In particular, the topic of variable classification and measurement redundancy are
presented to introduce the process knowledge support system (pKSS) component of the
IMCPSS. Then, different approaches used throughout the years to handle systematic errors and
outliers in the context of data reconciliation are reviewed. This leads to robust objectives
functions for data reconciliation; one based on the contaminated normal (CN) distribution is
implemented. Furthermore, an objective function based in the generalized-t (GT) distribution is
proposed for dynamic systems. Finally, before detailing the PDE mechanisms for formulation of
data reconciliation activities within the IMCPSS, Section 5.4 describes the proposed approach to
solve data reconciliation activities in gPROMS1.
In Section 5.5, some of the factors that were presented in Sections 5.2 to 5.4 are discussed
by means of case studies formulated through the PDE. First, the effect of initial conditions of the
DAE system on the reconciliation performance is discussed. Then, the performance of three
objective functions in the presence of different type of errors is evaluated. In Section 5.6, a
metalanguage for data reconciliation is proposed with the intention of setting a standard on the
high-language declarative formulation of data reconciliation problems. The existence of such
standardization would promote a wide-spread incorporation of such estimation activities in a
wider range of MSOEs. Last, section 5.7 summarizes this chapter and draws some conclusions.

1

Data reconciliation activities as such are not currently supported in the gPROMS modeling language.
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5.2

MATHEMATICAL
PROBLEM

FORMULATION

OF

THE

GENERAL

ESTIMATION

In order to maximize the benefits from the formulation of dynamic parameter estimation
and data reconciliation problems within the IMCPSS, estimation problem must account for all
factors influencing its performance. A general dynamic estimation problem, suitable for the
purposes of this dissertation, can be stated as (Rolandi, 2004):

min ϕ ( ~z ( t ), z( t ),σ ( t ))

z ,θ ,β ,ω ,γ

[5.1]

F ( x& (t ), x(0), y (0), p,θ , β ) = 0, t ∈ [t 0 , t f ]

[5.2]

I ( x&( t ), x( 0 ), y( 0 ),u( 0 ), p ,θ , β ) = 0

[5.3]

σ (t ) = σ (~z (t ), z (t ),ω , γ ), t ∈ [t 0 , t f ]

[5.4]

θ min ≤ θ ≤ θ max

[5.5]

β min ≤ β ≤ β max

[5.6]

ω min ≤ ω ≤ ω max

[5.7]

γ min ≤ γ ≤ γ max

[5.8]

The variable ϕ(⋅) represents the objective function to be optimized that provides a
relationship between the model predictions, z(t), and the experimental observations, ~z (t ) . In
general, z represents the subset of process variables that are included in the estimation problem.
They are considered explicitly in the objective function. F(⋅) represents the set of underlying
differential-algebraic Equations (DAEs) relating process variables and parameters. Additionally,
estimation for dynamic systems requires a set of initial conditions that must be satisfied at t=0
(Equation 5.3). In these Equations, x and y denote the differential and algebraic variables,
respectively, and x& indicates the time derivative of the former. u(t) represent the set of input
variables.
The decision variables of the estimation problem are the vectors of parametric variablesθ,

β, ω and γ; they correspond to different features of the overall mathematical model. θ represents
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time-invariant model parameters to be estimated while β indicate systematic errors or
measurement bias. In Equation 5.4, the variance model, σ(t) is function of the parametric
variables ω and γ, the model predictions and the experimental observations. Finally, Equations
5.5 to 5.8 give the upper and lower bounds for the parametric variables.
It is important to stress that although the general estimation problem is presented in
Equations 5.1 to 5.8 for the dynamic case, it does not exclude steady-state formulations. In fact,
stationary processes can be considered as a special case of dynamic systems in which holdups
are constant. Without loss of generality, the time term will be dropped in further Equations2.
Some issues that characterize the structure of the general estimation problem defined
previously and that influence its performance must be addressed in order to take full advantage
of its features. The shape of the objective function, the treatment of errors, the functionality of
the variance model, and numerical solution methods are discussed in the next few sections.

5.2.1 Objective Function
The objective function defined by ϕ(⋅) can take several forms depending on the nature of
the mathematical model and on the decision variables of interest. Depending on the decision
variables of interest, the estimation problem takes different names (Kim et al., 1991). If only the
model parameters, θ, are taken into consideration the problem is called parameter estimation. If
the interest relies on the vector of model predictions of state variables (x), the problem is known
as state estimation. Furthermore, model identification refers to the estimation of state variables
and model parameters. On the other hand, data reconciliation deals with the estimation of
measurement predictions (z) only; if besides the latter model parameters are included, Equations
5.1 to 5.8 is known as error-in-variables method. In addition to these problems, gross error

estimation includes measurement biases (β) as decision variables in data reconciliation.
2

The time may still appear in Equations that require explicit differentiation from the steady-state.
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After a model is proposed and solution techniques are chosen, an objective function that
determines the optimal estimates must be selected. Usually, the data is assumed to follow a
certain distribution that determines the objective function used (Arora and Biegler, 2001). The
maximum likelihood principle consists of choosing, from among the possible values of the
parameter, the parameter value that maximizes the probability of obtaining the sample of
measured values (Beck & Arnold, 1997). This principle provides great flexibility for the
formulation of objective functions for data reconciliation. The product of probability for each
measured variable is maximized. Several probability distributions can be used. For example,
employing the Normal distribution produces the maximum likelihood function:


n mj 
 ~z j ,k − z j ,k
1
2

~
ϕ ( z , z ,σ ) =  N ln( 2π ) + ∑∑ ln (σ j ,k ) + 

2
j
k
 σ j ,k








2



 


[5.9]

Where n is the number of variables and mj is the number of measurements available for
the j-th variable. Equation 5.9 can be further manipulated to obtain the most widely used
objective functions, the least squares (LS) and weighted least squares (WLS), as shown in
Equations 5.10 and 5.11. These functions rely on the assumption that errors are independent and
normally distributed. When this assumption is met, the LS yield the optimal unbiased estimates.
However, they deteriorate considerably the performance of these functions and result in biased
estimates in the presence of deviations from normality and/or large errors such as outliers; hence,
they have to be eliminated from the data set or its influence over the estimates should be reduced.
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[5.11]

Other distributions such as the contaminated Normal and the Logistic have been used to
obtain objective functions that can be used in data reconciliation to account for the presence of
errors in observations. The advantage of using these types of functions, is that the measurement
error distribution does not need to be assumed.

5.2.2 Initial Conditions of the DAE System
The solution of dynamic models requires the set of initial conditions I(⋅) described in
Equation 5.3. However, initial conditions of state variables are usually not known during the
operation of chemical processes. They need to be estimated from process data so that the
underlying process model represents accurately the plant behavior.
Albuquerque and Biegler (1995) proposed a method to determine unknown initial
conditions from plant data. Their approach consists on accommodating the initial conditions by
augmenting the parameter vector and starting the estimation horizon one step earlier. In this
work, we adapt this approach for use within the proposed general estimation problem. The
following equations are added as constraints:
x (0 ) = z0 + θ 0

[5.12]

Where z0 is an initialization value (e.g. the first measurement of the data set or another
arbitrary number) and θ0 is a bias term for the initial conditions corresponding to an additional
decision variable. Although any arbitrary value may be used for initialization, using values far
away from the real condition may result in infeasible solutions because numerical solution
methods are sensitive to starting values. When initial conditions are optimized, the degrees of
freedom and estimation parameter increase by the same number. Hence, sufficient amount of
observations must exist to ensure their accurate estimation.
Alternatively, the state initialization method (Rolandi, 2004) can be used to estimate
initial states in the context of the general estimation problem. His technique consists on driving
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the simulation experiment with a set of input variables for a finite time period (initialization
horizon). At last, the simulated states will reach the true state of the plant within a given
tolerance ξ (see Chapter 3). This method is suitable for large-scale processes that involve a large
number of state variables. In these cases, measurements are not available for all variables. Hence,
the state initialization technique provides an excellent way of estimating unmeasured states.
However, it must be taken into account that the subset of measurements used for initialization
purposes is not available for estimation so the redundancy of the problem decreases.

5.2.3 Measurement Errors
The accuracy of the estimates relies on the quality of the measurement vector z.
Unfortunately, plant data always contains inherent random and occasionally nonrandom errors.
Due to instrumentation inability to reproduce measurements exactly, they always contain small
random errors. On the other hand, sensor miscalibration, process leaks, and instrumentation
failures, among others, yield to larger errors: systematic biases and outliers. Bias refers to errors
that are consistently too high or too low values over the entire time span for a particular sensor
device. Outliers are data points that do not follow the statistical distribution of the bulk data; they
manifest as a spike at certain(s) time values. Figure 5.1 shows the three types of errors
commonly considered.
It is worth noting at this point that there is not a consistent classification of these types of
errors across the literature. On the one hand, authors such as Liebman et al. (1992) and
Albuquerque and Biegler (1996) consider that outliers are gross errors, while biases constitute a
category on its own. On the other hand, authors such as Kim et al. (1990), Abu-el-zeet (2002),
and Bagajewicz and Jiang (1997) consider that both biases and outliers fall into the category of
gross errors. Throughout this dissertation, when the term gross errors is used, it will identify
systematic biases only.
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Figure 5.1: Types of measurement errors
Since measurements are not free from errors, a relationship relating experimental
observations ( ~z ) and model predictions z (t ) is required. The sensor equation provides such
relationship:
~z = z + ε + β + υ

[5.13]

Where ε, β, and υ represent random errors, measurement bias, and outliers, respectively.
The accuracy of the estimates can be greatly affected by the presence of these types of errors. As
a result, methodologies to reduce the magnitude of errors or to minimize their effect on estimates
have been developed throughout the years. It is a common practice to deal with outliers and
biases with different techniques, usually including outliers into the random-error term. Therefore,
a more convenient form of Equation 5.13 is:
~z = z + ε + β

[5.14]

Methodologies to deal with the presence of errors in plant data sets include filtering
techniques, data reconciliation, and other techniques targeted to the detection of outliers.
Filtering techniques and some outlier detection procedures were presented in Chapter 4. In this
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chapter, data reconciliation and bias and outlier detection techniques will be discussed in Section
5.4 in the context of data reconciliation.

5.2.4 Statistical Variance Models
Equation 5.4 represents a general variance model defined by the parameters ω and γ. The
variance plays an important role in estimation (see for example, Equations 5.9 and 5.11).
Naturally, a good representation of the variance contributes to a better accuracy of the estimates.
Three common variance models can be identified: (i) constant variance, (ii) constant
relative variance, and (iii) heteroscedastic (gPROMS advanced user guide). As its name
indicates, the constant variance model assumes constant standard deviation, represented by the
parameter ω (Equation 5.15). In a constant relative variance, the measurement error depends on
the magnitude of the predicted or the measured values (Equation 5.16). Finally, the heroscedastic
model assumes that variance is proportional to a function of measurements or predictions
(Equation 5.17). Equations 5.15 to 5.17 present the functionality of these models (z may be
replaced by ~z to indicate dependency on predictions or observations, correspondingly).

σ 2 = ω2

[5.15]

σ 2 = ω 2 ⋅( z2 + ε )

[5.16]

σ 2 = ω 2 ⋅ ( z 2 + ε )γ

[5.17]

If Equation 5.15 is employed in the maximum likelihood function (Equation 5.9), then
the least squares function is obtained. Similarly, γ=0 in the heteroscedastic model reduces the
maximum likelihood function to WLS.

5.2.5 Numerical Solution Methods
The general estimation problem in Equations 5.1 to 5.8 is an optimization constrained by
the set of DAEs representing the system under consideration. Therefore, traditional optimization
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methods depending on the type of constraints involved (e.g. linear and nonlinear) could be
employed to solve the problem.
For decades, Lagrange multipliers and successive linearization have been successfully
applied for steady-state DR with linear and linearized constraints (Britt & Luecke, 1973).
Additionally, the projection matrix method developed by Crowe (1989) has been used to handle
bilinear constraints such as those encountered when reconciling flow rates and compositions at
the same time. These methods are computationally less intensive than nonlinear optimization
methods. However, estimates may be infeasible due to the inability of linear methods to handle
inequality constraints (Narasimhan & Jordache, 2000). Moreover, highly nonlinear constraints
are frequent in chemical processes; in such cases, results obtained with linear methods may be
misleading.
Methods to handle nonlinearly constrained problems are available from optimization
theory. Successive linearization has been used by a number of researches to solve equalityconstrained problems (Liebman & Edgar, 1988). To treat inequality constraints, nonlinear
programming (NLP) methods are used. Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) and
generalized reduced gradients (GRG) are commonly applied to solve DR problems (Tjoa &
Biegler, 1991; Kim et al., 1991; Tjoa & Biegler, 1992). NLP algorithms are more robust than
other techniques for highly nonlinear problems. Additionally, they are able to handle inequality
constraints. However, they are computationally more intensive than their successive linearization
counterparts.
The solution of the reconciliation (general estimation) problem for dynamic nonlinear
systems requires a different approach than the previously mentioned due to the time dependency
of the model equations (i.e. DAEs). These problems have been solved using two different (and
competing) strategies: the sequential solution and the simultaneous solution and optimization.
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The sequential approach uses an ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver combined
with an optimization algorithm to solve the problem sequentially (Romagnoli & Sánchez, 2000).
The solution to the ODE system is included within the optimization cycle; for each iteration, the
optimization variables are set and then, the differential equations constraints are integrated. This
approach is time consuming and somehow inefficient because the model equations need to be
accurately solved at each iteration; in other words, it optimizes following a feasible path.
As opposed to the sequential approach, in the simultaneous approach the differential
equations are discretized and added to the problem as algebraic constraints. Then, these
equations are solved simultaneously using NLP techniques. This strategy is potentially more
efficient because it is an infeasible path approach where equations are not solved accurately until
the final iteration of the optimization procedure. The main disadvantage of this strategy is that
the problem grows in size with the number of data sets and can easily become intractable
(Albuquerque & Biegler, 1995). Conventionally, the moving window or history horizon approach
has been employed to reduce the size of the resulting NLP problem (Liebman et al., 1992).
Assume that a sequence of H recent measurements is available: {~z (ti ), ~z (ti + ∆t ),K , ~z (tc )}.
Where ti is the initial time, tc is the current time, and ∆t is the sampling interval. Then, only
measurements in the interval [tc-H·∆t, tc] are reconciled. For online control/optimization
purposes, only z(tc) is saved; on the contrary, for data smoothing a prediction at an intermediate
time tj is saved (tc-H·∆t≤ tj ≤ tc) The procedure is repeated every next tc+1 until all measurements
have been included. The length of the history horizon is the only adjustable parameter and must
be chosen according to the dynamic of the specific system (Liebman et al., 1992).
Recently, techniques that are not based on traditional optimization methods such as
interval analysis (Gua & Stdherr, 2000) and neural networks (Bai et al., 2007a), among others,
are being developed.
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5.3 TRADITIONAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION VS. ERROR-IN-VARIABLES
METHOD
When the decision variables of interest are only model parameters (θ), the general
estimation problem presented in Section 5.2 becomes a parameter estimation (PE) problem.
Traditional PE techniques make a distinction between independent and dependent variables, and
assume that input (independent) variables are error-free. Then, measurement vector is
decomposed to account for such distinction and the sensor equation is different for input and
output variables:
~z = z
ip
ip
~z = z + ε + β
op
op

[5.18]
[5.19]

Where the sub-indexes ip and op symbolize input and output variables, respectively, and
ε represents the m-vector of random errors. Although the separation of input and output variables
is convenient, the assumption that input variables are error-free is not valid for most chemical
engineering problems. Hence, ignoring errors in put variables can lead to biased estimates
(Albuquerque & Biegler, 1995; Kim et al., 1990).
A more realistic approach is to consider errors in all variables. This approach is known as
the error-in-variables method (EVM) (Kim et al., 1990):
~z = z + ε + β
ip
ip
ip
ip

[5.20]

~z = z + ε + β
op
op
op
op

[5.21]

The EVM problem increases the complexity of the PE problem because error-corrupted
variables can no longer be expressed as an explicit function of unknown parameters (Britt &
Luecke, 1973). Furthermore, the problem size grows with the number of measurements and
parameters; while the traditional PE problem involves p optimization variables corresponding to
the number of parameters being estimated, the combined EVM problem comprises nm+p
decision variables (n is the number of variables and m the number of measurements).
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Parameter estimation techniques have been subject of study for decades and applied to
industrial processes. Esposito and Floudas (1998a, 1998b, 2000) presented a method based on
global optimization to solve the EVM problem for both steady-state and dynamic systems, an
iterative algorithm based on local optimization to generate bounds of the global optimization
problem. Global optimization for parameter estimation has also been studied by Singer et al.
(2006).
Since error-free input variables cannot be assumed in most chemical processes, it is
important for a framework aimed at industrial applications to be in accordance to this demand.
The framework for IMCPSS proposed in this dissertation, facilitates the definition of EVM
dynamic estimation problems both on- and offline uses. Ultimately, the solution of such
problems relies on MSOE capabilities.

5.3.1 Traditional Parameter Estimation within the IMCPSS
Steady-state and dynamic parameter estimation (PE) can be formulated through the
proposed framework’s PDE. These problems can be defined through the main window of the
PDE (Figure 5.2) under the menu “Estimation”. The option “Create Source File” starts the
formulation of a new problem, while “Create Input File” loads a PFO in order to re-formulate an
existing problem. The selection of any of these alternatives presents the GUI corresponding to
the selected activity, as described in subsequent sections.

5.3.1.1 Formulation of Parameter Estimation Problems
After selecting “Create Source File” under the “Parameter estimation” menu, the PDE
reads the information contained in the DMD, if it has not done it previously3. Then, the engineer
has the possibility of pre-processing the plant data through the pDMS, which creates a PDO as
discussed in Chapter 3. This PDO is ready for incorporation into the PFO after the problem
3

The DMD is read only at the start of the IMCPSS and lasts until the application is ended. The same DMD is used
for all problem formulations while the application is running.
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definition has been completed. Subsequently, the PDE asks the user to select an offline DCS
historian file or an online collection file, and prompts the graphical user interface (GUI) for
formulation of parameter estimation problems (Figure. 5.3).

Figure 5.2: Main menu for formulation of PE and DR problems

Figure 5.3: PDE for formulation of parameter estimation problems
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The GUI presents the available information in sections, each of them grouping variables
or sensors that serve a similar function. The PDE selects MBAEVVar (MBAEVVarType
=PEST) and add their matching process tag to the combo box, from where the process engineer
can include the desired parameter by checking or unchecking the check box next to the
parameter name. The default values for initial guess and lower and upper bound for the displayed
parameter (MBAVarBoundIG, MBAVarBoundLB, and MBAVarBoundUB) are shown in the
“Bounds” section. These bounds can be modified to in conformity with the problem definition.
The section “Sensors” contains the information related to input and output sensors
available for parameter estimation. In general, all sensors included in the DMD are presented
here (MBASensor). The process tag name is displayed (MBASensorProcessTag), along with the
type of sensor (input for MBASensorIsPC=true or output when MBASensorIsMV=true) and its
default variance model. By making click in the combo box, the list of sensors appears and the
required one can be selected. Checking or unckecking the check box nest to the sensor’s process
tag includes or removes it from the estimation problem.
The box “Variance model” allows the selection of a variance model for the displayed
sensor (MBAVarianceModelType): constant variance, constant relative variance, and
heteroscedastic (Figure 5.3). The parameters for each model are shown in the section “Variance
parameters”; they can be modified according to the selected variance model. All methods allow
the specification of Gamma (MBAGammaBound) but Omega (MBAOmegaBound) is enabled
only when heteroscedastic has been selected.
It is important to note that during the formulation of parameter estimation problems, if
initial guess, lower and upper bounds have all the same value for any parameter, then such
parameter will be considered as time invariant; otherwise, it will be estimated during the solution
procedure. All variance parameters are treated as any other model parameter.
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Upon acceptance, the PDE calls InstantiateProblemDefinition with the DMD and PDO as
arguments. This function creates a specific PFO: the parameter estimation object (PEO),
following a procedure analogue to that of simulation problems. First, Update_DMD sets
MBAVarIsSel (true or false) and variable bounds according to the user selection; then,
write_PEO incorporates the PDO and writes an .xml file containing the problem formulation
(this file looks no different than that for simulation of past scenarios; therefore, it is omitted in
this section). Finally, CreateProblemInputFile is called to create necessary PIFs.

5.3.1.2 Creating Parameter Estimation PIFs
The CreateProblemInputFile(PEO) function creates the high-level declarative language
input file specific to parameter estimation problem within the chosen MSOE. Hence, this section
summarizes, first, the most important gPROMS features for PE activities; then, it describes the
DMD elements that correspond to these features to create the PIF.

Parameter estimation in gPROMS: The most prominent characteristics of PE activities
in gPROMS include the ability to estimate an unlimited number of parameters and to use data
from several steady-state and dynamic experiments. The maximum likelihood objective function
is employed to estimate parameters. Furthermore, it offers the possibility of selecting different
variance models for the sensors involved.
PE problems in gPROMS are defined by means of two entities. On the one hand,
EXPERIMENT includes the measurement values for a given experiment or run. It also specifies
the PROCESS for which such measurements were taken, initial conditions if different from those
given in the INITIAL section of the PROCESS entity, and optional variance model for each
sensor. Because gPROMS does not support the EVM problem, included input variables are
considered as forcing controls, meaning that these variables will follow the trajectory indicated
by their measurements. Forcing controls can be either time invariant or piecewise constant.
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The information contained in the EXPERIMENT entity is organized in a series of
sections identified by special keywords followed by the variable name in gPROMS MODEL
entity and its corresponding values. The keyword MEASURE indicates values for output
variables, PIECEWISE_CONSTANT and TIME_INVARIANT indicate piecewise constant and
time invariant input variables. INITIAL designates the initial conditions while PROCESS
identifies the associated process entity. The keywords to identify the variance model are,
correspondingly, CONSTANT_VARIANCE, CONSTANT_RELATIVE_VARIANCE, and
HETEROSCEDASTIC.
On the other hand, ESTIMATION describes the general estimation problem, that is,
parameters to be estimated and their corresponding initial guess and variable bounds. The
keyword ESTIMATE is used to indicate a parameter. One or more EXPERIMENT entities can
be employed during the estimation. However, the current version of the IMCPSS allows only one
experiment entity. Additionally, sensor variance models can be specified under the section
MEASURE of this entity instead of EXPERIMENT and sensors can be grouped when they have
the same variance.
The execution of parameter activities in gPROMS requires of both ESTIMATION and
EXPERIMENT entities. When using input files, they are characterized by the file extensions
.gEST and .RUN, respectively. They are written by a VB routine involved in
CreateProblemInputFile. Currently, the PDE allows the selection of only one experiment per
estimation. If a MSOE is available, the parameter estimation problem is executed automatically
by the PDE. Otherwise, no further action is taken.

The function CreateProblemInputFile(PEO): Estimation input files (.gEST) are
created by writing the model names (MBAVarModelTag) corresponding to the selected
estimation

parameters

(MBAVarIsSel=true
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and

MBAEVVarType=PEST)

and

their

corresponding initial guesses and variable bounds (MBAVarBound) under the section
ESTIMATE. Then, the PDE retrieves the model name for output sensors selected as
measurements (MBASensorModelTag and MBASensorIsSel=true and MBASensorIsMV=true)
and their variance model (MBAVarianceModelType) writes them under the section MEASURE.
The routine CreateProblemInputFile designed and implemented for PE in this dissertation always
place the variance model of output variables in the .gEST file. The name of the .RUN file
containing the set of values is written under the section RUNS. Because input variables are
forcing inputs, they do not follow under the measurement category.
Figure 5.4 exhibits a .gEST input file for the two-CSTR process. This PIF describes a
problem which estimates two parameters (TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Ua, TwoCSTR.CSTR1.K)
employing measurements of four output

variables:

F110 (TwoCSTR.mv(3)), T120

(TwoCSTR.mv(5)), etc.
# .gEST file created on 20080527_183251
ESTIMATE
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Ua
0.8717 : 0.5 : 1.1
ESTIMATE
TwoCSTR.CSTR1.K
9702 : 7000 : 12000
MEASURE
TwoCSTR.mv(3)
CONSTANT_VARIANCE (0.072 : 0.04 : 0.1)
MEASURE
TwoCSTR.mv(5)
CONSTANT_RELATIVE_VARIANCE (0.019 : 0.01 : 0.025)
MEASURE
TwoCSTR.mv(6)
HETEROSCEDASTIC (0.056 : 0.04 : 0.07; 1 : 0.5 : 1)
MEASURE
TwoCSTR.mv(24)
CONSTANT_VARIANCE (0.006 : 0.001 : 0.01)
RUNS
EST_TwoCSTR_20080527_183251

Figure 5.4: Parameter estimation problem input file (.gEST) for gPROMS
On the other hand, the EXPERIMENT entity is created as follows. The PROCESS entity
associated with the experiment is represented by MBAProcessName. The number of intervals
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counted from the PDO section of the PEO and the duration of each interval (PDOTimeInterval)
are

placed

under

the

(MBASensorIsSel=true

section

and

INTERVALS.

Values

MBASensorIsPC=true)

are

of

selected

identified

with

input

variables

the

keyword

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT followed by the measurement values in the PDO (Value). Otherwise,
selected output variables (MBASensorIsSel=true if MBASensorIsMV=true) are appended under
the keyword MEASURE. It is important to note that sensors names in PIFs correspond to model
tags (MBASensorModelTag) as opposed to the process tags displayed through the PDE. The task
of matching process names with model names is performed entirely by the PDE.
Figure 5.5 shows the .RUN input file corresponding to the EXPERIMENT entity used by
the estimation problem defined in Figure 5.3. In the example, the estimation will proceed
through 80 intervals, each of them with duration of 60 time units. The values for all output
variables defined in .gEST at each time interval are shown. Additionally, this estimation problem
employs three forcing inputs: C110 (TwoCSTR.mv(1)), T110 (TwoCSTR.mv(2)), and F120
(TwoCSTR.mv(4)).
Although gPROMS allows the definition of intervals of different duration and missing
values, the current version of the PDE only allows equally spaced intervals and complete data
sets. Nevertheless, the entire IMCPSS can be extended in future versions to include this type of
problems.

5.3.2 Reformulation of Model-Based Problems
The PDE offers the possibility of re-formulating problems for the following cases:
• Formulation involving a different subset of process variables but the same plant

measurements.
• Definition of different model-based problems using the same set data set.
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• Formulation of problems for different a pre-processing method using the same raw

data.
• Definition of problems requiring further averaging or outlier removal of a previously

pre-processed data set.
• Any combination of the above.
# .RUN file created on 20080527_183251
…
PROCESS TwoCSTR
MEASURE
TwoCSTR.mv(24)
60 1.06036591892781
120 1.06448794499712
180 1.05788653837763
240 1.0728692245808

INTERVALS
80
60
60
60
…

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.mv(1)
9.95493163061293
10.0200009820202
9.96751699944129
9.95079366149877
…

MEASURE
TwoCSTR.mv(3)
60 11.9965209752018
120 12.1230367928869
180 12.1074647512866
240 11.9923778005726
…

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.mv(2)
2.99506312803224
3.00290017799008
2.95762746100518
2.98327085579695
…

MEASURE
TwoCSTR.mv(5)
60 3.00139082408833
120 2.96176965020769
180 2.96824467840324
240 2.99355970813857
…

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.mv(4)
4.98142950218772
4.92704086819525
4.95063907744034
4.93758678567887

MEASURE
TwoCSTR.mv(6)
60 10.0936417540597
120 10.0727679060368
180 10.096237819165
240 9.97027070807811
…

Figure 5.5: Parameter estimation problem input file (.RUN) for gPROMS
In order to formulate new problems based on previous ones, the user must click on
“Create Input File” under the parameter estimation menu option. The PDE will prompt a
common windows dialog box to select a PFO file. Once a PFO is loaded, the formulation
continues as in the case of new problems. This means, the pDMS is presented for selection of a
pre-processing method. Then, the parameter estimation GUI is presented. Note that in this case, a
DCS historian file is not required, as the data contained in the PFO is employed. However, when
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a different model-based activity is chosen, the PDE asks the user whether the existing data set
will be used or a new one will be read.
When compared to the manual incorporation of measurement into model-activities within
MSOEs, the benefits of problem reformulation as presented are evident. First, there is no need to
use additional software for outlier detection/removal; therefore, moving data from such
application into the MSOE is not required, avoiding common copy/paste mistakes. Additionally,
engineers can dedicate more time for the analysis of the results and for decision-making as
manual tasks are not required.

5.4 DATA RECONCILIATION
The goal of data reconciliation (DR) is to obtain better measurement estimates so that
they comply with the underlying process model. Usually, the procedure consists on the
minimization of the residual between model predictions and observations subject to the DAE
system representing the process. In nature, DR is an EVM problem so that input variables are
always subject error. In this sense, solving an EVM parameter estimation problem is equivalent
to joint PE/DR, this is the fundamental idea behind the general estimation statement discussed in
Section 5.2.
Since making data to satisfy process constraints will not necessarily correct noisy or
biased data, DR can be viewed as a special case of the broader problem of data rectification
(Johnston & Kramer, 1995). In fact, these types of errors affect the performance of the
reconciliation procedure significantly, and therefore, they must be attenuated or completely
eliminated.
Conventionally, DR implies the execution of the following series of mathematical
procedures (Romagnoli & Sánchez, 2000): (i) variable classification and problem
decomposition; (ii) elimination/estimation of gross errors and outliers; (iii) estimation of random
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errors (reconciliation) and calculation of unmeasured process variables. This dissertation deals
only with the treatment of biases and gross errors and reconciliation; nevertheless, variable
classification is discussed briefly in Section 5.4.1 with the objective to introduce the process
knowledge support system (pKSS) component of the IMCPSS.
Steady-state DR (SDR) has been extensively studied over the past four decades.
Simulated and industrial applications have been presented by different authors (Weiss et al.,
1996; McBrayer et al., 1998; Lie et al., 2001; Bhat & Saraf, 2004; Özyurt & Pike, 2004; Kelly,
2004; Al-Arfaj, 2006). For industrial applications, it is common to average data at a certain time
interval to perform SDR employing only one data set. However, in most of practical situations
the process is under continuous changes (Albuquerque & Biegler, 1995). If such changes are
small, the average approximation can be performed safely. Otherwise, averaging can introduce
additional biases and yield erroneous trajectories. Dynamic data reconciliation (DDR) would be
more appropriate.
Estimation of process variables which uses measurements and dynamic relationships
between the variables have been developed long before the subject of data reconciliation was
born (Narasimhan & Jordache, 2000). Filtering techniques, especially (Extended) Kalman filter,
has been used to smooth process data and estimate parameters and state variables. The recursive
nature of the Kalman filter makes it suitable for online applications. However, because it is based
on linearization of the process model, it may not be suitable to chemical processes operating at
highly nonlinear regions. Additionally, tuning its parameters for real process system is a
challenging task (Kim et al., 1991; Bai et al., 2006).
Vachhani et al. (2005) proposed two approaches to eliminate deficiencies of the EKF
without sacrificing its recursive nature; the recursive nonlinear dynamic data reconciliation
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(RNDDR) and the predictor-corrector optimization (CPCO) are able to handle variable bounds
and uncertainties in the state-space model.
Other approaches to DDR include genetic algorithms (Wongrat et al., 2005), Wavelet
approaches (Tona et al., 2005), DDR-filter approach for non-correlated and autocorrelated
measurements (Bai et al., 2006), associative neural networks with no tuning parameters (Bai et
al., 2007a), the evaluation of the effect of model structure on DDR when black-box models are
used within a control scheme (Bai et al., 2007b), and state estimation combing Monte Carlo
sampling and Bayesian estimation (Chen et al., 2004). Additionally, Chiari et al. (1997), Dempf
et al. (1998), Kong et al. (2002), Luo and Huang (2005), Soderstrom et al. (2000), among others,
reported the application of DDR to industrial processes.

5.4.1 Variable Classification and Redundancy
Data reconciliation can also be defined as the estimation of measured process variables to
reduce measurement error through the use of spatial or temporal redundancies (Liebman et al.,
1992). On the one hand, measurements are spatially redundant if they render the system to be
overspecified or overdetermined, that is, there is more information available than the need to
uniquely define the system. On the other hand, temporal redundancy refers to the availability of
measurements made continually in time, producing more data than necessary to determine a
steady-state process (Liebman et al., 1992; Narasimhan & Jordache, 2000).
Redundancy is a very important concept in DR problems because only redundant
measurements can be reconciled. To determine whether a measurement is redundant or not,
variable classification is required. Václavek (1969) and Václavek and Loucka (1976) were the
first researchers to propose the classification of measured and unmeasured streams for DR.
Based on topological properties, they devised a procedure to reduce the reconciliation problem to
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contain only measured streams. This can be considered as the first step in the development of
variable classification aimed at DR.
Redundancy is closely related to observability, which determines if knowledge of a given
set of measurements uniquely determines the state of a system (Stanley & Mah, 1981). A
measurement is redundant if its removal causes no loss of observability; otherwise, it is
nonredundant. Furthermore, an unmeasured variable is “barely redundant” if it is observable but

a nonredundant measurement has been used for its calculation. Last, a variable is unobservable if
it cannot be estimated with available measurements and Equations.
A number of studies for variable classification are available in the literature. The works
of Kretsovalis and Mah (1981, 1988a, 1988b) categorize variables for multicomponent flow
networks and study the effect of the redundant measurements on the estimation accuracy based
on process topology. Romagnoli and Stephanopoulos (1980), Crowe et al. (1983), Crowe (1986)
and Crowe (1989) implemented Equation-oriented procedures based on matrix algebra.
Specifically, the method of Crowe (1989) defines a series of lemmas to identify nonredundant
and unobservable variables. Recently, Zhang et al. (2001) implemented an iterative procedure
based on deletion of measurements and calculation of redundancy degrees. Ali and Narasimhan
(1993, 1995) introduced the concept of reliability of estimation to measure the probability that a
variable can be estimated if its sensor fails; this concept was used to design optimal and
redundant sensor networks optimally. These methods have been developed primarily for steadystate systems.
Albuquerque and Biegler (1996) introduced the concept of collective redundancy for
dynamic systems using sparse algebra methods. The matrix-based test for collective redundancy
states that an individual measurement at a particular time ti, ~z ( ti ) , can be redundant even if the
entire measurement set ( ~z (t1 ), ~z (t2 ),..., ~z (tm ) ) is nonredundant.
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Within the IMCPSS, redundancy analysis is performed by the process knowledge support
system, pKSS. This required coupling the ESO to the PDE in order to analyze the mathematical
structure of the model and perform a series of tests to determine whether the combination of
selected sensor during the problem formulation is adequate for DR. In other words, the goal of
pKSS is to identify if the selected measurements provide sufficient redundancy for the estimation
of parameters, measurements, biases, etc. Furthermore, if it is found that the current problem
formulation is not suitable for DR, the pKSS must analyze the entire system of Equations to
suggest possible alternatives in the sensor selection.
Although the technique developed by Albuquerque and Biegler is suitable for dynamic
systems, it would be interesting to design a redundancy measure for such processes that
incorporates all elements mentioned above and involved in the estimation problem given by
Equations 5.1 to 5.8. The concepts of Ali and Narasimhan and Zhang et al. could be extended to
dynamic systems. The incorporation of these ideas into the pKSS is no means trivial.
Unfortunately, the complete design and development of the pKSS is not covered in the present
work and it is, therefore, proposed as future work.

5.4.2 Simultaneous Bias Estimation and Data Reconciliation
Because parameter estimation and data reconciliation rely on process measurements, a
series of issues arise while solving these problems. The most evident is that plant data contains
inherent random errors due to sensor accuracy; corrupted measurements do not satisfy process
constraints. Furthermore, biases and outliers in a measured variable cause “smearing”,
contaminating estimates for other measured variables (Özyurt and Pike, 2004). At last, their
presence leads to biased estimates and false control and optimization or result in unsafe operation
(Tjoa & Biegler, 1991; Liebman et al., 1992). Thus, these errors have to be minimized or
removed from the data set prior to its subsequent use in data-intensive applications.
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In general, the measurement bias (β) in the sensor equation (Equation 5.14) can take any
functional form (e.g. zero-order, polynomial, etc.); however, it is assumed to be constant for
most practical applications. Then, measurement biases could be treated as parameters within the
objective function assuming that information about which variables are biased is known a priori.
Simply, the difference between model predictions and observations (which in the absence of
biases represent the random error) is modified according to the sensor equation, for example, for
WLS:
2
m
1  n j (~z j ,k − z j ,k − β j ) 
~
ϕ ( z , z ,σ , β ) = ∑∑

2  j k
σ 2j ,k


[5.22]

Instead of modifying the objective function, an equivalent formulation of the bias
estimation problem is to add the sensor equation [5.14] to the set of constraints. In the author’s
opinion, this is a more natural and convenient approach.
The previous methods are advantageous because it can be used straightforwardly.
Eventually, if a priori knowledge of the bias location is not known, all involved sensors can be
assumed to be biased. Although this seems like a reasonable idea at first, the fact that additional
parameters affect the degrees of freedom has to be taken into account and therefore, sufficient
data must be available to achieve accurate estimation.
McBrayer and Edgar (1995) proposed a method to detect measurement bias in dynamic
nonlinear systems by examination of residuals after reconciliation; a measurement is said to be
biased if a regression test (errors times estimated measurements) and/or a summation test
(residual are equal to zero) are not passed. Bagajewicz and Jiang (1997, 1998) developed a
method to detect biases in dynamic linear systems based on a polynomial representation of the
process model; in this approach, the bias can be represented as a polynomial function of arbitrary
order. Furthermore, Bagajewicz and Jiang presented a series of theorems and corollaries to deal
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with multiple biases; they consider that bias in different variables may have the same effect on
the objective function and therefore, cannot be estimated. Kong et al. (2002) studied the same
problem based on PE techniques.
Abu-el-zeet et al. (2002) proposed a method for bias detection in which the bias is
estimated as a free parameter in the reconciliation problem; then, to confirm if the measurement
is truly biased, the estimated value is compared against a threshold value. This procedure is
repeated iteratively assuming a different biased measurement each time, until all measurements
have been checked. The evident drawback of this technique is the need of solving a series of
reconciliation problems. For large systems including hundreds or thousands of sensors, this
procedure may not be efficient.
In this work, simultaneous bias detection and data reconciliation was implemented within
the IMCPSS following the approach presented by Liebman and coworkers. Biases are treated as
process parameters and estimated simultaneously with the reconciliation problem. However, they
are not explicit in the objective function but rather they are introduced in the sensor equation.

5.4.3 Handling Outliers in Data Reconciliation
The presence of outliers in a data set can be tackled by different methods for the purpose
of DR. On the one hand, outliers can be identified and removed using a suitable technique prior
to or simultaneous with DR. On the second hand, robust approaches can be used. The next two
sections review some of the methods developed throughout the years to tackle the presence of
outliers in process plant observations.

5.4.3.1 Simultaneous Outlier Detection and Data Reconciliation
Some methodologies developed over years for outlier detection techniques require the
configuration of hypothesis tests. The null test is the normal distribution with zero mean about
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the measurement errors, which is the common assumption on measurement noise (Chen &
Romagnoli, 1998).
Methods such as the global test, nodal test, and measurement test have been advocated by
several investigators including Mah and Tamhane (1985), Crowe et al. (1983), and Crowe
(1986), among others. The global test constructs a chi-square statistic and evaluates the
discrepancies of the process constraints against it. In the nodal test, a statistics is constructed for
each nodal imbalance and tested against a critical value. Finally, the measurement test uses the
observations’ residuals. These residuals are obtained from data reconciliation. On the contrary,
the global and nodal test do not explicitly require to reconciliation prior to their application.
Other studies include the work of Kim et al. (1997) presents a modification of the measurement
test enhanced by using successive linearization and NLP. Bagajewicz and Jiang (1997) proposed
an integral approach to DDR consisting on a polynomial approximation of the DAE model; a
statistical test based on t-statistic was proposed to detect outliers. Conventionally, the application
of these tests requires iteration with repetitive test runs and DR until outliers are located
successfully.
An alternative possibility to iterative methods is to modify the (WLS) objective function
by giving different weights to variable measurements according to the results of a statistical test.
Chen and Romagnoli (1998) proposed a method based on clustering techniques for nonlinear
dynamic systems; the mean minimum distance (MMD) is calculated and compared against a
threshold; weights that are proportional to the MMD are given to the measurements in the
objective function depending on whether they were detected as outliers or not. Abu-el-zeet at al.
(2002) proposed a modification of the mean minimum distance based method of Chen and
Romagnoli.
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Although these methods for outlier detection are still being used, during the last two
decades efforts have been concentrated in the construction of objective functions that account for
the presence of outliers in a robust fashion. The next section presents a summary of the work that
has been done in this area.

5.4.3.1 Robust Methodologies for Data Reconciliation
Robust objective functions can be constructed so that outliers are taken into account
without the use of statistical tests. On the one hand, the Bayesian approaches accommodate
outliers by describing their error structure. On the other hand, M-estimators methods construct an
objective function that is insensitive to outliers due to their mathematical structure; this method
ignores outliers by looking only the bulk data (Albuquerque & Biegler, 1996). This dissertation
concentrates on Bayesian approaches; the reader interested in a detailed description of Mestimators and other robust estimators is referred to the paper of Albuquerque and Biegler and
the books of Huber (1980) and Hampel at al. (1986).
A common Bayesian method is the use of contaminated distributions. Tjoa and Biegler
(1991) proposed the use of the bivariate contaminated normal (CN) distribution to construct a
robust objective function that can be used with NLP solution strategies. Johnston and Kramer
(1995) proposed a robust methodology based on an unknown probability distribution of the
measurement error calculated using bootstrapping methods, and the probability function of
sensor error modes (i.e. normal, biased, and failed). Arora and Biegler (2001) combined a
resdescending M-estimator with the Akaike information criterion (AIC) followed by a box-plot
method to detect outliers in linear and nonlinear systems. Recently, Wang and Romagnoli (2003,
2005) implemented a robust objective function based on the generalized-t (GT) distribution for
steady-state processes. Ragot at al. (2005) developed a Bayesian estimator based on a
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contaminated distribution for linear and bilinear problems with the ability of handling partial
measurements and bounded data reconciliation.
In this work, the GT-based objective function is extended for use in dynamic systems and
is implemented within the IMCPSS. The CN-based objective function is also implemented. A
discussion of the GT-based objective function and a brief description of the CN-based function
follow.

Objective function based on the generalized t-distribution: The generalized-t
distribution was first used by McDonald and Newey (1988) and Butler et al. (1990) for
estimation of regression parameters. Wang and Romagnoli (2003, 2005) applied this approach
for robust data reconciliation of steady-state processes. The symmetric and unimodal
generalized-t (GT) distribution is described by the probability density function:

f ( ε ;σ , p ,q ) =

p
p


ε
1/ q

2σq B( 1 p ,q )1 +
p
 qσ 



−∞<ε <∞

q +1 / p

[5.23]

The parameters σ, p and q define the distribution. While σ is associated with dispersion,
p and q give the shape of the distribution. B represents the beta function and ε represents the
residuals, which are replaced by the sensor equation [5.14]. A very interesting feature of this
density is that it defines a broad family of distributions, including the normal distribution (p=2,
q→∞), t-distribution (p=2) and Cauchy distribution (p=2, q=0.5), among others. Larger values
of p and q parameters represent thinner tails.
The redescending pattern of the influence function or ψ-function in Equation 5.24
suggests that it will be insensible to large values of the residuals ε (i.e. outliers).

ψ ( ε ;σ , p ,q ) =

( pq + 1 )sign( ε ) ε
qσ p + ε
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p

p −1

[5.24]

For finite q, this influence function is bounded and reaches a maximum for positive u at
u* = ((p-1) q~P). The dynamic data reconciliation based on the GT distribution minimizes an Mestimator constructed with the natural logarithm of the probability density function:

ϕ = − ∑∑ ln  p j
j =1 i =1

n

m
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[5.25]

Where n and m are the number of variables and measurements, correspondingly.
Equation 5.25 is minimized during the reconciliation. The distributional parameters p and q (and
possibly σ) may be estimated adaptively by two methods. In the first option, these parameters are
considered as decision variables in the optimization process. The second method minimizes the
likelihood function evaluated at the residuals of initial state estimates. The selection of one or
other method is dependent upon the amount of known information about the error distributions
and the computational power available for the calculations.
An alternative approach is to determine the probability density function iteratively. The
procedure can be summarized as follows:
Step 1. Find a reasonable robust preliminary estimator that is not greatly influenced by
the outlying observations and take the estimation results as the initial values.
Step 2. Calculate the residuals εi = ~zi - xi from this preliminary fit. On the basis of these
residuals and using a pdf estimation technique such as Kernel or wavelet, determine the objective
function, which is optimal for these residuals.
Step 3. Using the objective function (constructed in step 2) with the preliminary estimates
from step 1 as starting values, perform one-step iteration toward the M-estimation of process
state xi+1.
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Step 4. If the residuals εi+1 = xi - xi+1 converge or satisfy the prespecified tolerance, the
procedure is terminated and xi+1 is taken as the result. Otherwise, take εi+1 as εi and go to step 2.
The GT-based objective function is capable to adjust to the shape of error distributions
which make it suitable of application to a broad range of processes. Wang and Romagnoli (2003,
2005) compare the two approaches for the GT-based data reconciliation with WLS for a steadystate network of heat exchangers. Their results similar performance of both functions for outlierfree data sets with normal error distribution; however, in the presence of outliers or different
error distributions, the GT approach showed a significant improvement over WLS. To the best
author’s knowledge, no other studies regarding GT-based DR are reported in the literature.

Objective function based on the CN distribution: Tjoa and Biegler (1991) extended a
bivariate distribution to data reconciliation in the presence of outliers. The frequency of the
Gaussian distribution for an error ε and a standard deviation σ is modified to include a second
error distribution representing the outliers. If the probability of outliers is η (η <0.5) and the ratio
of their standard deviation to that of the random errors is b (b>1), then the objective function for
the bivariate distribution is formed following the principles of maximum likelihood:


 − 0.5ε ij 2  η j
 − 0.5ε ij 2  n


ϕ = − ∑∑ ln (1 − η j )exp
+ exp  2 2  + ∑ σ j
2


 η b  j =1
σ
j =1 i =1

j

 bj
 j j 
n

m

[5.26]

The error term ε is replaced by the sensor equation [5.14] in practical applications.
Outliers can be identified by evaluation of residuals against the combined distribution. η and b
represent tuning parameters of the method and can be considered as variables if they are not
known a-priori. Furthermore, earlier studies have demonstrated that the effectiveness of the
detection test is not very sensitive to the values of the parameters (Tjoa and Biegler, 1991).
Tjoa and Biegler tested the method for several steady-state applications. They found that
the method has slightly better performance when the value of η and b were decreased. Also, they
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determine that in the event that the distribution of outliers is not known, setting η=0.05 and b=10
gives reasonably good results. Albuquerque and Biegler (1996) compared the performance of
WLS, CN, and Fair functions in EVM problems for steady-state and dynamic processes. CN
showed better parameter estimates than WLS when no biases were present; however, for the
dynamic case, CN failed to estimate the true values of the bias giving poorer estimates than
WLS. Özyurt and Pike (2004) compared the detection outlier criteria for several robust objective
functions used in DR (i.e. CN, Cauchy, Logistic, Fair, “Lorentzian”, and Hampel’s redescending
M-estimator) for industrial and simulated cases. Similar or better results were obtained for these
functions compared to a sequential method with a single solution the NLP.

5.4.4 Data Reconciliation within the IMCPSS
The IMCPSS supports the formulation of steady-state and dynamic data reconciliation
(DR) problems. Moreover, the PDE supports the definition of joint DR/PE, joint DR/bias
estimation, and combinations thereof.
Before describing the problem formulation procedure for DR activities, in it is important
to note that while traditional PE activities are directly supported by gPROMS (by means of the
ESTIMATION and EXPERIMENT entities), DR problems and general error-in-variables (EVM)
estimation are not currently supported. Consequently, it was necessary to find alternative
mechanisms to succeed in the goal of using gPROMS as the modeling and solution engine of the
IMCPSS.

5.4.4.1 Proposed Approach for Data Reconciliation in gPROMS
Since data reconciliation is by itself an optimization activity, this concept was used to
reformulate the reconciliation problem as a gPROMS OPTIMISATION entity. Naturally, several
inconveniences arose from this choice; one of them was the incorporation of the measurements
in the problem definition since the optimization activity in gPROMS does not support the
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EXPERIMENT entity. To overcome this difficulty, measurements were included as piecewiseconstant decision variables. Measurements were forced to follow their trajectory by assigning
equal values of initial guesses, lower and upper bounds for each interval. Concurrently, the
MODEL entity must account for the objective functions, measurements, errors, and biases
equations, in such a way that it could still be used by the remaining activities (simulation,
parameter estimation, and optimization).
Ragot and Maquin (2004) proposed an alternative approach to DR that does not consider
any assumption on the measurement’s error distribution. Instead, this strategy applies bounds to
the measurement errors (residuals) and determines the final estimates based on interval constraint
satisfaction for the variable estimates and the model residuals. In the author’s opinion, bounding
the errors in the general estimation problem contributes to a better control of estimates accuracy.
Vendor’s information about accuracy of sensor devices combined with expertise of the process
engineer could provide good estimate of the error magnitude.
The approach proposed in this dissertation is similar to the one of Ragot and Maquin.
However, only bounds on errors are declared explicitly (Equations 5.27 and 5.28), while the
numerical solution method guarantees that the process constraints are satisfied. Error bounds are
expressed as proportional values of standard deviation. Moreover, the DR problem was restated
to treat errors, not reconciled values, as decision variables.

ε lb ≤ ε ≤ ε ub

[5.27]

In DDR only errors for input variables are declared with this approach because dynamic
trajectories of output variables depend on input trajectories and initial conditions only.
Nevertheless, all selected variables (inputs and outputs) are included in the calculation of the
objective function.
A more general approach to 5.27 taking into account the sensor equation is:
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ε lb ≤ ~z − z − β ≤ ε ub

[5.28]

ε 'lb ≤ ~z − z ≤ ε 'ub

[5.29]

Equation 5.28 provides a more flexible treatment of measurement biases. Eventually, β
can be included implicitly in a broader error term (outliers are included as well). Then, the limits
on the error are expanded to cover a wider range (Equation 5.29). The latter case is advantageous
in applications where reconciled values should be readily available such as online procedures for
control purposes when additional detection procedures imply longer times. In Section 5.5, an
example that demonstrates the advantages of this method is presented.

Model implementation issues: WLS (Equation 5.11), CN (Equation 5.26) and GT
(Equation 5.25) objective functions and the sensor Equation [5.14] were implemented in the
model equations (MODEL). Furthermore, because of the characteristics of the objective
functions, which include summation terms, new array-type variables designating measurements
(MV), reconciled (RV), weights (WEIGHT), systematic errors (BIAS), random errors (ERROR),
and flags (FLAG) were declared to ease the inclusion of sensors in the objective functions.
The sensor Equation with the new defined variables is:
MV = RV + BIAS + ERROR

[5.30]

Only variables being reconciled are included in the objective function as illustrated WLS:
 MVij − RVij − BIAS j 

WLS = ∑∑ FLAGi × 
WEIGHTi
n m



2

[5.31]

Where FLAG indicates whether a sensor is being reconciled (FLAG=1) or not
(FLAG=0). For all objective functions, the random error is replaced by its corresponding
equivalent given by the sensor Equation. The approach for treatment of systematic errors follows
that of Liebman et al. (1992) as discussed in previous sections.
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The robust GT-based objective function requires the computation of the BETA function
for the specified parameters p and q. However, this function is not implicit to gPROMS and,
therefore, must be calculated by alternatives means. Fortunately, gPROMS offers the possibility
of including FOREIGN_OBJECT that equivalent to external PMCs and can be developed in
visual C++ or FORTRAN programming languages. In this work, the BETA function was
implemented in visual C++ and linked to gPROMS via the FOREIGN_OBJECT interface.
Readers interested in the details of such interface are referred to the gPROMS system
programmer guide.
Finally, gPROMS implements a numerical solution solver for optimization based on a
sequential strategy (See Section 5.2.5). This method will be explained in detail in Chapter 6
where optimization problems are covered.

5.4.4.2 Formulation of Data Reconciliation Problems
The formulation of DR problems starts by making click on “Create Source file” under
“Data reconciliation” in the main IMCPSS menu (Figure 5.2). The next step is the selection of a
DCS historian file (offline) and pre-processing performed by the pDMS. Once the data has been
pre-processed and the PDO has been created, the GUI for definition of DR problem is shown
(Figure 5.6). DR problems are formulated in two steps. The first step defines the general
estimation problem; the second characterizes the objective function.
During the first step of the DR problem formulation, the PDE reads the DMD file and
selects process parameters available for reconciliation (MBAEVVarType=PEST) and adds their
matching process tag to the combo box under the category “Estimation parameters”. Parameters
can be included in the reconciliation by checking or unchecking the check box next to the
parameter’s tag. The initial guess and lower and upper bound (MBAVarBound) are shown in the
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text boxes under “Bounds”. These values can be modified to conform to the problem
specification.

Figure 5.6: PDE for definition of data reconciliation problems
Then, sensors available for DR (MBASensorIsRV=true) are retrieved from the DMD and
presented in the corresponding combo box for “Sensors”. Similarly to process parameters,
sensors to be reconciled are included in the reconciliation by checking the corresponding check
box. Sensor types (“input”: MBASensorIsPC=true or “output”: MBASensorIsMV=true) are
presented as additional information only. Default values for sensor systematic errors
(MBASensorBiasBound) and standard deviations (MBAOmegaBound) are displayed under the
sections “Sensor bias” and “Sensor variance, respectively. Checking or unchecking the
corresponding check box includes (MBASensorIsBI=true) or excludes (MBASensorIsBI=false)
these parameters from the reconciliation.
During the second step, the desired objective function (MBAVarObjType=DR) and its
corresponding parameters are selected (MBADRActivity). Parameters can only be selected for
CN, η and b (CNAlpha and CNBeta) and GT, p and q (GTp and GTq). When the check box
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“Estimate” is checked, the parameters are estimated simultaneously with the reconciliation.
Otherwise, their initial guesses are used as constant values. In the current version of the IMCPSS
all sensors have the same distribution parameters. Figure 5.7 shows the DMD section that
corresponds to the DR problem.
Upon acceptance the PDE calls Instantiate_ProblemDefinition with the DMD and PDO
as arguments. This function creates a specific PFO: the dynamic data reconciliation object,
DRO,

following

a

procedure

analogue

to

that

of

parameter

problems.

Finally,

CreateProblemInputFile (DRO) is called to create necessary PIFs.
<DataModelDefinition>
…
<MBADRActivity DRDistributionType="1" DRObjective="1" DREstimateParameters="1">
<DRContaminatedDistribution>
<CNAlpha CNAlphaModelTag="TwoCSTR.eta">
<CNAlphaIG>0.20</CNAlphaIG>
<CNAlphaLB>0.05</CNAlphaLB>
<CNAlphaUB>2.00</CNAlphaUB>
</CNAlpha>
<CNBeta CNBetaModelTag="TwoCSTR.b">
<CNBetaIG>0.010</CNBetaIG>
<CNBetaLB>0.001</CNBetaLB>
<CNBetaUB>0.100</CNBetaUB>
</CNBeta>
</DRContaminatedDistribution>
<DRGeneralizedDistribution>
<GTp GTpModelTag="TwoCSTR.p">
<GTpIG>2.0</GTpIG>
<GTpLB>1.0</GTpLB>
<GTpUB>10</GTpUB>
</GTp>
<GTq GTqModelTag="TwoCSTR.q">
<GTqIG>20</GTqIG>
<GTqLB>2</GTqLB>
<GTqUB>100</GTqUB>
</GTq>
</DRGeneralizedDistribution>
<DRTimeHorizon>
<DRTimeHorizonIG>20</DRTimeHorizonIG>
<DRTimeHorizonLB>10</DRTimeHorizonLB>
<DRTimeHorizonUB>100</DRTimeHorizonUB>
</DRTimeHorizon>
</MBADRActivity>
…
</DataModelDefinition>

Figure 5.7: DMD excerpt for data reconciliation
5.4.4.3 Creating Data Reconciliation PIFs
The proposed mechanism to solve data reconciliation problems in gPROMS involves
stating the problem as an optimization. Optimization activities in gPROMS are defined by means
of an OPTIMISATION entity. This entity contains information about the objective function,
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optimization horizon and time intervals, decision variables, and process constraints. A PIF for
optimization activities contains only the OPTIMISATION entity with file extension .gOPT,
written by the function CreateProblemInputFile (DRO).
Figure 5.8 presents an example PIF for DR problems. The process (MBAProcessName)
associated with the reconciliation is given at the beginning of the PIF. HORIZON indicates the
duration of the reconciliation; currently, the total time period is defined by the total
measurements (PDOTotalTime). Future extensions of the PDE would allow definition of subsets
of measurements, and therefore, reconciliation periods smaller than the available from the plant
data set. INTERVALS specifies the number of time intervals and their duration. They are given
by the number of measurements and their corresponding sampling time (PDOTimeInterval).
PROCESS TwoCSTR_20080814_093119
HORIZON
28800 : 28800 : 28800
INTERVALS
80
360 : 360 : 360
360 : 360 : 360
360 : 360 : 360
360 : 360 : 360
…
PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.mv(1)
INITIAL_PROFILE
9.995543 : 9.995543 : 9.995543
9.983005 : 9.983005 : 9.983005
10.001417 : 10.001417 : 10.001417
10.0029
: 10.0029
: 10.0029
…
PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.mv(7)
INITIAL_PROFILE
7.0947 : 7.0947 : 7.0947
6.958 : 6.958 : 6.958
6.9496 : 6.9496 : 6.9496
7.0066 : 7.0066 : 7.0066
…
PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.mv(5)
INITIAL_PROFILE
2.970535 : 2.970535 : 2.970535
2.981172 : 2.981172 : 2.981172
2.978568 : 2.978568 : 2.978568
…

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.error(7)
INITIAL_PROFILE
0 : -0.164 : 0.164
0 : -0.164 : 0.164
0 : -0.164 : 0.164
0 : -0.164 : 0.164
…
PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.error(1)
INITIAL_PROFILE
0 : -0.228 : 0.228
0 : -0.228 : 0.228
0 : -0.228 : 0.228
0 : -0.228 : 0.228
TIME_INVARIANT
TwoCSTR.Delta_RV(2)
INITIAL_VALUE
0 : -0.02 : 0.02
TIME_INVARIANT
TwoCSTR.Delta_RV(3)
INITIAL_VALUE
0 : -0.05 : 0.05
TIME_INVARIANT
TwoCSTR.Bias(3)
INITIAL_VALUE
0 : -2.0 : 2.0
MINIMISE
TwoCSTR.WLSint

Figure 5.8: Data reconciliation problem input file (.gOPT) for gPROMS
Measurements for sensors that are being reconciled (MBASensorIsSel=true) are treated
as PIECEWISE_CONSTANT controls with initial guess equal to upper and lower bounds to
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force the measurement trajectory. The PDE obtains the model tags (MBASensorModelTag)
corresponding to the selected output sensors (MBASensorIsMV) and writes them together with
their measurements (PDOValue). In the example shown in Figure 5.8, sensors C110
(TwoCSTR.mv(1)), T120 (TwoCSTR.mv(5)) and F300 (TwoCSTR.mv(7)) are being reconciled.
The reader is reminded that problems are specified in terms of process tag names while PIFs are
written in terms of model tags; the PDE automatically searches and the selects matching tags
before creating PIFs.
Decision variables in the proposed gPROMS reconciliation are measurement errors. They
are explicitly declared as piecewise-constant variables, bounded by quantities dependable on the
sensor’s standard deviation. The PDE retrieves the error tags (MBASensorErrorTag)
corresponding to the matching process tags (MBASensorProcessTag) of selected input sensors
(MBASensorIsPC) and copies their values (PDOValue). In the example, sensors C110
(TwoCSTR.error(1)) and F300 (TwoCSTR.error(7)) are process control variables.
The bias term (θ0) for estimation of initial conditions (MBAEVVarType=SEST) and
selected systematic errors (MBASensorIsBI=true) are considered TIME_INVARIANT and are
accompanied by their respective bounds. For the example presented in Figure 5.8, sensor T120
(bias tag TwoCSTR.Bias(5)) is suspected to contain a systematic error that want to be estimated.
Finally, the selected objective function is written.
From the previous description, it is evident that the creation of PIFs for PE and DR is
facilitated by the PDE mechanisms. Without these functions, engineers would have to define
problems directly in the MSOE, including the manual incorporation of all measurements and the
manipulation of model variables. Ultimately, the ability to formulate model-based problems in a
straightforward and simple manner will promote their frequent use in industrial environments.
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5.5 OFFLINE PARAMETER ESTIMATION/DATA RECONCILIATION STUDIES
This section presents a series of case studies conducted to demonstrate different aspects
related to the general estimation problem (for dynamic PE/DR) and the flexibility of the PDE to
formulate different types of estimation problems. The effect of initial state estimation on the
reconciled trajectories and the performance of objective functions in the presence of different
error distributions, outliers, and biases are discussed. The two-CSTR system described in
Chapter 3 serves as the underlying process. To validate the mechanisms for problem formulation,
problems were defined through the PDE; however, to avoid constant repetition, the
corresponding PFOs and PIFs are not shown (they have the same structure as the examples
provided in sections 5.3 and 5.4).
Error bounds for all cases (Equation 5.27) were set to ±3σ, except were explicitly noted.
The reason for this choice is apparent, considering that for Gaussian distributions, 95% of points
are expected to fall within this range.

5.5.1 Effect of Initial Conditions in Dynamic Data Reconciliation
This section studies the effect of initial condition on the performance of the DDR
procedure. The two-CSTR process was simulated for total of 8 hours (480min). At t=68min, a
step change of in feed temperature (T110) was introduced and measurements were collected
every 6min. Random errors from normal distribution were added to the simulated values to form
the plant data set. All variables were considered measured and were reconciled.
Dynamic data reconciliation was performed employing WLS objective function. Three
case studies were contemplated: estimation of initial conditions and random error (SEST1), only
error estimation (SEST2), and only initial conditions estimation (SEST3). For these cases, the
seeds for initial conditions in the PROCESS entity of gPROMS were set to the true value used in
the simulation.
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Results in table 5.1 indicate that, in fact, the estimation of initial conditions, as expressed
in Equation 5.12, has an effect on the reconciliation outcome. Estimating only the initial
conditions (SEST3) yields the lowest performance because input variables are treated as forcing
controls. In other words, the errors contained in input sensors are carried over to the output
trajectories; this explains the reconciled values for SEST3 in Figure 5.9, which fall outside the
random errors.

Table 5.1: Estimated states and overall MSE and TER values for different cases of state
estimation. Initial seeds equal true values
Case
SEST1
SEST2
SEST3

Estimated initial conditions
T200
3.605774
3.605
3.6051717

C200
1.3492576
1.340
1.3395612

T210
3.748774
3.750
3.750202

C210
1.071567
1.075
1.0663391

MSE

TER

0.358
0.329
0.809

0.648
0.677
0.206

Interestingly, SEST2 presents a slightly better overall performance than SEST1; the
reason for this behavior is expected when considering that true initial are known because it is a
simulated plant data set.
Figure 5.9 shows that reconciled trajectories of state variable C210 for cases SEST1 and
SEST2 follow true values very closely; as MSE values Table 5.1 suggest, SEST3 presents a
more deteriorated reconciled trajectory. These differences are more notable for input variables;
T110 in Figure 5.10, for example, shows that significant reduction of the measurement error is
obtained in SEST1 and EST2.
To evaluate the effect of the initial conditions used in the process, cases SEST1 and
SEST2 were reconciled again, this time, using the first measurements from the plat data as seeds
of initial conditions. The values of the initial guess are presented in Table 5.2. Let’s rename these
cases SEST1A and SEST2A.
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Figure 5.9: Reconciled trajectory of C210 for different estimation cases
when initial seeds are equal to true initial conditions
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Figure 5.10: Reconciled trajectory of T110 for different estimation cases
when initial seeds are equal to true initial conditions
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Table 5.2: Value of first measurement in plant data set for state variables
Variable

z0

T200
C200
T210
C210

3.5904
1.3278
3.7661
1.0603

Table 5.3 indicates a significant deterioration of the reconciliation performance. In this
case, estimates deviate in larger degree when compared with those obtained when true initial
conditions were used as seeds (Table 5.1). It is evident from these results that the performance of
the optimization procedure is also dependent on the initial seed selected.

Table 5.3: Estimated states and overall MSE and TER values for different cases of state
estimation. Initial seeds from plant data
Case

Estimated initial conditions

MSE

TER

1.03196

2.121

-1.08

1.06037

0.942

0.0753

T200

C200

T210

C210

SEST1A

3.58836

1.35173

3.77134

SEST2A

3.59043

1.32782

3.76609

Figure 5.11 displays the reconciled trajectory for state variable T210. The deterioration at
low time values can be observed. Additionally, it can be noted that for higher time values, the
reconciled trajectory tends to the true values. This demonstrates that given a sufficiently large
integration period, the simulation states will reach those of the process (within a certain
tolerance).

5.5.2 Performance Comparison for Robust Dynamic Data Reconciliation
A simulation of the two-CSTR system was run for a total of 7.5 hours to obtain 75
experimental values. Once the plant was at steady state, a step change in the feed temperature
(T110) was introduced at 1.5 hours to obtain a dynamic response. This original data set was
modified by adding errors from normal, t- and exponential-type distributions to all variables to
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create new plant data sets. An additional measurement set was created by adding 3.6% outliers of
magnitude 10σ into T110 in the data set with normal error distribution
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Figure 5.11: Reconciled trajectory of C210 for different estimation cases
when initial seeds are equal to the first measurement in plant data set
In this case, the performance of the GT-based objective function is compared to that of
WLS and CN. For all cases, GT and CN distribution parameters were estimated by reconciling
subsets of data. Those parameters with better performance for each distribution were selected.
Although this method of estimation of is not rigorous, the use of the parameter values obtained
can give a clear indication of the performance of GT and CN based objective functions.
From Table 5.4, it can be observed that GT-based objective function has accommodated
the shape of the error distribution, with lower value of q and p for thicker tails. It can also be
noted that GT parameters for normal and t-distributed random errors are equal. This can be
explained by the similarities of these distributions (i.e. a Gaussian distribution is obtained when
the degrees of freedom of t-distribution tend to infinitive). On the other hand, CN-based function
also yields different optimal values of η and b for each data set. On the contrary to GT, CN
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parameters do not indicate a particular shape but a relationship between two Gaussian
distributions characterized by the ratio of their standard deviations (b) and the probability of
outliers (η). The true values of b and η were used for the outlier-containing distribution.
Surprisingly, the same values produced better results for outlier-free data set.

Table 5.4: Optimal error distribution parameters for GT and CN distributions
Error distribution

GT

CN

p
2
2

q
100
50

η
0.04
0.04

b
10
10

Student-t

2

100

0.04

4.52

Exponential

1

50

0.01

5.0

Normal

No outliers
Outliers

TER values in the absence of systematic errors for the three objective functions
considered are presented in Table 5.5. The results suggest that there are not significant
differences in the performance of the three methods when the residuals belong to a normal
distribution and no outliers are present. However, the GT-based objective function demonstrates
its superiority over WLS and CN when outliers are present or the residuals deviate from
normality. It can also be noted from table 5.5, that all methods yield high TER in the presence of
exponential-type errors.

Table 5.5: Overall TER for different objective functions and error distributions in
dynamic data reconciliation
Error distribution
Normal
Student-t
Exponential

No outliers
Outliers

WLS

CN

GT

0.969
0.482
0.142
0.992

0.973
0.663
0.307
0.992

0.973
0.952
0.639
0.995

The reconciled trajectory of sensors T110 and C210 for selected cases is presented in
Figures 5.12 to 5.15. These Figures confirm the results of Table 5.5. The GT shows slightly
better performance.
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Figure 5.12: Reconciled trajectory of T110 using implemented objective functions
when data set contains outliers
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Figure 5.13: Reconciled trajectory of C210 using implemented objective functions
when data set contains outliers
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Figure 5.14: Reconciled trajectory of T110 using implemented objective functions when data set
contains exponential-type distributed errors
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Figure 5.15: Reconciled trajectory of C210 using implemented objective functions when data set
contains exponential-type distributed errors
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5.5.3 Performance Comparison for Simultaneous DDR and Gross-Error Estimation
Case 1. In this case, the performance of the three implemented objective functions for
estimation of systematic errors in output variables was evaluated. For this purpose, a bias of 0.693 (5.76% of nominal value) was incorporated to the output sensor F110 only in the dataset
containing t-distributed residuals. The corresponding distribution parameters of GT and CNbased objective functions were set to the same values presented in Table 5.4.
Table 5.6 indicates that biases are estimated accurately with no significant differences
among the objective functions. The additional decision variable (bias) incorporated into the
problem represents an extra degree of freedom. As a result, TER values have deteriorated with
respect to data sets with no measurement bias. However, low TER for GT and CN suggests that
further tuning may be necessary because systematic errors may change the shape of the error
distribution. Nevertheless, the objective function based on the GT distribution continues to
display better results.

Table 5.6: Bias estimates of sensor F110 and TER values for dynamic data reconciliation

*

Objective
function

(true value = -0.693)

WLS
CN
GT

-0.696
-0.694
-0.695

Estimated bias

TER*
0.392
0.378
0.397

TER was calculated after correcting the bias in the plant data set

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the reconciled trajectory of sensors T110 and C210 when the
bias in output variable was reconciled simultaneously with DDR. The slightly better performance
of the WLS and the GT-based objective functions over the CN-based objective function can be
appreciated, especially in Figure 5.17 for the state variables C210.
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Figure 5.16: Reconciled trajectory of F110 using implemented objective functions
when data set contains bias in output variable (bias was estimated)
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Figure 5.17: Reconciled trajectory of C210 using implemented objective functions when
data set contains bias in output variable (bias was estimated)
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Case 2. In a second analysis, a bias of 0.347 (7% of nominal value) was added to input
sensor F120. The results in Table 5.7 show that once again, there are no significant differences in
bias estimates. Interestingly, WLS yielded higher TER than CN and even GT methods. A
possible explanation is the fact that the bias is being estimated as a model parameter; as such, the
reconciliation procedure is equivalent to one of parameter estimation. Consequently, the
“remaining” measurement errors (i.e. after eliminating the bias) do not deviate considerably from
normality and WLS estimates are unbiased.

Table 5.7: Bias estimates of sensor F120 and TER values for dynamic data reconciliation
Objective
Estimated bias
function (true value = 0.347)
WLS
CN
GT

0.346
0.346
0.346

TER*
0.188
0.132
0.154

*

TER was calculated after correcting the bias in the plant data set

The accurate correction of the measurement bias in F120 can be observed in Figure 5.18.
Additionally, the reconciled trajectory in Figure 5.19 shows that WLS has a slightly better
performance than GT and CN especially at lower times.

5.5.4 Simultaneous Parameter Estimation and Data Reconciliation
In this section, two model parameters are estimated simultaneously with data
reconciliation. The performance of the three objective functions implemented will be compared
for three case studies:
(i)

data set does not contain biases or outliers,

(ii)

contains only bias in input variable, and

(iii)

contains only outliers.

Data sets were created after adding the corresponding type of contamination to simulated
values from the two-CSTR system.
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Figure 5.18: Reconciled trajectory of F210 using implemented objective functions when
data set contains bias in input variable (bias was estimated)
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Figure 5.19: Reconciled trajectory of C210 using implemented objective functions
when data set contains bias in input variable (bias was estimated)
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Case 1. Table 5.8 shows that process parameters have been accurately estimated by all
methods, with relative errors of less than 1%. Nonetheless, TER values indicate that GT
performed better than the remaining objective functions.

Table 5.8: Estimated parameters when data contains only random errors
Objective
function

k
(9702.9)
9698.39
9712.66
9697.69

WLS
CN
GT

UA
(0.8717)
0.8666
0.8642
0.8669

TER
0.128
0.109
0.141

The reconciled trajectory of sensor C210 is shown in Figure 5.20, where it can be
observed that GT-reconciled trajectories are closer to simulated values for the part.
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Figure 5.20: Reconciled trajectory of sensor C210 after joint PE/DDR using implemented
objective functions when data set contains only random errors
Case 2. Table 5.9 presents the estimated values for two process parameters and TER
when data reconciliation is performed on the data set containing random errors plus outliers.
Once again, errors in estimated parameters were less than 1% and CN yielded lower TER.
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Table 5.9: Estimated parameters when data contains random errors and outliers
Objective function
WLS
CN
GT

k
(9702.9)
9703.55
9710.23
9694.48

UA
(0.8717)
0.8665
0.8652
0.8679

TER
0.203
0.153
0.238

Figure 5.21 displays the reconciled trajectory of sensor T110 containing the outliers. It
can be seen the lower performance of CN compared to GT and WLSQ. Not only CN did not
correct outliers completely but also introduced new ones on T110. On the contrary, it appears
that the reconciled trajectory of C210 shown in Figure 5.22 was not affected significantly by
these outliers.

Case 3. In this case, the effect of a non-estimated bias on DDR performance is being
studied. Plant data set containing a bias in sensor F120 was reconciled. Results shown in Table
5.10 indicate that although relative errors of parameter estimates are less than 1% for most cases,
all three objective functions performed poorly, having negative values of TER (i.e. reconciled
trajectories have larger errors than the plant data set).

Table 5.10: Estimated parameters when data contains bias in input variable F120 and
-3σ≤εF120≤3σ
Objective function
WLS
CN
GT
*

k
(9702.9)
9673.83
9658.73
9629.05

UA
(0.8717)
0.9200
0.8669
0.8706

TER*
-2.221
-2.181
-3.334

TER values are calculated with uncorrected measurements

Figure 5.23 confirms that measurement bias was not corrected during the reconciliation.
Interestingly, reconciled trajectories of state variables obtained with CN and GT follow the true
trajectory relatively close. This demonstrates the robust features of these functions to estimate
state variables. In the case of WLS, the state trajectory is clearly biased.
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Figure 5.21: Reconciled trajectory of T110 after joint PE/DDR using implemented objective
functions when data set contains random errors plus outliers
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Figure 5.22: Reconciled trajectory of C210 after joint PE/DDR using implemented objective
functions when data set contains random errors plus outliers
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Figure 5.23: Reconciled trajectory of F120 after joint PE/DDR using implemented objective
functions when data set contains bias in input variable (not estimated) and -3σ≤ εF120≤3σ
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Figure 5.24: Reconciled trajectory of C210 after joint PE/DDR using implemented objective
functions when data set contains bias in input variable (not estimated) and -3σ≤ εF120≤3σ
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Figure 5.25: Reconciled trajectory of C150 after joint PE/DDR using implemented objective
functions when data set contains bias in input variable (not estimated) and -3σ≤ εF120≤3σ
GT yielded the lowest TER, which means that the bias is being “smeared” over other
variables in larger magnitude than WLS or CN. Indeed, this is confirmed by looking at sensor
C150 in Figure 5.25.
For the previous case, the error bounds in the reconciliation problem fall between ±3σ. In
this case, we would like to know if widening these limits would change the outcome of the
reconciliation procedure. Then, error bounds for sensor F120 are set to -(β+3σ)≤εF120≤(β+3σ).
Again, the measurement bias was not included as estimation parameter.
Table 5.11 indicates that there is not a general effect on parameter estimates. While both
GT estimates improved, WLS and CN resulted in contrary effects for k and UA. On the other
hand, TER values of WLS and GT improved, while those corresponding to CN worsened. More
interesting, however, is the significant improvement of TER for the GT-based objective function,
which reduced the error of the measurements (including bias) in more than 97%.
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It can be observed from Figure 5.26 that GT trajectory follows very closely true values,
while WLS is short in estimating the errors, and CN fails to do it. Similar results were obtained
by Albuquerque and Biegler (1996) when comparing the performance of WLS and CN for the
DDR of a tank. In their case, CN also failed to recognize the presence of a bias.

Table 5.11: Estimated parameters when data contains bias in input variable F120 and
-(β+3σ)≤εF120≤(β+3σ)
Objective
function
WLS
CN
GT

k
(9702.9)
9525.47
9670.72
9704.55

UA
(0.8717)
0.9071
0.8668
0.8708

TER
-0.680
-3.228
0.973

*

TER values are calculated with uncorrected measurements
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Figure 5.26: Reconciled trajectory of F120 after joint PE/DDR using implemented objective
functions when data set contains bias in input variable (not estimated). -(β+3σ)≤ εF120≤-(β+3σ)
The trajectory of C210 (Figure 5.27) is not greatly affected by the bias. However,
trajectory of sensor C150 (Figure 5.28) shows that GT corrected successfully the bias, while
WLS and CN did not. This suggests that by adjusting distribution parameters correctly and
providing appropriate error bounds for input variables during the problem formulation, the GTbased objective functions exhibits superior robust characteristics than the CN-based function.
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Figure 5.27: Reconciled trajectory of C210 after joint PE/DDR using implemented objective
functions when data set contains bias in input variable (not estimated). -(β+3σ)≤ εF120≤-(β+3σ)
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Figure 5.28: Reconciled trajectory of C150 after joint PE/DDR using implemented objective
functions when data set contains bias in input variable (not estimated). -(β+3σ)≤ εF120≤-(β+3σ)
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5.6 METALANGUAGE FOR DATA RECONCILIATION
Present commercially available technology is based on steady-state data reconciliation
(SDR). Conventionally, plant data is averaged over a certain period of time to obtain only one set
of measurements employed in SDR (Bagajewicz and Jiang, 2000). Today, few simulation
packages such as PRO/II, Aspen HYSYS, CHEMCAD, and GAMS either include SDR or make
it available through additional modules. The idea of incorporating only SDR in commercial
applications has been supported by the claim that dynamic data reconciliation (DDR) is
computationally too extensive and that, in practice, it does not produce significant improvements
compared to the use of averaged data (Bagajewicz and Jiang, 2000). Usually, the implementation
of DDR activities has been tackled by developing the DDR algorithm in a programming
language and interfacing it with the PME application. The lack of proper modeling environments
with dynamic capabilities has hindered the widespread implementation of DDR in process
industries.
Even though data reconciliation has been studied for decades and it is included in some
flowsheeting applications, to the author’s best knowledge, a formal representation of data
reconciliation problems within these applications does not exist. A metalanguage embracing all
elements of the general estimation problem described by Equations 5.1 to 5.8, would represent
an important step towards a broader implementation of DDR capabilities in state-of-the-art
MSOEs.
The proposed metalanguage defines an estimation problem with two entities. The
EXPERIMENT entity contains the plant measurements for input and output variables and
specifies the error distribution model for each sensor. The entity RECONCILIATION comprises
the problem statement, that is, sensors that are being reconciled, objective function, among
others.
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Lexical conventions
||
()
*
+
?

or, meaning that one the listed should be chosen
grouping as one taken
may occur 0 or more times
may occur 1 or more times
may or may not occur

Keywords are expressed in bold CAPITAL letters

5.6.1 EXPERIMENT Entity
Figure 5.29 presents the syntaxes of the EXPERIMENT entity. The EXPERIMENT
entity provides available measurements of the process specified in process_name. Previous
variable sets that want to be used for numerical initialization are specified by saved_variable_set.
The numerical solver will use this set as the first iteration during the solution procedure if the
keyword RESTORE is found. When appropriate, the initial conditions used during the
experiment can be supplied under INITIAL_CONDITION according to the differential variables
in the model Equations.
PROCESS process_name
(RESTORE “saved_variable_set”)?
(INITIAL_CONDITION
(variable_path_name = value)+)?
MEASURE
variable_path_name
(TIME_INVARIANT || PIECEWISE_CONSTANT || PIECEWISE_LINEAR || POLYNOMIAL (order))?
(RANDOM_ERROR NONE ||
RANDOM_ERROR CONSTANT_VARIANCE (initial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound) ||
RANDOM_ERROR CONSTANT_RELATIVE_VARIANCE(initial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound) ||
RANDOM_ERROR HETEROSCEDASTIC_VARIANCE
(initial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound; initial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound))
(SYSTEMATIC_ERROR NONE
SYSTEMATIC_ERROR CONSTANT (guess:lower_bound:upper_bound) ||
SYSTEMATIC_ERROR LINEAR (guess:lower_bound:upper_bound))
(SENSOR_ERROR_DISTRIBUTION NORMAL
SENSOR_ERROR_DISTRIBUTION GENERALIZED_T
(initial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound; intial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound))
SENSOR_ERROR_DISTRIBUTION CONTAMINATED_NORMAL
(initial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound; intial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound))
(time value)+

Figure 5.29: Syntaxes of the proposed EXPERIMENT entity
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The keyword MEASURE indicates the variables for which measurements were taken
during the experiment. The token variable_path_name corresponds to the full path of the
measured variables according to the PME syntaxes. If the measured variable is an input, the type
of parameterization must be provided: TIME_INVARIANT, PIECEWISE_CONSTANT,
PIECEWISE_LINEAR, or POLYNOMIAL (in this case the order of the approximating
polynomial should be given). The variable parameterization is omitted for output variables.
The variance model for the measurements may be specified under the keyword
RANDOM_ERROR. NONE indicates that the measured values for the corresponding variable
are considered to be true values. If a sensor of this type is chosen to be reconciled, its trajectory
will be forced if it is an input variable, it will not be included in the objective function if output
variable. Otherwise, the variance type should be given (i.e. constant, constant-relative or
heteroscedastic). Correspondingly, initial guess and bounds are specified for the corresponding
variance model:
CONSTANT_VARIANCE: bounds for the parameter ω are specified.
CONSTANT_RELATIVE_VARIANCE: bounds for the parameter ω are specified.
HETEROCESDASTIC_VARIANCE: bounds for parameter ω and γ are separated by
semicolon (ω ; γ).
Any time that a parameter has initial_guess=lower_bound=upper_bound, it will be
considered constant during the reconciliation. On the contrary, if these values are different for a
particular parameter, it will be estimated during the reconciliation, bounded by the specified
values. If a sensor is suspected to be biased, this bias can be estimated during the reconciliation
procedure if a type is assigned to SYSTEMATIC_ERROR. Initial guesses, upper and lower
bounds must be provided if a LINEAR or CONSTANT is selected.
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Unless specified in the RECONCILIATION entity, an ERROR_DISTRIBUTION should
be given for each measured variable. Bounds should be provided accordingly:
NORMAL: based on variance model; therefore, it does not have associated parameters
GENERALIZED_T: bounds for p and q are given separated by a semicolon (p; q)
CONTAMINATED_NORMAL: bounds are given for η and b separated by a semicolon
(η;b).
Time values and corresponding measurements are assigned each in a separate line at the
end of the MEASURE keyword. If an input sensor does not vary with time, (it was specified
with the keyword TIME_INVARIANT), its value is provided after the complete variable path is
given. Time invariant sensors do not have any associated random error model, or an error
distribution. However, they may contain systematic errors.

5.6.2 RECONCILIATION Entity
The syntaxes of this entity is shown in Figure 5.30. The RECONCILIATION entity
specifies a reconciliation activity in which measurements are going to be reconciled against a
process model. The decision of whether it is a STEADY_STATE or DYNAMIC reconciliation is
based on the MEASURE data contained in the EXPERIMENT entity. When all sensors are
TIME_INVARIANT the problem is steady-state data reconciliation; otherwise is dynamic.
If all sensors have the same error distribution, this can be specified within the MINIMISE
section and omit the specification for each sensor in the EXPERIMENT entity. In this case, all
sensors will have the same variances and parameter values. If distributions are specified in both
EXPERIMENT and RECONCILIATION, the reconciliation specification prevails. The objective
function WEIGHTED_LEAST_SQUARES is selected if the desired ERROR_DISTRIBUTION
is normal; GENERALIZED_T and CONTAMINATED_NORMAL correspond to objectives
functions based on these distributions.
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STEADY_STATE || DYNAMIC
(MINIMISE (WEIGHTED_LEAST_SQUARES || GENERALIZED_T || CONTAMINATED_NORMAL)
intial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound; intial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound)?
EXPERIMENTS
(experiment_name)+
(RECONCILIATION_INTERVAL (IMPLICIT)?
(intial_time : final_time)?)
(ESTIMATE
variable_path_name
(TIME_INVARIANT || PIECEWISE_CONSTANT || PIECEWISE_LINEAR || LINEAR)
initial_guess:lower_bound:upper_bound)?
RECONCILE
variable_path_name
FORCING_INPUTS
variable_path_name
((UNMEASURED
variable_path_name)+)?

Figure 5.30: Syntaxes of the proposed RECONCILIATION entity
The EXPERIMENTS containing the data to be used during the reconciliation are listed;
at least one experiment is required. The token RECONCILIATION_INTERVAL indicates the
time period over which the reconciliation is performed. The keyword IMPLICIT is used to
indicate that the interval for reconciliation is equal to one given implicitly by the experiments.
An interval duration may be specified (IMPLICIT is omitted) when the reconciliation will cover
only part of the available experimental data; the start and end of the interval are given by the
token initial_time and final_time.
The keyword RECONCILE indicates the variables that are going to be reconciled; they
include both input and output variables. For joint parameter estimation/data reconciliation the
parameters, their parameterization type and their corresponding bounds are defined under
ESTIMATE section.
FORCING_INPUTS identify input variables that will follow their measured trajectory
exactly. This is equivalent to having no error distribution in the EXPERIMENT. They are not
included in the reconciliation.
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Last, the token UNMEASURE allows the definition of non-measured variables that want
to be estimated when a model decomposition is performed and a “sub-model” including only
redundant variables is used.

5.6.3 Example of Proposed Metalanguage
This section illustrates the use of the metalanguage for data reconciliation in gPROMS
through a very simple example. Suppose a process is described by the Equation:
dx
= u + 0.1x
dt
x ( 0) = 0
y=x

In this example, x corresponds to a state and output variable, and u is an input variable.
Let’s assume both variables are measured and let’s call this measurements z1 and z2 respectively
taken every 1 unit of time:

Table 5.12: Example for data reconciliation metalanguage
t
z1
z2

0
0.02
0.99

1
1.032
1.002

2
2.213
0.995

3
3.501
1.011

For this process, for example, the weighted least squares (WLS) objective function takes
the following form:

ϕWLSQ

 ε (t )  2  ε (t )  2 
= ∑  1 i  +  2 i  
i = 0  σ 1 
 σ 2  

c

Where t0 and tc indicate the initial and current time respectively, ε represents the
residuals, given by the sensor Equation described earlier, and σ the their standard deviation.
~z (t ) = z + ε (t ) + β
i
i
i
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Where ~z represents estimated (reconciled) measurement values, which must agree with
the process model and, therefore, they represent the variables y and u.
For the data reconciliation problem let’s assume we suspect that the measurement z1
contains a systematic error and both measurements have associated random errors. Furthermore,
let’s consider that the errors are normally distributed; however, the generalized-t objective
function is used to find the optimal estimates. This reconciliation problem can be expressed as
indicated in Figures 5.31 and 5.32 for the EXPERIMENT and RECONCILIATION entities,
respectively.
EXPERIMENT: Example_Experiment
PROCESS DR_Example
INITIAL_CONDITION
m1.x = 0
MEASURE
m1.z1
RANDOM_ERROR CONSTANT_VARIANCE (0.004)
SYSTEMATIC_ERROR CONSTANT (0 : -0.05 : 0.05)
SENSOR_ERROR_DISTRIBUTION NORMAL
0
1
2
3

0.02
1.032
2.213
3.501

MEASURE
m1.z2
PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
RANDOM_ERROR CONSTANT_VARIANCE (0.008 : 0.001 : 0.015)
SYSTEMATIC_ERROR NONE
SENSOR_ERROR_DISTRIBUTION NORMAL
0
1
2
3

0.99
1.002
0.995
1.011

Figure 5.31: Implementation example of the proposed EXPERIMENT entity
The previous example illustrated that the proposed metalanguage for data reconciliation
describes the problem naturally. In the author’s opinion, a metalanguage of these characteristics
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would promote the implementation of data reconciliation activities in MSOEs and, consequently,
contribute to a broader application in industrial environments.
RECONCILIATION
DYNAMIC
MINIMIZE GENERALIZED-T (2:1:10 ; 20:5:100)
EXPERIMENTS
Example_Experiment
RECONCILIATION_INTERVAL IMPLICIT
RECONCILE
m1.z1
RECONCILE
m1.z2

Figure 5.32: Implementation example of the proposed RECONCILIATION entity
5.7 SUMMARY
This chapter described the design and implementation of the component for data
reconciliation (DR) and parameter estimation (PE) of the operation support system (OpSS).
Additionally, some issues related to the definition and solution of dynamic data reconciliation
(DDR) activities were discussed by means of a series of case studies.
DR/PE problems within the IMCPSS are supported on the mathematical proposition of
the general estimation problem. The mechanisms for the formulation of DR/PE problems
through the problem definition environment (PDE) comprise, on the hand, the creation of
specific problem formulation objects (PFOs) for DR and PE (i.e. parameter estimation object
(PEO) and data reconciliation object (DRO)). On the other hand, it involves the creation of
problem input files (PIFs). The algorithms for creating PIFs were tailored to gPROMS, the
enabling MSOE selected to test the proposed framework for IMCPSS. Because gPROMS does
not support DR activities, an alternative methodology that utilizes its current capabilities was
devised. DR was re-stated as a gPROMS optimization entity and bounded errors were specified
as decision variables. This alternative exhibits some benefits when reconciling measurements
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containing systematic errors. At last, the PDE, interfaced with gPROMS, successfully formulated
and solved estimation problems typical of industrial environments.
Some issues related to DDR problem were discussed and several of them were by means
of different case studies. The set of initial conditions of the DAE system plays an important role
in dynamic estimation. They must be estimated from process plant data, and therefore, an
appropriate approach should be selected. On the other hand, elimination/estimation of biases and
outliers is fundamental in the determination of accurate and unbiased estimates. Robust objective
functions are an excellent choice because of their insensitivity to large errors. In this chapter, a
robust objective function based on the generalized-t (GT) distribution was extended to dynamic
systems. For most cases, this function performs better than the weighted least squares (WLS) and
the contaminated-normal (CN)-based objective function. This is especially valid when
measurement errors deviate from normality or when biases are not estimated simultaneously with
reconciliation. All three objective functions were implemented in gPROMS to be employed
within the IMCPSS.
Finally, a metalanguage for general estimation activities was proposed as an important
step towards a broader implementation of DDR capabilities in state-of-the-art MSOEs.
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CHAPTER 6
OpSS: OPTIMIZATION AND TRANSITION PLANNING
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The ultimate goal in well-operated chemical plants is to achieve optimum plant
performance within the various limitations place on plant operation (Bahri et al., 1996).
Optimization has had an increasing acceptance in industries as a valuable tool for process
improvement and profitability increase.
Parallel to the advances in computation technology and the availability of more efficient
solution methods, there is an increase in the size and complexity of optimization problems.
Modeling, simulation and optimization environments (MSOEs) are challenged to incorporate
available technology so that process industries can make use of such tools.
Although state-of-the-art MSOEs such as gPROMS are formidable tools to solve realistic
process optimization and transition planning problems, defining and executing these problems
requires some level of expertise that not many process engineers may be eager to become skilled
at. This could be the case of personnel of the process industries willing to benefit from advanced
model-based applications but reluctant to get involved in the particulars of general-purpose
modeling software and mathematical concepts associated with the solution of model-based
problems.
In light of these facts, the industrial community lack of software tools assisting in the
formulation and solution of optimization problems so that engineers do not have to be concerned
with all the implicit mathematical and skill learning associated with them. The operation support
system (OpSS) incorporates a component that eases the formulation of optimization problems by
means of the problem definition environment (PDE) and associated mechanisms. The OpSS is
integrated within the framework for integrated model-centric process support system (IMCPSS).
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This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the mathematical statement of
the general optimization problem and explains its elements. This leads to the classification of
optimization problems and the conventional numerical algorithms that have been developed for
their solution. A review on typical applications of steady-state and dynamic optimization in
industry follows. The concept of transition planning is discussed.
Section 6.3 presents the environment for problem formulation and details its mechanisms.
These mechanisms are the problem formulation objects (PFO) and problem input files (PIFs).
Since gPROMS has been employed as the enabling MSOE to solve optimization problems, this
section describes optimization activities in gPROMS and the numerical algorithm used by it.
Section 6.4 tests and validates the formulation of problems through the optimization
environment. The two-CSTR system presented in Chapter 3 is used to solve an economic
optimization and a transition planning case studies.
Finally, Section 6.5 summarizes this chapter and draws some conclusions.
6.2 PROCESS OPTIMIZATION AND TRANSITION PLANNING
6.2.1 Mathematical Proposition of the General Optimization Problem
To ease the association of model-based problems with conventional high-level
declarative modeling environments, this work adopts the following mathematical representation
of the general dynamic optimization problem (Rolandi, 2004):
min z (u (t f ), x (t f ), y (t f ),ζ ,t f )

t f ,u ( t ),ζ

[6.1]

F ( x& (t ), x (t ), y (t ), u (t ),ζ ) = 0 t ∈ [0,t f ]

[6.2]

I ( x& (0), x (0), y (0),u (0),ζ ) = 0

[6.3]

t min
≤ t f ≤ t max
f
f

[6.4]

u min (t ) ≤ u(t ) ≤ u max (t ) t ∈ [0 ,t f ]

ζ min ≤ ζ ≤ ζ max
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[6.5]
[6.6]

weimin ≤ w(t f ) ≤ weimax

[6.7]

wee (t f ) = weetgt

[6.8]

wiimin (t ) ≤ w(t ) ≤ wiimax (t ) t ∈ [0 ,t f )

[6.9]

w min (t ) ≤ w(t ) ≤ w max (t ) t ∈ [0,t f ]

[6.10]

Equation (6.1) indicates that the optimization (minimization) is performed considering
the variable z(tf) as performance measure or objective function. Without any loss of generality,
the objective function is simply the magnitude of a variable z(t) evaluated at the end of the
optimization horizon t=tf . In addition, Equation 6.1 denotes the fact that the decision variables of
the optimization problem are the time horizon tf (a scalar) and a subset of variables given by the
vectors u(t) and ζ. The former denotes control variables that are allowed to vary along the
optimization horizon [0,tf]. The latter indicates parametric variables (time-invariant control
variables or process parameters) that remain constant during the optimization span.
Equation 6.2 represents the set of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) encompassing
the fundamental process model, while Equation 6.3 symbolizes the set of initial conditions that
must be satisfied at the beginning of the optimization horizon. In these equations x and y denote
differential and algebraic variables respectively, and x& indicates the time derivatives of the
former. In the general form of Equation 6.2, algebraic variables y can be continuous or discrete.
Equations 6.4 to 6.6 denote lower and upper bounds on the decision variables, indicated
by the superscripts min and max respectively. These constraints on the decision variables are
stated explicitly since they can be handled very efficiently by modern optimization algorithms.
This is not generally the case of other types of constraints.
Equations 6.7 and 6.8 indicate endpoint constraint variables, which usually represent
certain conditions that the process system must satisfy at the end of the optimization horizon. For
convenience, end-point constraints are divided into inequality (Equation 6.7) and equality
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(Equation 6.8) constraints. Although, the latter are a special case of the former, differentiating
them simplifies the definition of some optimization problems. In practice, these inequalities are
given by process constraints such as availability of materials and limits in capacity of
equipments.
Equation 6.9 denotes interior-point constraint variables, which are used to enforce
process variables to lie within the defined upper and lower bounds at any other time but the end
of the optimization horizon. By definition these are inequality constraints. Although the inclusion
of these constraints is not strictly necessary, the work of Vassiliadis et al. (1994b) demonstrated
that adopting them could increase the robustness and efficiency of solution algorithms handling
inequality path constraints.
Equation 6.10 symbolizes the inequality path constraints. The reader should be aware
that the high-level declaration of these constraints is not supported by state-of-the-art declarative
languages such as gPROMS. For instance, Vassiliadis et al. (1994b) suggested to incorporate
path constraints into the problem formulation by defining an appropriate auxiliary relationship
denoting the magnitude of the constraint violation and adding an appropriate terminal condition
in the form of an end-point constraint. Despite this, it is important to explicitly differentiate path
constraints since they represent a special type of conditions that arise very frequently in
optimization problems of practical interest. In practical applications, path constraints, as well as
interior-point constraints, are the product of operational limits, such as temperatures not
exceeding a certain value.
Steady-state optimization can be considered as a special case of the general dynamic
problem presented above. The objective function and other variables in this case are not
dependent of tf . State variables x are not present and, therefore, Equation 6.3 is not required. In
light of these changes, interior-point and path constraints do not appear in the problem.
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6.2.2 Optimization Problems and Solution Strategies
The optimization problem is defined by the characteristics of the equations involved.
Optimization problems can be discrete or continuous depending on the type of variables in the
problem. Biegler and Grossmann (2004) differentiate the major problems for continuous
optimization to include linear programming (LP) and nonlinear programming (NLP). For
discrete systems, mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) and mixed-integer nonlinear
programming (MINLP) are common. Mixed-integer problems may be regarded as steady-state
models. Their extension to dynamic systems gives rise multiperiod optimization problems for
discrete variables and optimal control problems for the continuous case. Dynamic continuous
problems usually involve the solution of a set of differential-algebraic (DAE) system of
equations. Another important extension is the optimization under uncertainty, which results in
stochastic optimization.

6.2.2.1 Steady-State Optimization
The mathematical formulation of the objective must expressed clearly what is going to be
optimized and its dependencies. Hence, it is a key factor for the application of optimization
problems. Conventionally, steady-state optimization is performed to find optimal operating
conditions (e.g. flow rates, temperatures) that optimize an economic function. The economic
profit derived from a process is a function of these operating condition variables, and the profit
depends parametrically on the prices of the products, raw materials, and utilities (Lacks, 2003).
A general statement is:
Profit = {revenue for selling products} - {cost of raw materials}

[6.11]

The complexity of this function depends on the type of plant, the number of products and
raw materials involved, and other considerations. The profit landscape varies with time due to
changes in prices of materials, utilities, and products. Therefore, to maintain the process
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operating at the optimum conditions, optimization should be performed periodically based on the
settling time of the process (Chen et al., 1998). This is known as on-line optimization. The
application of on-line optimization to chemical industries will be covered in a subsequent
section.
Solution methods for steady-state problem have been developed throughout the years. LP
techniques such as Simplex Method and Barrier methods can be applied in these cases. On the
other hand, NLP problems can be solved employing methods such as quadratic programming
(QP), successive linear programming (SLP), successive (sequential) quadratic programming
(SQP), and generalized reduced gradients. Some NLP solvers that have been developed are
IPOPT, LOQO, NPSOL, SRQP, and rSQP for SQP problems; and GRG, CONOPT, SOLVER,
and MINOS for generalized reduced gradient. Finally, MINLP techniques usually employed are
the Branch-and-bound method and the outer approximation. The software packages GAMS and
AMPL incorporate several of these solvers. The concepts and procedures of these methods are
standard procedures and will not be presented here. The reader interested in those is referred to
the books of Pike (1986) and Edgar et al. (2001).

6.2.2.2 Dynamic Optimization
Chemical engineering models usually involve complex set of DAEs as the model
equations. In addition, during normal plant operation processes undergo changes due to
disturbances, production changes, and so forth. As a result, the interest in dynamic simulation
and optimization has increased significantly during the last two decades (Biegler & Grossmann,
2004; Diehl et al., 2002; Chachuat et al., 2006).
The goal of dynamic optimization, also called open loop optimal control, is to determine
the time-varying control profiles that optimize a desired performance index subject to the system
dynamics and possibly other constraints (Balsa-Canto et al., 2005). The objective function for
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dynamic optimizations problems is normally a performance measure that relates to the system
operation, the imposed control actions and the time-invariant parameters:

z' (⋅) = ∫ L(x (t ), y (t ),u (t ),ζ )dt + E (x (t f )ζ )
tf

0

[6.12]

Where L is a cost functional. The objective z’ is in reality the same objective in Equation
6.1 expressed in a different form1. In practical applications, the function to be maximized
represents quality indexes such as yield, profit, and so forth. Additionally, functions that
represent the offset of a variable with respect to a target values can also be used. The latter
problem will be referred to as transition planning if in addition to the minimization of such
offset, a specific rate change in any output variable is required. For example, if we would like to
minimize variability of quality index (such as conversion or yield) during a planned change in
production rate. Alternatively, transition between two already known setpoints could be planned,
guaranteeing minimum variability in a quality index.
The solution to dynamic optimization problems can be attained by either variational
approach or discretization. Variational methods solve the first necessary conditions derived from
the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle. Solving the problem that results by the application of
variational methods is computationally very expensive, especially when inequality constraints
are considered. Therefore, they are not widespread applied in industrial applications. The use of
discretization methods is more common in chemical processes. They can be solved in two ways.
On the one hand, the sequential strategy discretizes only control variables. On the other hand, the
simultaneous strategy discretizes the entire variable set (state and control).

Simultaneous strategy: In the simultaneous solution, the optimization is carried out in
the entire space of the discretized variables. In this way, the constraints are satisfied only at the

1

The form of Equation 6.1 is referred as Mayer form while 6.12 is in Bolza form. Both equations represent the same
problem. With the appropriate mathematical manipulations, one can be converted into the other.
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solution (end) of the optimization problem. Hence, it is also known as feasible path approach.
One of the advantages of this strategy is that computational effort is not wasted in finding
solutions to the DAE system away from the optimum (Vaissiliadis et al.,1994a) and path
constraints can be incorporated straightforwardly. However, the discretization of all variables
usually results in a large NLP problem. To solve this problem efficiently, the problem is
decomposed using techniques such as multiple shooting or collocation on finite elements.
Kameswaran and Biegler (2006) and Biegler (2007) present a complete overview of the
simultaneous strategies for dynamic optimization.

Sequential strategy: During the sequential approach, also known as control vector
parameterization (CVP) or feasible path, the DAE set is integrated at every step of the

optimization procedure by means of any standard integration algorithm. Subsequently, an NLP
solver finds the set of optimal control parameters using the value of the objective function. The
time horizon is divided into stages and at each stage the control variables are represented as a
piecewise constant, piecewise linear, or a polynomial approximation. The advantages of this
approach include smaller size of the NLP problem and adjusting the discretization error by
manipulating the integration steps. However, this method is reliable when the system contains
only stable modes. If this not the case, finding a feasible solution for a given set of control
parameters can be difficult (Biegler & Grossmann, 2004).
SQP methods for solving dynamic optimization problems (either SQP alone or combined
with an additional method) have been reported by authors such as Vassiliadis et al. (1994a,
1994b), Albuquerque at al. (1999), Asgari and Pishvaie (2008), Balsa-Canto et al. (2005), Barton
et al. (2006), among others. Additionally, other methodologies that are not based on SQP have
also been developed. For example, branch and bound techniques for global optimization of
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dynamic systems (Papamichail & Adjiman, 2004), and evolutionary approaches (Angira &
Santosh, 2007; Sequeira et al., 2002; Sequeira et al., 2004), among others.

6.2.3 Optimization in Process Industries
There are many possibilities for application of optimization to process industries.
Optimization can be used from plant design to improving normal operation conditions. Typical
optimization activities include selection of best site for plant location, equipment design,
evaluation of plant data, minimization of inventory charges, and operating equipment, among
others (Edgar et al. 2001). In general, all of these problems can be formulated through the
environment of the IMCPSS, provided that a correct model and a MSOE capable of solving it are
available. Nevertheless, let’s concentrate our attention to optimization problems during plant
operation, which the stage at which the IMCPSS is expected to provide the most benefits.
One of the most common applications in process industries employs steady-state models
for on-line optimization. Additionally, during the last two decades, the interest for dynamic
optimization for improving operation of chemical plants has increased dramatically. In general, a
performance function is optimized. Economic and quality control related functions are
commonly used.

6.2.3.1 Online Steady-State Optimization
The hierarchy of on-line optimization systems is some similar to the flow of information
within the IMCPSS presented in Chapter 2. First, data is collected and processed (i.e. data
reconciliation, outlier and gross error detection/elimination). Then, process parameters are
estimated. Finally, the model is updated and economic optimization is performed based on the
updated model. Optimal setpoints are produced and supplied to a regulatory or advanced control
system. Chen et al. (1998) presented a study on how to implement on-line optimization in an
optimal way. Their approach involved the study of two different possibilities: performing gross
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error detection and data reconciliation followed by parameter estimation and performing all three
activities in one step prior to the economic optimization. They found the first approach to be the
optimum.
The practical application of on-line optimization usually requires a coordinator program
to integrated optimization algorithms with process simulators. The functions of this software
include managing the overall control; performing data pre-processing, data reconciliation and
parameter estimation; simulating plant models; communication links for data transfer; and
analyzing performance (Edgar et al., 2001). In this context, the IMCPSS acts as such software.
Currently, several equation-based software (GAMS, AMPL, SPEEDUP, ASCEND, gPROMS)
and modular oriented applications (ASPEN, HYSYS, PRO/II) are available to process industries
for steady-state optimization.
Online optimization implementations in real plant systems have been reported by a
number of authors. Bader and Gesneux (2007) applied real-time optimization successfully to a
FCC unit to improve operations and economic benefits. The implemented technique allowed a
better controllability of sulfur target, reduction on octane losses and hydrogen makeup of 20%.
Additionally, the investment was paid off in few months. Woodward et al. (2007) used real-time
optimization of an industrial off-gas distribution system of an iron and titanium plant using
GAMS; an optimal transition trajectory involving start-up and shut-down of process kilns was
obtained. Timmons et al. (2000) reported the implementation of online optimization and
advanced process control at a CITGO refinery. Other applications in industrial processes have
been reported by Chitnis and Corripio, (1998), Chen et al.(1998), and Chiari et al. (1997), among
others.
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6.2.3.2 Transition Planning and Real-Time Optimization
Dynamic optimization has been used to obtain the optimal setpoints that maximize the
yield by manipulating certain input variables in batch processes such as crystallization (Nowee et
al., 2007), pulp and paper (Mercangöz & Doyle, 2008; Rolandi & Romagnoli, 2005), and
(bio)reactors (Cougnon et al., 2006, Guay & Peters, 2006; Peters et al., 2007). In some cases, the
overall processing time required to achieve optimal conditions is also optimized. On the other
hand, the application of dynamic optimization in industrial processes is interesting during
transient phases such as grade transitions, start-up or shut-down, and on the other hand real-time
applications for optimization-based monitoring and control on receding horizons. (Binder et al.,
2000).
Real-time control based on the optimization of processes has also been increasingly
applied. Most of these applications combine model-predictive control (MPC) and dynamic
optimization to solve the nonlinear model-predictive control (NMPC) problem (DeHaan & Guay,
2006; Bell & Sargent, 2000, Biegler & Zavala, 2009). Usually, these applications maintain a
given setpoint while rejecting disturbances.
On the other hand, when transition planning does not take into account plant
measurements, it can be considered an open-loop control system. Eventually, measurements can
be incorporated as feedback to transform the transition planning algorithm into a full optimizing
control. The transition planning procedure finds the optimal trajectory of a subset of input
variables u(t) that maintains a certain quality index close to its desired value, and in addition,
guarantees that a certain rate change or setpoint change is achieved. It is clear that transition
planning studies are extremely relevant to the operation of large-scale complex process systems,
since their outcome can be used to define a well-informed strategy to minimize the impact of
measured disturbances and expected changes of operating conditions. Therefore, it is expected
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that the transition management component of the framework for IMCPSS would assist the
decision makers to increase quality standards, improve profitability and maintain the operational
integrity of process systems in transient operation.
This notion will be better illustrated with the case study presented in Section 6.4. The
current version of the IMCPSS allows the definition of transition planning problems in openloop. The closed-loop has not been yet implemented as such. However, the current version of
problem definition environment (PDE) permits the selection of plant data for optimization
problems. Because the solution to the problems is always delegated to a MSOE, ultimately,
MSOE may employ the collected data to provide the necessary feedback.
A handful of modeling environments are specific for dynamic optimization. gPROMS is
a state-of-the-art modeling environment that allows the solution of dynamic problems.
Additionally, it complies with CAPE-OPEN standards so that dynamic models can be exported
and use, for example, in ASPEN Custom Modeler. This last application also incorporates
algorithms for dynamic optimization. More recently, Lang and Biegler (2007) developed
dynoPC, software for simultaneous dynamic optimization that can be interfaced to other
environments using Equation Set Objects (ESO) and the MINLP CAPE-OPEN object.
The review presented above indicates that steady-state optimization methodologies have
been used for years in process industries. Additionally, dynamic optimization has emerged in the
last two decades and industrial implementations are becoming more frequent. It follows from this
trend that applications offering an integral approach to these problems and tackling all elements
involved (e.g. data processing, data reconciliation, and so on) are in need. Moreover, as
optimization problems grow larger in size, applications must also ease the formulation of such
problems. The IMCPSS and embedded mechanisms represent a novel approach to such
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formulation. In the next section, the environment and mechanisms of the optimization
component of the Operation Support System (OpSS) will be described.

6.3 OPTIMIZATION WITHIN THE IMCPSS
The IMCPSS allows the formulation of steady-state and dynamic optimization and
transition planning activities through the PDE. Without loss of generality, these activities will be
referred to as optimization activities. They share the same environment and the same procedures
for the creation of problem formulation objects (PFOs) and problem input files (PFIs).
Furthermore, the transition planning environment implements an algorithm to provide optimal
setpoints to the control system. Optimization and transition planning activities are accessed
through the main window of the PDE under the option “Optimization” (see Figure 6.1). The
submenu “Create Source File” starts the formulation of a new problem while “Create Input File”
loads pre-existing PFOs in order to re-formulate a problem or create a new one with an already
pre-processed data set.

Figure 6.1: Main menu for optimization and transition planning activities
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6.3.1 Formulation of Optimization and Transition Planning Problems
The formulation of optimization and transition planning is done in two stages. The first
one involves the definition of the optimization horizon and intervals, while the second comprises
the specification of decision variables and constraints.
The first step after “Cerate Source File” has been selected is the specification of any preprocessing technique, if desired; as a result, the pDMS creates a process data object (PDO). The
GUI for the first stage of the problem formulation is displayed (Figure 6.2). Default values are
presented when GUIs are loaded. In all circumstances, the user is allowed to modify default
values to conform with his/her particular problem.

Figure 6.2: PDE for formulation of optimization and transition planning problems
During the first stage of the problem formulation, the PDE accesses the DMD, selects the
objective functions available for optimization (MBAObjVarType=OPT for optimization and
MBAObjVarType=OPT for transition planning), and adds them into the combo box under the
section

“Objective

Function”.

The

type

of

objective

(OPTObjective=MAX

or

OPTObjective=MIN) and the type of optimization (OPTType=POINT or OPTType=DYN) are
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also displayed. The time horizon for optimization (OPTTimeHorizon) and the number of control
intervals (OPTTotalIntervals) with their respective bounds (OPTIntervalBounds) are presented.
An interesting feature incorporated in the formulation of optimization problems is the
possibility of using plant data. In this case, a subset of input trajectories is forced to follow the
measurements. When plant data is used, optimization resembles the simulation of past scenarios.
However, the former is not limited to the mere estimation of state variables but to find an optimal
point according to the real trajectory. The most evident benefit of this type of data-driven
optimization is the real assessment of results. If plant data is used, the optimization horizon and
number and length of the intervals are given by the values on the PDO (PDOTimeInterval).
Similarly, values of control sensors are each interval are fixed to their corresponding measured
value (PDOData). Consequently, the user can only modified the manipulated sensors included in
the problem and the process constraints; in the latter case, limits can also be modified.
Upon acceptance, the second step in the formulation of optimization problems is shown.
This time, input sensors available as manipulated variables (MBASensorIsMN=true) with their
corresponding bounds (MBASensorBound) and parameterization type are added under the
section “Decision/Manipulated variables”.
permitted:

time

invariant

Currently, two types of parameterization are

(MBASensorMNType=TI)

and

piecewise

constant

(MBASensorMNType=PWC); piecewise linear parameterization will be supported in a later
version of the PDE.
The section “Process constraints” contains variables that can be constrained. Not only
variables that are measured are allowed (MBASensorIsCV) but also unmeasured variables
(MBACVVar). Currently, the PDE includes two types of constraints: end point equalities
(CVType=EPE) and end point inequalities (CVType=EPI). These constraints must be met at the
end of the optimization horizon; usually, endpoint equalities are more difficult to meet than their
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inequality counterparts because of numerical problems. Converting endpoint equality into
inequality by giving a small tolerance is recommendable.
Finally, once

a problem has been defined and accepted, the

PDE calls

Instantiate_ProblemDefinition with the DMD and PDO as arguments. This function creates a
specific PFO: the dynamic optimization object (DOO) or the transition planning object (TPO)
depending on the selected activity according to the methodology discussed in Chapter 2. At last,
the function CreateProblemInputFile(DRO) is called to create necessary PIFs.

6.3.2 Creating Optimization PIFs
Because the creation of problem input files is highly dependent on the MSOE solution
server, a description of optimization activities in gPROMS will be described before detailing
CreateProblemInputFile(DOO||TPO).

6.3.2.1 Optimization Activities in gPROMS
The specification of optimization activities in gPROMS requires, in addition to the
PROCESS entity explained in Chapter 3, an OPTIMISATION entity. The information is
organized in a series of sections that contain related information about the problem. In brief, the
type of information provided is identified by a keyword followed by any values (measurements
or bounds) corresponding to such information. Only the information that is supported by the
IMCPSS will be described.
HORIZON specifies the optimization horizon and its bounds; a fixed horizon can be
specified by setting all bounds to the same value. INTERVALS define the number of intervals
for which the decision variables are estimated. Initial guess and upper and lower bounds must be
provided

for

each

interval.

On

the

other

hand,

PIECEWICE_CONSTANT

and

TIME_INVARIANT are used to specify the parameterization of manipulated (decision)
variables. In the former case, variable bounds must be given for each interval defined in
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INTERVALS section. ENPOINT_EQUALITY and ENDPOINT_INEQUALITY specify the
type of constraints. Finally, MAXIMISE or MINIMISE defines the objective function to be
optimized.
gPROMS implements an optimization method proposed by Vassiliadis et al. (1994a,
1994b). This algorithm is capable of handling discrete events, in the form of discontinuities.
These discontinuities are caused by intrinsic changes such as flow regime transitions or external
disturbances such as setpoint changes and opening and closing valves. The resulting algorithm is
solved using the control vector parameterization technique coupled with backward-difference
formula (BDF) integration for each stage. The gPROMS solver implements a reduced quadratic
programming algorithm. This approach can handle large problems efficiently.
It is worth noting that the gPROMS variable path must be used to identify the variables
used in the optimization. The PDE is in charge of retrieving the model tags that correspond to the
selected process tags.

6.3.2.2 The Function CreateProblemInputFile(DOO||TPO)
The OPTIMISATION entity can be supplied to gPROMS as a .gOPT file. This file is
created by the routine CreateProblemInputFile, which takes the DOO or TPO as argument. For
general optimization problems, this function reads the PFO and writes model tags for selected
variables and their values under the corresponding keyword in the .gOPT file.
To describe the .gOPT file, let’s assume that for the two-CSTR process we would like to
perform an economic optimization in three intervals by changing the values of fresh feed flow
rates entering the first CSTR (F120) and mixer (F130). All set point changes must occur over a
period of minimum 2 hours (7200s) and maximum 10 hours (36000s). Additionally, the exit
temperatures of both reactors should be less than 375K (T200 and T210), the output
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concentration in the second reactor (C210) must not exceed 1.5 kmol/m3. The PIF for this
example is shown in Figure 6.3.

PROCESS TwoCSTR
HORIZON
25200 : 7200 : 36000

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.mv(13)
INITIAL_PROFILE
7.088 : 4 : 10
7.088 : 4 : 10
7.088 : 4 : 10

INTERVALS
3
7200 : 3600 : 36000
7200 : 3600 : 20000
10800 : 3600 : 15000

ENDPOINT_INEQUALITY
TwoCSTR.mv(23)
2.98 : 3.75

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.mv(4)
INITIAL_PROFILE
4.953 : 2 : 8
4.953 : 2 : 8
4.953 : 2 : 8

ENDPOINT_INEQUALITY
TwoCSTR.mv(24)
0.3 : 1.5
MAXIMISE
TwoCSTR.profit

ENDPOINT_INEQUALITY
TwoCSTR.mv(11)
2.98 : 3.75

Figure 6.3: Optimization problem input file (.gOPT) for gPROMS without use of plant data
Manipulated variables (F120 and F130) have been included in the problem as
PIECEWISE_CONSTANT

controls

in

terms

of

their

corresponding

model

tags

(TwoCSTR.mv(4) and TwoCSTR.mv(13)). The value of these sensors must fall between the
given limits. On the other hand, process constraints, that is, temperatures (T200 and T210) and
composition (C210), are identified with the keyword ENDPOINT_INEQUALITY. Their lower
and upper bound is given below the corresponding model tags (TwoCSTR.mv(11),
TwoCSTR.mv(23), and TwoCSTR.mv(24)). Finally, the model tag of the objective function
being optimized is written under OPTIMISE keyword.
The PIF for optimization activities making use of plant data is slightly different.
Assuming we would like to solve the previous economic optimization using pant measurements
for F120, the .gOPT file presented in Figure 6.4 results. It can be noted that time horizon,
duration of each interval, and bounds of F120 are fixed values.
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PROCESS TwoCSTR
HORIZON
28800 : 28800 : 28800
INTERVALS
8
3600 : 3600 : 3600
3600 : 3600 : 3600
3600 : 3600 : 3600
…
INITIAL_PROFILE
PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.mv(4)
INITIAL_PROFILE
4.98142950218772 : 4.98142950218772 : 4.98142950218772
4.92704086819525 : 4.92704086819525 : 4.92704086819525
4.95063907744034 : 4.95063907744034 : 4.95063907744034
…
ENDPOINT_INEQUALITY
TwoCSTR.mv(11)
2.98 : 3.75
PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
TwoCSTR.mv(13)
INITIAL_PROFILE
7.088 : 4 : 10
7.088 : 4 : 10
7.088 : 4 : 10
ENDPOINT_INEQUALITY
TwoCSTR.mv(23)
2.98 : 3.8
ENDPOINT_INEQUALITY
TwoCSTR.mv(24)
0.3 : 1.5
MAXIMISE
TwoCSTR.profit

Figure 6.4: Optimization problem input file (.gOPT) for gPROMS with use of plant data
6.4 VALIDATION OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section presents some optimization studies formulated through the problem
definition environment (PDE). The objective is to validate the PDE’s capacity of formulating
optimization problems and solving them when coupled with gPROMS. All DOOs and PIFs
follow the structure presented in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. Hence, they are not presented. First, an
economic optimization of the two-CSTR system is performed. First, economic optimization is
performed. Then, transition planning is carried out to find an optimal set point trajectory to
achieve a target production rate.
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6.4.1 Economic Optimization
The dynamic optimization problem consists on finding the optimal values of feed flow
rates entering the first reactor (F120) and mixer (F130) that give the maximum profit. The profit
2

is calculated as the value gained by selling the product minus the costs of reactants and cooling.

In terms of process tags, the profit is given by:
Profit = 10·(F120·C110 + F130·C110 – F210·T210) – 0.1·(F120 + F130) – 0.5·(Duty1 + Duty2)
Where Profit is given in $/h and Duty is in kW/s. Hypothetical product value and cost of
reactant and cooling have been used. Additionally, the process is subject to the following
operational constraints:
T200 ≤ 375 K

19·10-4 m3/s ≤ F120 + F130 ≤ 20·10-4 m3/s

T210 ≤ 375 K

0.1·10-4 m3/s ≤ F120 ≥ 20·10-4 m3/s

Duty1 ≤ 0.50 kW/s

0.1·10-4 m3/s ≤ F130 ≥ 20·10-4 m3/s

Duty2 ≤ 0.35 kW/s

2·10-4 m3/s ≤ F300 ≥ 9·10-4 m3/s

0.3 ≤ C210 ≤ 1.5 kmol/m3

2·10-4 m3/s ≤ F320 ≥ 9·10-4 m3/s

The results presented in Table 6.1 indicate that by implementing the new operating
conditions, the profit increases in more than 285%. The results for the decision flow rates (F120,
F130, F300 and F320) suggest that profit increase is obtained primarily by the redistribution of
the fresh feed and the reduction of the cooling rate in the second reactor. The improvement
comes at expense of a higher temperature in reactor 2.
The new operating conditions were implemented and simulated also through the PDE.
Figure 6.5 shows the trajectory of the output concentration of reactant A in second reactor
(C210). This figure clearly indicates that after implementing the optimal operating conditions, a

2

All objective function used for validation of the IMCPSS were included in the gPROMS model of the
corresponding process.
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much lower reactant concentration is obtained. Hence, there is a significant improvement on
conversion. In fact, C210 was reduced from 7.613 kmol/m3 to 1.0079 kmol/m3 (Table 6.1).

Table 6.1: Economic optimization results for two-CSTR system
Process
variable

Suboptimum

Optimum

Profit
F120
F130
F300
F320
F110
C210
T200
T210
Duty1
Duty2

462.0649
13.89
5.556
6.944
2.778
19.446
7.613
3.074
3.200
0.133
0.129

1780.557
8.8257
10.1743
6.8969
2*
19*
1.0079
3.7500*
3.8533
0.5000*
0.28929

All variables are in corresponding units. Scaled values are shown
indicates that variable is at a bound.

*

9
8
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Figure 6.5: Dynamic trajectory of C210 from suboptimal to optimal operation
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6.4.2 Transition Planning
A hypothetical case has been defined to illustrate the concept of transition planning and
evaluate its formulation within the IMCPSS. The process is already operating at the optimum
conditions obtained in the previous case. Because there is a demand in the product, the
production has to be increased. Only F130 will be increased from 10.1743×10-4 m3/s to
19.1743×10-4 m3/s. Assume that under normal circumstances, the flow rate is stepped to its new
setpoint. However, a dynamic optimization is performed to check if a different strategy would
bring some benefits. For this transition, it is desired to find the profiles of coolant flow rates in
both rectors (F300, F320) and the feed temperature (T110) that minimizes the variability of the
overall conversion with respect to a target value. The constraints are the same as in previous
case, except for C210, which has been relaxed. The transition has to be completed in five stages
each of them with duration of 3 hours. The objective function selected is the absolute mean
deviation of the conversion over the optimization horizon:

z (⋅) = ∫ C (t ) − Ctgt dt
tf

0

Where C is conversion. The target value was set to 0.90. After formulating the problem
through the PDE, the optimization was run in gPROMS. The values of manipulated variables at
each interval are given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Transition planning results for two-CSTR system
Interval #

F130

F300

F320

T110

1
2
3
4
5

12.0001
12.0131
14.1743
17.7066
19.1743

6.8969
6.9437
6.9422
7.1599
8.1313

2.7879
2.7695
2.0049
1.84154
0.31552

2.9993
3.1353
3.0519
3.0201
2.9764
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Figures 6.6 and 6.7 compare the profiles of selected manipulated variables. Figure 6.8
compares the trajectory followed by the conversion and output temperature (C210), respectively.
It can be observed that under suboptimal transition, higher concentration and lower conversion
are obtained. Clearly, the transition planning procedure improved the transition from one
operating point to the next one.
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Figure 6.6: Setpoint profile of F130 for transition planning of two-CSTR system
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Figure 6.7: Setpoint profile of T110 for transition planning of two-CSTR system
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Figure 6.8: Overall conversion during the transition between two
operating points of two-CSTR
6.5 SUMMARY
This chapter presented the problem definition environment (PDE) for the optimization
component of operation support system (OpSS). Furthermore, this chapter discusses the
mechanisms associated with the formulation of optimization problems (DOO and PIF). gPROMS
has been successfully interfaced and used as the enabling MSOE. Hence, the creation of problem
input files (PIFs) has been tailored to write optimization input files for gPROMS (.gOPT).
Economic optimization and dynamic optimization (transition planning) problems were
successfully formulated and solved for the example corresponding to the two-CSTR system. The
results show that transition planning can be a valuable tool to move from one operating state to
the next in an optimal fashion.
The current version of the PDE allows the formulation of steady-state and dynamic
optimization problems of different types. The application to the two-CSTR example show
promising results. Nonetheless, additional capabilities need to be incorporated so that chemical
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industries can take full advantage of the benefits offered by simulation and optimization
environments. The incorporation of formulation of closed-loop full optimizing control is
essential. Additionally, gPROMS has demonstrated good performance when linked to the PDE,
so it can be still used to provide the solution engine.
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CHAPTER 7
ONLINE IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING OF THE IMCPSS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Online optimization is essential in chemical plants because it allows effective response to
disturbances while improving performance (Yélamos et al., 2007). In previous chapters,
activities currently implemented within the integrated model-centric process decision support
system (IMCPSS) were validated and tested offline. The ultimate goal of the IMCPSS is to
formulate real (model-based) engineering problems in process industries. Many of these
problems appear during normal plant operation, and therefore, involve real-time data.
Consequently, the problem definition environment (PDE) within the IMCPSS must implement
online capabilities.
Currently,

general

estimation

problems

(i.e. parameter

estimation

and

data

reconciliation) can be formulated and solved online. Furthermore, setpoint profiles from
transition planning strategies can be passed to the control system for its implementation. The
methodology to perform these types of activities is the subject of this chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 describes the proposed mechanisms for
online problem formulation, including connections to data servers and the history horizon
approach. Additionally, it describes the proposed approach for real-time model update in
gPROMS. Section 7.3 describes the packed distillation unit employed to test the PDE online for
general estimation and transition planning activities. First, the process is described and model
assumptions explained. Then, some model parameters are estimated using previous plant data. It
follows a comparison of simulated trajectories with experimental values. Then, the formulation
of problems in real-time is tested in the packed distillation column. Estimation activities and
transition planning are tested. Last, Section 7.4 draws some conclusions about this Chapter.
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7.2 ONLINE PROBLEMS WITHIN THE IMCPSS
The IMCPSS has been designed with the ability of formulating online problems and
supervising their solution. The formulation of an online problem can be started by selecting the
appropriate connection method on the main window of the IMCPSS environment, as shown in
Figure 7.1. Once a connection has been successfully established, online problems are formulated
following a moving window or history horizon approach.

Figure 7.1: Menu for selection of connection method
7.2.1 Connection Options
There are two options to connect the problem definition environment (PDE) online. The
first one is to connect the PDE directly to a DCS system via an OPC interface. The second option
is to collect real-time data from a database file if an OPC server is not available.
7.2.1.2 Connection to an OPC Server
OLE for Process Control (OPCTM) is designed to allow client applications to access plant
data in a consistent manner. It denotes open connectivity in industrial automation via open
standards. OPC is based on Microsoft’s OLE/COM technology. An OPC server implements
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COM objects and their interfaces. The OPC server is responsible for data collection from
physical devices. On the other hand, an OPC client is any application that connects to an OPC
server through the specified OPC interfaces. A typical OPC architecture for Visual Basic (VB)
client applications is displayed in Figure 7.2.
VB application
(IMCPSS)
OPC Automation interface

DA Automation
Wrapper
OPC Custom interface

OPC server
(shared by many clients)
Server data cache

Physical device
Device Data

Figure 7.2: Typical OPC architecture1
The OPC foundation creates, maintains, and distributes specification standards to
facilitate interoperability of process control and manufacturing automation applications. The
Data Access (DA) specification defines the OPC custom interface, which defines a standard set
of objects, and methods for the acquisition of process data at the OPC server level. Furthermore,
the OPC foundation provides several interfaces that can be included in third-party applications to
enable real-time data collection. One of these interfaces, called DA automation wrapper,
provides accessibility from Visual Basic. The IMCPSS (i.e. the client application) collects realtime data via this interface.
1

Adapted from OPCFoundation. Data Access Custom Interface Standard, version 3.0, 2003.
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This Chapter limits only to the description of OPC objects relevant for the current stage
of implementation within the IMCPSS. The OPC custom interface includes the objects
OPCServer and the OPCGroup. OPCGroups allow client applications to organize data they want
to access. The connection to the OPC server is achieved through the command:
OPCServer.Connect(ServerProgID, ServerNode)
The following sentences add items to an OPC group and extract and write data
synchronously from an OPCServer, respectively:
OPCGroupItems.AddItems(numItems, itemIDs, chandles, sHandles, pErrors)
OPCGroup.SyncRead(OPCDataSource.OPCCache, numItems, sHandles, values, pErrors)
OPCGroup.SyncWrite(OPCDataSource.OPCCache, numItems, sHandles, values, pErrors)

Table 7.1 lists the information required by the wrapper that is relevant to the IMCPSS
application, and indicates its location within the IMCPSS structure.
Table 7.1: OPC data access automation objects relevant to the IMCPSS
OPC Object

Description

Location within IMCPSS

ServerProgID

String that uniquely identifies the File preferences
registered real OPC data access ServerProgID
server

under

element

ServerNode

The computer connected
DCOM to OPC server

under

element

numItems

Number of items to be read

sHandles

Array of server item handles for Given by the OPD DA automation
the items to be read
wrapper
Array of values
Read from the OPC server identified
with ServerProgID
Array with the state (successful or Produce by the connect method
unsuccessful) reading of each item

Values
pErrors

via File preferences
ServerNode

ItemIDs

Array of qualified items IDs

cHandles

Item handles given by the client
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Count of elements MBASensor in
DMD

Subelement MBASensorOPCItemID
of MBASensor in the DMD
Assigned by the OpSS

The server is disconnected with the expression:
OPCServer.Disconnect( )
7.2.1.2 Connection to a Database File
In the event that an OPC server is not available because it has not been implemented, the
PDE would like to offer alternative option to retrieve real-time data from other sources such as
databases, spreadsheets, etc. The current version of the PDE allows connection only to Excel
spreadsheets collection systems.
To be used for real-time purposes, an Excel file must receive data from the DCS. The
PDE asks the user to open this file before starting the problem definition procedure. It is the
user’s responsibility to make sure that data is being transferred to the spreadsheet. The
algorithms implemented in the PDE read data from Excel worksheets row-wise.
7.2.2 Formulation of Online Problems
At the moment, parameter estimation and data reconciliation (i.e. general estimation
problems) can be formulated and executed online following the history horizon approach. Also,
transition planning can be formulated and executed and the resulting optimal setpoints are passed
to the control system. The general strategy for parameter estimation and data reconciliation, and
later for transition planning, follows next.
7.2.2.1 Online Parameter Estimation and Data Reconciliation
A time horizon H∆t is selected so that the H most recent measurements are use over the
time period t-H∆t; where t is the actual time and ∆t is the sampling time. Once the type of
connection has been established, the user is prompted with a GUI (Figure 7.3) to define the size
of the window, H, the sampling time, and duration of the online activity.
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Figure 7.3: GUI for history horizon specification
The default time interval is read from the data model definition (DMD) while the time
units are given by the Preferences of the application. The steps in the definition of online
estimation problem can be summarized as follow:
1. Connect to an OPCServer or to a collection database
2. Formulate the estimation activity through the PDE as described in previous chapters
(e.g. selection of estimation parameters, sensors, etc.). This step is necessary only
one. Problems for all windows will conform to this definition.
3. Define history horizon, sampling time and total duration
Because activities are being solved online, a different procedure must be followed. In
summary, data for the first window t∈[0,H∆t] is collected and executed. Then, data is retrieved
for the next sampling time and a new window is executed. This is repeated until the current time
is equal to the total duration tf given by the user. In practice, the starting point does not need to
be zero. Problem formulation objects and problem input files are created for each window. These
files can later be retrieved for offline studies. Additionally, PFO and PIF are created for the
problem using the entire data set in [t0, tf]. Figure 7.4 depicts the flow chart of the adopted
strategy.
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START

Connect to OPC server

Collect data for first window j=1
ti ∈ [0, i·∆t] i=0...H

Collect data at current
time, tc

Create PIF for window j

Update model
parameters

Execute activity for window j

NO
Start new window j = j+1

Is tc =
tf ?

YES

Create PFO for problem

Create PIF for problem

Disconnect from OPC server

STOP

Figure 7.4: Algorithm for real-time problem formulation
Model parameter update: During the formulation and execution of online general
estimation problems, it may be necessary to update the model parameters at every window. This
step has been tailored to gPROMS. Eventually, given proper interface standards this procedure
would be followed regardless of the MSOE in use.
In gPROMS, model parameters are placed under the SCHEDULE section of the
PROCESS entity. Therefore, setting different values for parameters requires modification of the
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PROCESS entity. However, the gPROMS license usually provided for use within third-party
applications (gSERVER) does not allow real-time changes to the PROCESS entity. As a result, a
different mechanism was envisioned to overcome this drawback.
Fortunately, gPROMS offers the possibility of interacting with external events, programs,
etc. via the FOREIGN_PROCESS and FOREIGN_OBJECT interfaces. The former provides a
mechanism to exchange information between gPROMS and an external application. On the other
hand, FOREIGN_OBJECT provides a link between gPROMS and external software and it is
intended to provide additional calculations to gPROMS. This was already employed to calculate
the BETA function of the GT-based objective function for data reconciliation. Here, use this
concept again to update process parameters in real-time.
Basically, process parameters in PROCESS entity are set to retrieve their value from a
FOREIGN_OBJECT. This object was created in VC++ and contains algorithms to extract
information from a text file located within the installation folder of the IMCPSS application.
Every time new parameters are calculated, a routine implemented in the VB code of the PDE
extracts the results from the corresponding output file and updates the parameter file. Then, once
the PROCESS entity comes into place with a different window, it will obtain the new values.
Figure 7.5 illustrates this concept.
When different sets of initial conditions are necessary for online estimation, the
procedure described above is followed.
7.2.2.2 Transition Planning
The objective of transition planning is to obtain optimal profiles for a given set of
manipulated sensors. Consequently, there should direct communication PDE-Control system in
order to fully execute the predicted profile. A routine was created within the PDE code to
provide such task.
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Process DAE

A := FO.Method1
B := FO.Method2

Request method
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Figure 7.5: Model parameters and initial conditions update
The function RetrieveTPResults(FileName) extract the results from the optimization
output (.out, .txt. .dat) and sends them to the control system. MSOEs may produce output files
that differ in structure; hence, this function is currently tailored to extract information from
Based on the time intervals specified in the DMD, the necessary time is allowed to pass and then
setpoints are written into the control system via OPCServer.
7.3 CASE STUDY: PACKED DISTILLATION COLUMN
The formulation of online problems was tested and validated by means of a pilot plantsized packed distillation unit, located in the unit operations laboratory of the Chemical
Engineering Department at Louisiana State University. Once again, the model implementation
and solution of activities was delegated to gPROMS.
7.3.1 Process Description
The distillation tower is 3 inches in diameter and has two packed sections, each of which
contains 2’ 8” of PROPAK 0.24” protruded stainless steel packing. The unit is fed with a
multicomponent mixture of methanol (MeOH), isopropanol (IPA), and water with weight
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percentages of 50, 30, and 20 respectively. The unit is equipped with a total condenser, a partial
reboiler, and a pump-back reflux system.
Feed is introduced between the two packed sections and reflux enters at the top of the
tower. An ethylene glycol system provides heat to a thermosiphon reboiler and water provides
cooling to the condenser. Liquid samples from feed, condensate, and bottoms can be taken
manually and analyzed using gas chromatography. Figure 7.6 shows the process schematics.
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Figure 7.6: Packed distillation unit layout
Temperature, level, and flow rate controls are provided by the Honeywell Experion PKS
control system. The first letter of a tag name indicates the type of measurement provided (e.g. T
for temperature, F for low rate). Data is acquired via an OPCServer.
7.3.2 Model Development and Validation
For the validation of online activities only the distillation column, condenser, reflux
drum, and reboiler have been modeled, assuming that:
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• The packing can be represented by sections in which exiting streams are in
equilibrium with each other.
• Murphy efficiencies are valid.
• Liquid and vapor holdups in each section are negligible. However, liquid holdups are
considered for reboiler and reflux drum.
• Density and activity coefficients vary with column height. The UNIQUAC model was
used to calculate activity coefficients.
• Pressure drop is negligible for the conditions tested during the validation of the
IMCPSS.
• The control action for levels in reflux drum and reboiler is perfect. Therefore, holdup
in reflex drum and reboiler is constant.
• Reboiler and bottom do not present heat losses to the surroundings
In addition to the equations describing the physicochemical phenomena, the sensor
equation, and objective functions were included (model equations can be found in Appendix D).
The resulting model in gPROMS comprehends 2995 variables (12 differentials). Once the model
was developed and implemented, a DMD for this distillation process was created (Figure 7.7).
To validate the model, parameters were estimated and simulation of past scenarios was
performed. The following sections give the results of these activities.
7.3.2.1 Parameter Estimation
Parameter estimation is a key step during model validation. For the packed distillation
unit in consideration, the following parameters are unknown and therefore, have to be estimated
from process data:
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DataModelDefinition MBAIsDynamic="1" MBAPresetValues="0" MBAModelName="PDU_dyn" MBAProcessName="PDU" >
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="Nr Components" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.NrComp">
<MBAVarValue>3</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
…
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="Column pressure" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.column.P">
<MBAVarValue>101.325</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
…
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="Bottom_T" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.rv_initial(2)">
<MBAVarValue>351.756</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T301.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
…
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="condenser_UA"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.condenser.condenser_Ua
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>6980</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>5000</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>10000</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
…
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="GT" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.GTINT">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="Profit"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.profit">
</MBAObjVar>
…
<MBACVVar MBACVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="Top_MEOH_x"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.x_top(1)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0.97</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>0.80</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.98</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBACVVar>
…
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1">
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F310.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/F310.pida.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(2)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(2)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(2)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(2)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(2)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="1" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>3.2</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>1.5</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>4.5</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.0039</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.0010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.0060</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.05</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.05</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
…
</DataModelDefinition>

Figure 7.7: Excerpt of packed distillation unit data model definition
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• Condenser: overall heat transfer coefficient (UAC) and cooling water flow rate (Fwater)
• Reflux drum: heat losses to the environment (QL)
Reboiler: overall heat transfer coefficient (UAR)
These problems were formulated through the PDE. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 present an excerpt
.gEST and .RUN Problem Input Files (PIF) for condenser estimation.
ESTIMATE
PDU.condenser.condenser_Ua
6980 : 5000 : 10000
ESTIMATE
PDU.condenser.Fwater
943 : 400 : 1200
ESTIMATE
PDU.refluxdrum.Ql
-10500 : -15000 : 0
MEASURE
PDU.mv_dcs(5)
CONSTANT_VARIANCE (0.09 : 0.02 : 0.12)
MEASURE
PDU.mv_dcs(9)
CONSTANT_VARIANCE (1.3 : 0.7 : 1.8)
MEASURE
PDU.mv_dcs(7)
CONSTANT_VARIANCE (0.35 : 0.2 : 0.45)
MEASURE
PDU.mv_dcs(6)
CONSTANT_VARIANCE (0.11 : 0.05 : 0.16)
RUNS
EST_PDU_20080717_151648

Figure 7.8: Problem input file (.gEST) for estimation of condenser parameters
Parameters estimated using both steady-state data and transient data are shown in Tables
7.2 and 7.3 along with their 95% confidence intervals. The difference in estimates is between 6%
and 7% for heat transfer coefficient and heat loss, while it is less than 1% for the water flow rate.
Furthermore, confidence intervals suggest that parameters estimated using transient data are
more reliable. In light of these results, the estimates in Table 7.3 were used in subsequent
activities.
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PROCESS PDU

…
MEASURE
PDU.mv_dcs(6)
1 86.5965728759766
2 86.5990447998046
3 86.6547546386719
…

INTERVALS
107
1
1
1
…

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.mv_dcs(11)
25.0501152589535
24.9074962424211
25.0481487786603
…

MEASURE
PDU.mv_dcs(5)
1 160.198852539063
2 160.149642944336
3 160.152038574219
…

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.mv_dcs(15)
210.144010890388
210.082291899227
209.968921376239
…

MEASURE
PDU.mv_dcs(9)
1 90.4074935913086
2 90.5666046142578
3 90.4074935913086
…

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.mv_dcs(2)
2.00589557233649
1.99856160204604
2.00345403683183
…

MEASURE
PDU.mv_dcs(7)
1 111.63752746582
2 112.058044433594
3 111.584899902344
…

Figure 7.9: Excerpt of problem input file (.RUN) for estimation of condenser parameters
Table 7.2: Condenser and reboiler parameters estimates using steady-state data
Parameter

Estimate at
steady-state

95% confidence
interval

UAC (J/min.K)
Fwater (mol/min)
QL (J/min)
UAR (J/min.K)

10639.99
988.42
-12686.30
12808.27

40.857
13.082
34.588
66.267

Table 7.3: Condenser parameters estimates using transient data
Parameter

Estimate
transient

95% confidence
interval

UAC (J/min.K)
Fwater (mol/min)
QL (J/min)
UAR (J/min.K)

11338.75
985.61
-11752.90
13159.8

21.438
8.663
41.796
18.980

Confidence intervals provide an indication of how far the estimate is expected from its
true value (Beck & Arnold, 1977). Additionally, when two or more parameters are estimated in
conjunction, confidence regions can give additional information about the estimates, for
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example, the degree of correlation between them. For nonlinear processes, an approximation to
the confidence region can be obtained by assuming that the model can be represented by linear
functions in the vicinity of the estimate (Rawlings et al., 1993). The approximate 100(1-α)%
confidence region is the ellipsoidal region defined by:

(β − β ) V (β − β ) = χ (α )
* T

−1

2
Np

*

[7.1]

Where β ∈ ℜNp is the vector of parameters, V is the co-variance matrix of the parameters,
and χ2 is the chi-square statistic. The Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues of V give the direction and
lengths of the ellipsoid’s axes. Highly correlated parameters present ellipsoids with high degree
of inclination.
The 95% confidence regions for two pair of transient estimates are presented in Figure
7.10. The shape and orientation of the confidence region indicates that no significant correlation
exists between parameters.
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Figure 7.10: 95% confidence ellipsoids. (a) Fwater vs. UAC, (b) QL vs. Fwater
7.3.2.2 Steady-State Validation
After process parameters were estimated, the process was run at steady-state and
simulated values were compared to experimental ones in Table 7.4. It can be seen that sensors
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corresponding to the bottoms product flow rate (F330.PV) and distillate flow rate for
F310.PV=2.4GPH present highest errors. On the other hand, top composition of methanol
(MeOH) presents errors of less than 5% for all steady-states while the bottom has larger errors.
Isopropanol (IPA) top composition presents a large error for the highest reflux rate. Even though
some errors exceed 30%, in general, they are much lower for the composition of interest (i.e.
methanol on top); therefore, the discrepancy on other compositions is not expected to affect
considerably decisions based on methanol composition.
Table 7.4: Steady-state validation
F310.PV = 2.0 GPH
Tag

F310.PV = 2.4 GPH

F310.PV = 3.2 GPH

Simulated

Error
(%)

Measured

Simulated

Error
(%)

Measured

Simulated

Error
(%)

T302.PV

175.69

175.71

0.01

175.20

175.12

0.05

173.40

173.74

0.20

T305.PV

160.29

157.20

1.93

158.47

154.11

2.75

152.20

150.82

0.91

T310.PV

86.92

86.83

0.10

88.60

85.90

3.05

89.20

85.61

4.02

T360.PV

111.66

111.78

0.11

111.20

108.14

2.75

112.50

103.36

8.12

T362.PV

90.51

90.83

0.35

89.70

90.91

1.35

91.00

91.13

0.14

T311.PV

80.23

86.93

8.35

81.40

85.90

5.53

83.30

85.62

2.79

F320.PV

1.80

1.85

2.66

1.48

1.64

10.89

1.00

1.07

7.54

F330.PV

0.82

0.73

11.46

1.21

1.03

14.88

1.71

1.72

0.64

T342.PV

202.02

202.01

0.00

201.70

201.91

0.10

200.80

201.58

0.39

T301.PV

171.66

171.86

0.11

171.50

171.40

0.06

170.20

169.85

0.21

XMeOH, TOP

0.766

0.771

0.62

0.808

0.841

4.07

0.925

0.914

1.20

Measured

XIPA,TOP

0.134

0.141

5.52

0.114

0.109

3.97

0.045

0.075

67.15

XMeOH,BOTTM

0.081

0.074

8.26

0.072

0.070

3.11

0.129

0.174

34.76

XIPA,BOTTM

0.188

0.183

2.73

0.189

0.219

15.95

0.230

0.223

2.84

7.3.3 Simulation of Past Scenarios
To complement the model validation, an experiment with two step changes in reflux flow
rate (F310.PV) was conducted. A simulation driven by the measurements of all input variables
was performed employing the model parameters estimated previously. Then, the results of the
simulation were compared with measured data. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 illustrate the simulated
trajectory of sensors T302.PV and T301.PV. These Figures indicate that a relative good fit is
obtained with the estimated parameters, with errors between simulated and observed values of
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less than 1%. Figure 7.13 compares the simulated and observed trajectory of sensor F320.PV.
Although errors in this sensor are greater (up to 11%), during other experimental runs F320.PV
show high variability so it will be considered as being within normal operation.
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Figure 7.11: Trajectory of T302.PV during simulation of past scenarios
Figure 7.14 shows approximate constant errors, especially for time values lower than
100min. This behavior suggests the presence of a bias in top temperature T305.PV. After
identification of this bias, it was estimated to be 2.955ºF by means of data reconciliation. The
corrected trajectory is also shown in Figure 7.14, where it can be seen that corrected
measurements are closer to simulated trajectory of T305.PV.
Figure 7.15 displays the trajectory of distillate composition for methanol (MeOH) and
isopropanol (IPA), errors in this compositions do not exceed 5% for methanol and 10% for
isopropanol.
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Figure 7.12: Trajectory of T301.PV during simulation of past scenarios
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Figure 7.13: Trajectory of T320.PV during simulation of past scenarios
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Figure 7.14: Trajectory of T305.PV during simulation of past scenarios
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Figure 7.15: Distillate composition
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Besides evaluating the fit of the model to the data, past scenario simulation allows to
observe conditions or variables that are otherwise unobservable. This helps supporting decisions
such as equipment redesign or maintenance schedule. In the case of the distillation column in
consideration, temperature and concentration profiles along the column can be studied.
Temperature profiles in Figure 7.16 show that at low reflux ratios (F310.PV=2.0GPH), the
rectifying section presents a nearly linear profile while the stripping section is highly nonlinear.
At higher reflux ratios (e.g. F310.PV=3.2 GPH) this profiles are inverted.
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Figure 7.16: Temperature profiles along the column (Section 22 is reboiler)
Composition profiles (Figure 7.17) suggest that the separation in stripping section is
approximately equal to the separation obtained in the rectification section. Additionally, the
expected correspondence between temperature profile and composition can be observed by
comparing Figures 7.16 and 7.17.
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The benefits of performing simulation of past scenarios are demonstrated with this case
study. By simulating past scenarios, the behavior of unmeasured states can be analyzed.
Furthermore, using measurements for input variables may help identify errors in the data set (e.g.
Figure 7.14 assisted in the identification of a measurement bias in T305.PV).
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Figure 7.17: Composition profiles along the column when F310.PV=3.2 (Section 22 is reboiler)
7.3.4 Online Estimation
The capability of the problem definition environment to formulate online problems is
validated in this Section. Furthermore, the proposed procedures for online update in gPROMS
are evaluated. The history horizon was set to 10min and data is to be collected every 1min for a
period of 60min. Furthermore, the GT-based objective function (p=2, q=100) was used with
errors bounded by ±3σ. Standard deviations were calculated from previous observations. After
the distillation column reached an initial steady-state, online estimation was started with the
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history horizon and error bounds mentioned above. A step change of 20% in F310.PV was
introduced 17min after the online activity started.
Online data reconciliation: mass balances for the distillation column are reconciled
(input sensors F300.PV, F310.PV, T340.PV and F342.PV; and output variables F320.PV,
F330.PV and T342.PV). Temperatures and flow rate of heating oil in the reboiler are included
because they provide the mass of vapor flowing through the column. With this number
of sensors, each window represents an optimization with 4 errors corresponding to input
variables and 10 intervals, totaling 40 decision variables.
The average solution time for each window was 539.1s, which is greater than the
sampling interval of 60s. Hence, the response was always delayed. One of the factors that may
have influenced computation times is the calculation of the BETA function in the GT-based
objective function. Because this performed outside gPROMS, its calculation consumes additional
resources.
Figures 7.18 and 7.19 show the reconciled trajectory of F300.PV and F310.PV. It can be
seen that reconciled trajectories are not significantly different than measured values. The low
error content in these variables may be causing this behavior. Indeed, standard deviation for
F300.PV is only 0.0034GPH, and for F310.PV is 0.00436GPH. Total error reduction (TER)
values were -0.013 and 0.0056 confirming that estimates are very close to experimental
observations.
Figures 7.20 and 7.21 show the reconciled trajectory for F320.PV and F330.PV. For these
sensors, TER values are 0.98 and 0.90 respectively. This means that the measurement noise was
considerably reduced.
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Figure 7.18: Online reconciled trajectory of F300.PV
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Figure 7.19: Online reconciled trajectory of F310.PV
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Figure 7.20: Online reconciled trajectory of F320.PV
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Figure 7.21: Online reconciled Trajectory of F330.PV
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Online parameter estimation/data reconciliation: the condenser overall heat transfer
coefficient was estimated during reconciliation around the condenser (input variables T361.PV,
T340.PV and F342.PV; and output sensors T362.PV, T360.PV, T305.PV and T342.PV).
F310.PV was used as a forcing input to ensure the dynamic response of the system during the
estimation. The measurement bias for T305.PV was also included as a decision variable. History
horizon of 10, sampling time of 1min, and total duration of 60min were used again. The total
number of decision variables is 32 for each window (10 errors for each of three input variables,
plus one bias and one process parameter). An excerpt of the PIF (.gOPT) for the first window is
shown in Figure 7.22.
In this case, the file from the previous run was used as a real-time database collection.
The average solution time for a window was 340.90s. This time represents a decrease of 37%
with respect to data reconciliation only, which involved 40 decision variables. Naturally,
reconciling sensors should be selected carefully to avoid unnecessary computational load,
especially in process industries, where will certainly be hundreds or thousands number of
decision variables.
Figures 7.23 to 7.26 show the reconciled trajectory of sensors T305.PV, T361.PV,
T362.PV, and T360.PV, correspondingly. The estimated values of overall heat transfer
coefficient and systematic error of T305.PV recognized three clear zones as shown in Figure
7.27. Before the step change was introduced the average values were UAc=10535.08 J/min.K and
T305.BIAS=3.081ºF. During the transitional phase, these values ranged from 10527.9 to 11327.8
for condenser UAc and from 3.1428 to 4.6037 for T305.BIAS. Then, the estimates averaged
11387.87 J/min.K and 4.1342ºF correspondingly, once a new steady state was reached.
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PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.mv_dcs(15)
INITIAL_PROFILE
210.081843101882 : 210.081843101882
210.108148141118 : 210.108148141118
210.05809372296 : 210.05809372296 :
209.934086189466 : 209.934086189466
210.026783156442 : 210.026783156442
209.925941956609 : 209.925941956609
209.748205252215 : 209.748205252215
209.917215241784 : 209.917215241784
210.113222941593 : 210.113222941593
210.177037316421 : 210.177037316421

: 210.081843101882
: 210.108148141118
210.05809372296
: 209.934086189466
: 210.026783156442
: 209.925941956609
: 209.748205252215
: 209.917215241784
: 210.113222941593
: 210.177037316421

TIME_INVARIANT
PDU.Condenser.condenser_ua
INITIAL_VALUE
10543.7 : 8000.0 : 12000.0

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.mv_dcs(16)
INITIAL_PROFILE
202.098968505859 : 202.098968505859
201.804931640625 : 201.804931640625
201.870193481445 : 201.870193481445
201.882064819336 : 201.882064819336
201.893951416016 : 201.893951416016
201.954467773438 : 201.954467773438
201.91535949707 : 201.91535949707 :
202.026840209961 : 202.026840209961
202.189331054688 : 202.189331054688
202.043487548828 : 202.043487548828

: 202.098968505859
: 201.804931640625
: 201.870193481445
: 201.882064819336
: 201.893951416016
: 201.954467773438
201.91535949707
: 202.026840209961
: 202.189331054688
: 202.043487548828

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.error(15)
INITIAL_PROFILE
0.0 : -0.339 : 0.339
0.0 : -0.339 : 0.339
0.0 : -0.339 : 0.339
0.0 : -0.339 : 0.339
0.0 : -0.339 : 0.339
0.0 : -0.339 : 0.339
0.0 : -0.339 : 0.339
0.0 : -0.339 : 0.339
0.0 : -0.339 : 0.339
0.0 : -0.339 : 0.339

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.mv_dcs(17)
INITIAL_PROFILE
4.00090842421995 : 4.00090842421995 : 4.00090842421995
3.99816306850575 : 3.99816306850575 : 3.99816306850575
3.99744032022612 : 3.99744032022612 : 3.99744032022612
4.00004180886353 : 4.00004180886353 : 4.00004180886353
4.00350748776493 : 4.00350748776493 : 4.00350748776493
3.99975272368004 : 3.99975272368004 : 3.99975272368004
3.996428459223 : 3.996428459223 : 3.996428459223
3.99816306850575 : 3.99816306850575 : 3.99816306850575
3.99888568615771 : 3.99888568615771 : 3.99888568615771
4.00206379102112 : 4.00206379102112 : 4.00206379102112

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.error(17)
INITIAL_PROFILE
0.0 : -0.012 : 0.012
0.0 : -0.012 : 0.012
0.0 : -0.012 : 0.012
0.0 : -0.012 : 0.012
0.0 : -0.012 : 0.012
0.0 : -0.012 : 0.012
0.0 : -0.012 : 0.012
0.0 : -0.012 : 0.012
0.0 : -0.012 : 0.012
0.0 : -0.012 : 0.012

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.mv_dcs(2)
INITIAL_PROFILE
2.40475879086118 :
2.39397613238146 :
2.40388624831722 :
2.40708390962967 :
2.40882601718491 :
2.40417724621151 :
2.39514438106352 :
2.40039325257942 :
2.38900565846836 :
2.39251527978688 :

2.40475879086118
2.39397613238146
2.40388624831722
2.40708390962967
2.40882601718491
2.40417724621151
2.39514438106352
2.40039325257942
2.38900565846836
2.39251527978688

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

2.40475879086118
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2.40388624831722
2.40708390962967
2.40882601718491
2.40417724621151
2.39514438106352
2.40039325257942
2.38900565846836
2.39251527978688

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.error(8)
INITIAL_PROFILE
0.0 : -0.654 : 0.654
0.0 : -0.654 : 0.654
0.0 : -0.654 : 0.654
0.0 : -0.654 : 0.654
0.0 : -0.654 : 0.654
0.0 : -0.654 : 0.654
0.0 : -0.654 : 0.654
0.0 : -0.654 : 0.654
0.0 : -0.654 : 0.654
0.0 : -0.654 : 0.654

PIECEWISE_CONSTANT
PDU.mv_dcs(5)
INITIAL_PROFILE
158.773986816406 :
159.044235229492 :
158.746429443359 :
158.810104370117 :
159.028717041016 :
158.782562255859 :
158.533935546875 :
159.010772705078 :
158.607269287109 :
158.614486694336 :

158.773986816406
159.044235229492
158.746429443359
158.810104370117
159.028717041016
158.782562255859
158.533935546875
159.010772705078
158.607269287109
158.614486694336

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

158.773986816406
159.044235229492
158.746429443359
158.810104370117
159.028717041016
158.782562255859
158.533935546875
159.010772705078
158.607269287109
158.614486694336

PROCESS PDU
HORIZON
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INTERVALS
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1 : 1 : 1
1 : 1 : 1
1 : 1 : 1
1 : 1 : 1
1 : 1 : 1
1 : 1 : 1
1 : 1 : 1
1 : 1 : 1
1 : 1 : 1
1 : 1 : 1
TIME_INVARIANT
PDU.BIAS(5)
INITIAL_VALUE
2.0 : 0.0 : 5.0

MINIMISE
PDU.GTINT

Figure 7.22: Excerpt of a PIF (.gOPT) for a window in online estimation
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Just for comparison purposes, joint parameter estimation/data reconciliation was
performed offline with the entire data set. The values obtained were UAc=11315 J/min.K and
T305.BIAS=4.257ºF. It appears estimates tend to be those for higher times. Figure 7.28 shows
that the reconciled trajectory of T360.PV does not follow properly the measured data. This
suggests that executing online estimation leads to improved estimates. On the other hand, the
computation time for online estimation was 17385.72s while it was 6287.66s for offline
estimation. The benefits obtained with online estimation might outweigh the larger solution time,
as shown for the case of T360.PV.
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Figure 7.26: Online reconciled trajectory of T362.PV
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Figure 7.27: Time variation of Condenser.Ua and T305.BIAS during online estimation
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Figure 7.28: Offline reconciled trajectory of T360.PV
7.3.5 Transition Planning
Assume the distillation column is operating at a nominal operating point OP1. We would
like to increase production but want the new conditions to provide the maximum profit by
manipulation of reflux flow rate (F310.PV) and heat supply (T340.PV). Then we want to be able
to move to the optimum operating condition ensuring minimum variability in separation extent
of methanol and a production of at least 1GPH at the end of the transition.
The initial (suboptimal) operating condition is:
Profit = 11.35 $/h
F300 = 2.1427 GPH
F310 = 3.2 GPH
T340 = 207.577 ºF
XMeOH, TOP = 0.950
F320 = 0.743 GPH
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Economic optimization: The first step is to perform an economic optimization to find
the optimum operating conditions that increase the production by the required amount. The
economic objective function selected is simply the income due to product sales minus the cost of
raw materials and utilities. The cost of maintenance and cooling is assumed to be relatively low,
so only the cost of heating included in the objective function:
Profit [$/h] = PP×F320 - FP×F300 - HC×Qreboiler

[7.1]

Where PP, FP and HC are product price, feed price and heating cost, correspondingly.
Furthermore, the product sales value2 in the market is considered a linear function of the quality
of the distillate:
PP [$/gal] = 165.45 XMeOH, TOP – 139.3

[7.2]

The optimization results are shown in Table 7.5 along with bounds imposed to
manipulated variables and constraints in distillate flow rate (F320) and methanol composition
(XMeOH, TOP). It can be seen that maximum profit is obtained with the maximum reflux ratio. At
the same time, the distillate production achieved is the minimum possible. In fact, if the reflux
drum holdup is kept constant, reflux ration and distillate throughput are always inversely
proportional.
Table 7.5: Results for point economic optimization

2

Sensor/variable

Optimum

Lower bound

Upper bound

Profit
F300 (GPH)
F310 (GPH)
T340 (ºF)
XMeOH, TOP
F320 (GPH)

14.808
3.106
4.2
216.878
0.950
1.0

-2.5
1.5
200
0.95
1.0

-4.0
4.2
220
1.0
5.0

All prices and costs are hypothetical values not related to the real market.
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Transition planning: Under suboptimal operation, the transition from OP1 to the
optimum would proceed by performing single step changes on variables F300, F310 and T340.
Now, we would like to find the profiles of F300.PV, F310.PV and T340.PV that minimize
separation variability extent of methanol ensuring that the optimum throughput is achieved. The
transition must be completed in five intervals with duration of 60min each.
The objective function that minimizes the separation extent variability is defined as:

z (⋅) = ∫ SE (t ) − SEtgt dt

[7.3]

x MeOH ,Top
1 − x MeOH ,Bottom
×
1 − x MeOH ,Top
x MeOH ,Bottom

[7.4]

tf

0

SE (t ) =

Where SE(t) and SEtgt are the separation extent and its target value, respectively. The
optimum profiles are presented in Table 7.6. The zero and last intervals are fixed by the
economic optimum obtained in the previous section.

Table 7.6: Transition planning to an economic optimum
Interval #
0
1
2
3
4
5

F300
(GPH)
2.143
2.637
2.757
3.724
2.683
3.106

F310
(GPH)
3.2
3.942
4.150
4.139
4.111
4.2

T340
(ºF)
207.555
215.048
216.591
215.239
214.769
216.853

Figure 7.29 shows the trajectory of the separation extent under suboptimum and optimum
transition. Because the operating point is fixed for the last interval, the separation extent is also
fixed. Nonetheless, it is clear from the picture that separation extent is maintained closer to the
target value for the entire transition period when profiles given by the transition planning
procedure are implemented.
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The distillation column was run first with the suboptimal operating conditions (i.e. one
step change in manipulated sensors) and with the optimal profiles from transition planning.
Figures 7.30 to 7.32 show the setpoint profiles of manipulated variables F300.PV, F310.PV and
T340.PV. These profiles correspond to the actual measurements while the column was being run
for the suboptimal and optimal trajectory.
Figure 7.33 indicates that minimizing the variability of the separation extent comes at
expense of the distillate flow rate (F320.PV). While the suboptimum reaches the target
production soon after the step changes have taken place, following the optimal recipe causes
swings, with values of F320.PV as low as 0.8GPH.
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Figure 7.29: Simulated separation extent during transition to economic optimum
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Figure 7.30: Setpoint profile of F300. Transition to economic optimum
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Figure 7.31: Setpoint profile of F310. Transition to economic optimum
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Figure 7.32: Setpoint profile of T340. Transition to economic optimum
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Figure 7.33: Trajectory of F320. Transition to economic optimum
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7.4 SUMMARY
This chapter discussed the algorithms implemented for the formulation and solution of
online problems through the problem definition environment (PDE). General estimation
problems can be formulated and solved following a history horizon approach. Newly estimated
parameters for each window are updated in the model using an external component programmed
in VC++ and linked to gPROMS via the FOREIGN_OBJECT interface.
The validation of the PDE for online activities shows promising results. The application
was able to successfully acquire real-time data from an OPCServer, embed it in a problem
formulation and solve it using gPROMS. Even though the solution time exceeded the sampling
time, this drawback can be overcome by selecting a more suitable machine (e.g. one dedicated
only to compute estimates) or reducing the model formulation. The latter option, however, is not
recommendable considering the concept of the IMCPSS. That is, one single model, complex
enough to represent accurately the process behavior, is employed in all activities. Ultimately,
balance must exist between model complexity and computing resources.
In this chapter, the IMCPSS was validated by means of case studies related to simulation,
parameter estimation, data reconciliation, optimization, and transition planning of a pilot-plantscaled packed distillation column. These cases have corroborated the benefits that process
industries can obtain with the application of model-based activities and the exploitation of
synergistic relations between them.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation proposed and developed a framework that aims at facilitating the
definition of typical model-based problems in the industrial workplace both offline and online.
The framework for the integrated model-centric process decision support system (IMCPSS)
seamlessly incorporates simulation of past and future scenarios, parameter estimation, data
reconciliation, optimization, and transition planning. The IMCPSS responds to the need for
software tools centered in the end-users (process engineers) for which the complexity of using
current modeling environments is a barrier for broader application of model-based activities.
The proposed IMCPSS architecture comprises three subsystems with particular purposes
but in constant interaction: the process data management system (pDMS), the operation support
system (OpSS), and the process knowledge support system (pKSS). The pDMS manages
acquisition of plant data and prepares it for use within the OpSS. Three methods for outlier
correction and one for time averaging were implemented within the pDMS. On the other hand,
the OpSS supervises the problem formulation and execution of all included model-based
activities (i.e. simulation of past and future scenarios, parameter estimation, data reconciliation,
optimization, and transition planning). Finally, the pKSS validates that a problem is well-posed
in terms of observability and redundancy.
The interaction between subsystems of the IMCPSS has been achieved with the
introduction of a novel component: the Problem Definition Environment (PDE). Practically, the
PDE is a software component that combines tailored data structures and associated methods into
a user-friendly application. The PDE manages the formulation of problems and supervises their
solution.
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A series of innovative mechanisms based on data structures that take advantage of the
flexibility of the extended markup language (XML) have been devised and implemented within
the PDE to facilitate the formulation of large-scale process problems. First, the data model
definition (DMD) specifies what information of the model structure is available to the user and
how this information is used in model-based activities. It abstracts the mathematical process
model and relates it to the physical plant. Consequently, simulation, parameter estimation, data
reconciliation, and optimization problems are defined in terms of physical process tags as
opposed to their mathematical variable names. This separation constitutes a clear advantage
because process engineers are familiar to such tags. Second, the pDMS creates a process data
object (PDO) that contains plant data that is going to be used in data-driven problems such as
simulation of past scenarios and estimation problems. Then, the PDE coordinates the creation of
a specific problem formulation object (PFO), which is an abstraction of the problem itself.
Simply put, the PFO data structure embeds plant data seamlessly into a model-based problem.
Finally, the PDE translates the PFO into one or more problem input files (PIF), which are highlevel language declarations consistent with the syntax of the modeling, simulation, and
optimization environment (MSOE). The PIFs then interpreted and executed by the PME. Hence,
in the context of the proposed architecture, the PDE is a problem builder while the PME is a
model builder and an activity executive.
As opposed to the traditional architecture, where process engineers interact directly with
process modeling environments (PME), in the proposed IMCPSS architecture engineers interact
solely with the PDE. Ultimately, the end-user does not require prior knowledge on the particulars
of general-purpose modeling software or the mathematical concepts associated with the solution
of advanced model-based problems. Therefore, the IMCPSS represents a valuable tool for
process industries, as the facilitation of problem formulation is translated into minimization of
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time consumed in the analysis of processes, incorporation of plant data in less error-prone
manner, and exploitation of synergy among activities based on process models. Although the
creation of a DMD is not automated, it can be created straightforwardly during the model
development stage.
Throughout this dissertation, the proposed mechanisms were validated by means of
different case studies, both offline and online. The results demonstrated the potential of the PDE
for the formulation of hybrid data-driven/model-based problems. They have also corroborated
the benefits that process industries can obtain with the application of model-based activities and
the exploitation of their synergistic interactions.
The PDE is not tied to any particular PME. For this purpose, an interface has been
designed for the connection between PDE and PME. This is very important given the current
interoperability trends promoted by the CAPE community. Moreover, this flexibility benefits
process industries because they can select the appropriate PME for their needs. The state-of-theart process modeling environment gPROMS was successfully interfaced with the PDE, to
successfully formulate and solve not only steady-state problems but dynamic as well.
In addition to the PDE and related mechanisms, this dissertation proposed an extension to
one method for outlier and detection technique and one robust objective function for data
reconciliation was extended for dynamic systems. For the first case, the cluster-based technique
of Chen and Romagnoli (1998) for outlier detection was modified to be used independently of
data reconciliation. It was shown that the modified method possesses two tuning parameters (i.e.
window size and kappa value) that can be adjusted to work either as a filter or just for outlier
correction. In the second case, the objective function based on the generalized-t (GT) distribution
proposed by Wang and Romagnoli (2003, 2005) was extended for dynamic systems. The results
have indicated that, with the appropriate selection of its distribution parameters and error bounds,
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the GT-based objective function is superior to the weighted least squares (WLS) and the
objective function based on the contaminated-normal (CN) distribution (Tjoa and Biegler, 1991),
especially when measurement errors come from distributions that deviate from normality and
when outliers and biases are present in the plant data set.
8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The IMCPSS can promote widespread application of steady-state and dynamic estimation
activities in industrial processes. Nonetheless, some improvements can be made to the problem
definition environment:
1. Extension of the process data management system (pDMS) to include additional
conditioning alternatives such as methodologies to deal with missing and faulty data.
2. Complementing online model-based problems. Currently, the PDE is capable of
formulated online parameter estimation/data reconciliation. For process industries to take
full advantage of these capabilities, they should be automatically integrated with
optimization. In this way, the cycle for online optimization can be completed.
Furthermore, enhancing transition planning activities into full-optimizing control within
the PDE will certainly complement the IMCPSS to satisfy current demands of process
industries.
3. Testing the IMCPSS in an industrial facility. In this work, the IMCPSS was tested with a
simulated case study and a pilot-plant scaled distillation unit. However, the size of plantwide models may be tens or thousand times larger than the ones covered here. Because
the IMCPSS targets process industries, it is necessary to evaluate its performce with such
systems in terms of time consumed in creation of objects and solution of problems.
4. Conceptual definition, design and implementation of the framework for process
knowledge support system (pKSS). This framework would provide support for
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observability and redundancy analysis to validate formulated problems. Additionally, the
mathematical structure of the model could be exploited within the pKSS to assist during
design and analysis of chemical processes. This would represent a competitive advantage
in conjunction with the framework for integrated model-centric support of process
industries presented in this work.
In addition to improvements in currently supported activities, developments in the following
areas are suggested to further comply with CAPE-OPEN standards and expand the list of MSOE
that can be interfaced with the PDE:
1. Retrieval of results via output channel interfaces and the equation set object (ESO). This
object was created by CAPE-OPEN project to allow sharing mathematical information
about the model between software applications. In the current version of the PDE, results
are obtained from output files. To comply further with the interoperability approach
promoted by the CAPE community, it is important that the IMCPSS implements
procedures based on current standards.
2. Design of standard interfaces for creation of PIFs. Although the PDE is in nature
independent of the MSOE selected as solution engine, some of the functions were
particularly tailored to gPROMS. Because every MSOE has different syntax and file
types, the idea of having PDE completely independent requires joint efforts between the
IMCPSS/PDE developers and MSOE vendors. In the author’s opinion, a project similar
to that of CAPE-OPEN can be initiated to promote the creation of interfaces and
standards for the communication between PDE and MSOE. In particular, it is necessary
to address the creation of language-specific PIFs. A concept similar to the ESO proposed
by CAPE-OPEN, for example, may be design to provide bookmarks and keywords about
the structure of specific high-level declarative languages.
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APPENDIX A
DOCUMENT TYPE DEFINITIONS
Document type definitions (DTDs) explain what elements can appear in an XML
document, their content and their attributes. DTDs do not say anything about the length,
structure, meaning, or allowed values of the elements. There is only one data model definition
(DMD) for each application, which is created by the system programmer or model developer.
Additionally, process data objects (PDOs) and problem formulation objects (PFOs) are created
automatically by the IMCPSS. Therefore, the validity of these entities is guaranteed and DTDs
are enough to describe their content.
Lexical conventions for elements:
?

Zero or one of the elements is allowed

*

Zero or more elements is allowed

+ One or more elements is required
|

Indicates that a choice must be made from the listed options

() Combine series of elements
Attribute types:
CDATA

Attribute value can contain any string of text

A.1 DATA MODEL DEFINITION (DMD)
<?xml version = “1.0”>
<!DOCTYPE DataModelDefinition [
<!ELEMENT DataModelDefinition (MBAFPVar+, MBAISVar+, MBAASVar+, MBAEVVar+,
MBACVVar+,MBAObjVar+, MBASensor+, MBADRActivity, MBAOPTActivity,
MBATPActivity)>
<!ATTLIST DataModelDefinition
MBAIsDynamic
(true|false)
MBAPresetValues
(true|false)
MBAModelName
CDATA #REQUIRED
MBAProcessName
CDATA #REQUIRED >
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<!ELEMENT MBAFPVar (MBAVarValue)>
<!ATTLIST MBAFPVar
MBAVarProcessTag
MBAVarModelTag

CDATA #REQUIRED
CDATA #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT MBAVarValue EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBAISVar (MBAVarValue, MBASensorProcessTag)>
<!ATTLIST MBAIsVar
MBAVarProcessTag
MBAVarModelTag

CDATA #REQUIRED
CDATA #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT MBAVarValue EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBASensorProcessTag EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBAASVar (MBAVarValue)>
<!ATTLIST MBAASVar
MBAVarProcessTag
MBAVarModelTag

CDATA #REQUIRED
CDATA #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT MBAVarValue EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBAEVVar (MBAVarBound)>
<!ATTLIST MBAEVVar
MBAEVVArType
MBAVarIsSel
MBAVarProcessTag
MBAVarModelTag
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

(PEST|SEST)
(true|false)
CDATA #REQUIRED
CDATA #REQUIRED >

MBAVarBound (MBAVarIG, MBAVarLB, MBAVarUB)>
MBAVarIG EMPTY>
MBAVarLB EMPTY>
MBAVarUB EMPTY>

<!ELEMENT MBACVVar (MBAVarBound)>
<!ATTLIST MBACVVar
MBAVarIsSel
MBAVarProcessTag
MBAVarModelTag
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

(true|false)
CDATA #REQUIRED
CDATA #REQUIRED >

MBAVarBound (MBAVarIG, MBAVarLB, MBAVarUB)>
MBAVarIG EMPTY>
MBAVarLB EMPTY>
MBAVarUB EMPTY>

<!ELEMENT MBAObjVar EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST MBAObjVar
MBAVarObjType
MBAVarProcessTag
MBAVarModelTag
MBAVarIsSel

(DR|OPT|TP)
CDATA #REQUIRED
CDATA #REQUIRED
(true|false) >
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<!ELEMENT MBASensor (MBASensorTag, MBASensorType, MBASensorBound,
MBASensorVarianceModel, MBASensorBiasBound)>
<!ATTLIST MBASensor
MBASensorIsPC
MBASensorIsMV
MBASensorIsRV
MBASensorIsBI
MBASensorIsSel
MBASensorEU

(true|false)
(true|false)
(true|false)
(true|false)
(true|false)
CDATA #OPTIONAL >

<!ELEMENT MBASensorTag (MBASensorProcessTag, MBASensorModelTag,
MBASensorErrorTag, MBASensorBiasTag, MBASensorWeightTag,
MBASensorFlagTag, MBASensorOPCItemID)>
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

MBASensorProcessTag EMPTY>
MBASensorModelTag EMPTY>
MBASensorErrorTag EMPTY>
MBASensorBiasTag EMPTY>
MBASensorWeightTag EMPTY>
MBASensorFlagTag EMPTY>
MBASensorOPCItemID EMPTY>

<!ELEMENT MBASensorType EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST MBASensorType
MBASensorIsCV
MBASensorCVType
MBASensorIsMN
MBASensorMNType

(true|false)
(EPE|EPI|IP)
(true|false)
(TI|PWC|PWL)>

<!ELEMENT MBASensorBound (MBASensorIG, MBASensorLB, MBASensorUB)>
<!ELEMENT MBASensorIG
<!ELEMENT MBASensorLB
<!ELEMENT MBASensorUB

EMPTY>
EMPTY>
EMPTY>

<!ELEMENT MBASensorVarianceModel (MBAGammaBound, MBAOmegaBound)>
<!ATTLIST MBASensorVarianceModel
MBAVarianceModelType
(CON|REL|HET)
MBAVarianceEstimateOmega
(true|false)>
<!ELEMENT MBAGammaBound (MBAGammaIG, MBAGammaLB, MBAGammaUB)>
<!ELEMENT MBAGammaIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBAGammaLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBAGammaUB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBAOmegaBound (MBAOmegaIG, MBAOmegaLB, MBAOmegaUB)>
<!ELEMENT MBAOmegaIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBAOmegaLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBAOmegaUB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBASensorBiasBound (MBASensorBiasIG, MBASensorBiasLB,
MBASensorBiasUB)>
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<!ELEMENT MBASensorBiasIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBASensorBiasLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBASensorBiasUB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBADRActivity (DRContaminatedDistribution,
DRGeneralizedDistribution, DRTimeHorizon)>
<!ATTLIST MBADRActivity
DRDistributionType
DRObjective
DREstimateParameters

(WLSQ|CN|GT)
(MAX|MIN)
(true|false)>

<!ELEMENT DRContaminatedDistribution (CNAlpha, CNBeta)>
<!ELEMENT CNAlpha (CNAlphaIG, CNAlphaLB, CNAlphaUB)>
<!ATTLIST CNAlpha
CNAlphaModelTag

CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT CNAlphaIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT CNAlphaLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT CNAlphaUB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT CNBeta(CNBetaIG, CNBetaLB, CNBetaUB)>
<!ATTLIST CNBeta
CNBetaModelTag

CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT CNBetaIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT CNBetaLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT CNBetaUB EMPTY>

<!ELEMENT DRGeneralizedDistribution (GPp, GTq)

>

<!ELEMENT GTp (GTpIG, GTpLB, GTpUB) >
<!ATTLIST GTp
GTpModelTag

CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT GTpIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT GTpLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT GTpUB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT GTq (GTqIG, GTqLB, GTqUB)>
<!ATTLIST GTq
GTqModelTag

CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT GTqIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT GTqLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT GTqUB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT DRTimeHorizon (DRTimeHorizonIG, DRTimeHorizonLB, DRTimeHorizonUB)>
<!ELEMENT DRTimeHorizonIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT DRTimeHorizonLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT DRTimeHorizonUB EMPTY>
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<!ELEMENT MBAOPTActivity (OPTTimeHorizon, OPTInterval)>
<!ATTLIST MBAOPTActivity
OPTObjective
(MAX|MIN)
OPTType
(Point|Dynamic)
OPTUsePlantData
(true|false)>
<!ELEMENT OPTTimeHorizon(OPTTimeHorizonIG, OPTTimeHorizonLB,
OPTTimeHorizonUB)>
<!ELEMENT OPTTimeHorizonIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT OPTTimeHorizonLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT OPTTimeHorizonUB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT OPTInterval (OPTIntervalBounds+)>
<!ATTLIST OPTInterval
OPTTotalIntervals

CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT OPTIntervalBounds (OPTIntervalIG, OPTIntervalLB, OPTIntervalUB)>
<!ELEMENT OPTIntervalIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT OPTIntervalLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT OPTIntervalUB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT MBATPActivity (TPTimeHorizon, TPInterval)>
<!ATTLIST MBATPActivity
TPObjective (MAX|MIN)>
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

TPTimeHorizon (TPTimeHorizonIG, TPTimeHorizonLB, TPTimeHorizonUB)>
TPTimeHorizonIG EMPTY>
TPTimeHorizonLB EMPTY>
TPTimeHorizonUB EMPTY>

<!ELEMENT TPInterval (TPIntervalBounds+)>
<!ATTLIST TPInterval
TPTotalIntervals

CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT TPIntervalBounds (TPIntervalIG, TPIntervalLB, TPIntervalUB)>
<!ELEMENT TPIntervalIG EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT TPIntervalLB EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT TPIntervalUB EMPTY>
]>

A.1.1 Description of DMD Elements
In first place, four attributes determine the general features of the DMD. 1)
MBAIsDynamic takes the values yes or no to indicate whether the model is dynamic or
stationary; 2) MBAPresetValues, if yes, the values obtained in a previous run are loaded for
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initialization purposes; 3) MBAModelName gives the MSOE model name that will be used
during the translation process; and 4) MBAProcessName is the corresponding MSOE process
name, that is, the entity from which simulation activities can be executed. The main elements in
the DMD document are MBAFPVar, MBAISVar, MBAASVar, MBAEVVar, MBACVVar,
MBAObjVar, MBASensor, MBADRActivity, MBAOPTActivity and MBATPActivity.
The MBAFPVar defines model fixed parameters that cannot be modified by the user or
activity at any moment; they include volumes, cross-sectional areas, number of components,
among others. The attribute MBAVarProcessTag is the name of the physical parameter, in
other words, is the name for which it is known in the plant and may vary from the
MBAVarModelTag, which corresponds to the mathematical (model) name of the parameter
within the language of the MSOE. Finally, the subelement MBAVarValue gives the nominal
value for the parameter.
In general, similar syntaxes is used throughout the DMD document; therefore, the
suffixes ProcessTag and ModelTag, will always indicate the names of the referring
variables in the “real world” and in the modeling environment, correspondingly. All variables
specified must contain attributes with these tags. For simplicity, they will not be included in the
description of the remaining elements. Additionally, the suffix VarValue gives the nominal
values for the corresponding variable.
State variables (i.e. differential variables) are defined as MBAISVar elements and
include their nominal value (MBAVarValue), process and model tags. Optionally, the sensor
associated to the state variable, MBASensorProcessTag, is included when measurements are
available. If no data is available, a value of 999 should be entered.
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The element MBAASVar contains information of variables different than fixed
parameters, estimation parameters, and state variables that have to be assigned in order to
comply with zero degrees of freedom. It includes process and model tags, and nominal value.
Variables identifying parameters available for estimation are specified as MBAEVVar.
Two types of estimation parameters are defined in the MBAEVVarType element; first, possible
process variables to estimate in a parameter estimation activity (PEST), such as heat transfer
coefficients or rate constants and second, variables required for state estimation during a
dynamic data reconciliation activity (SEST). The corresponding bounds are included in the
MBAVarBound subelement (initial guess, MBAVarIG, lower, MBAVarLB and upper bound,
MBAVarUB). Last, MBAVarIsSel says whether the parameter is selected for the current
activity.
MBACVVar is used to specify those variables can still be used as constraints during
optimization procedures although they are not measured (sensors). Its attributes define its
corresponding tags and whether it is selected or not. Furthermore, the element MBAVarBound
contains its default value and bounds.
The element MBAObjVar define model variables that can be used as objective functions.
MBAVarObjType is the activity for which the objective function is defined, data reconciliation
(DR), optimization (OPT) or transition planning (TP). Process and model tags, and the selection
state of the objective function in the current activity are specified here as well.
Because it provides the link between the measurement devices and the model, the
MBASensor element is a key element of the DMD. The following attributes determine the
function that the sensor represents in the model, taking a value “yes” if the condition is met.
They hold for all activities requiring measurement data. MBASensorIsPC if a process control
variable (input), MBASensorIsMV if it is a measured output variable, MBASensorIsRV for
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those sensors that can be reconciled, MBASensorIsBI when sensor is suspected to contain
gross errors (bias) and MBASensorIsSel if the user selected the sensor during the current
problem formulation. Furthermore, MBASensorEU contains the engineering units of
measurements.
Measurement devices (sensors) are not 100% accurate; they contain inherent random
inherent errors or gross errors produced due to malfunctioning. Therefore, it is necessary to
include information related to these errors to fully characterize a sensor. The subelements of
MBASensor serve this function. Its first subelement, MBASensorTag, gives not only the
process and model tag but also the corresponding model random error variable
(MBASensorErrorTag), the systematic gross error (MBASensorBiasTag), and the
standard deviation of the random error distribution (MBASensorWeightTag). Furthermore,
MBASensorFlagTag specifies the model flag that determines when a variable is included in
the data reconciliation objective function (Chapter 5). Finally, MBASensorOPCItemID gives
the corresponding ID path within the OPC server necessary to retrieve data from the DCS.
The next element within MBASensor defines the function of the sensor during
optimization activities. On the one hand, MBASensorIsCV and MBASensorCVType tell if it
is possible to use the sensor as a constraint variable and the type of constraint (EPE: endpoint
equality, EPI: endpoint inequality, or IP: interior point constraint). On the other hand,
MBASensorIsMN and MBASensorMNType define when the sensor can be used as
manipulated (decision) variable and its type (TI: time invariant, PWC: piecewise constant, PWL:
piecewise linear).
MBASensorVarianceModel provides the PDE with information about the statistical
distribution of the measurement errors. The attribute MBAVarianceModelType gives the
variance model, constant variance (CON), constant relative variance (REL) or heteroscedastic
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(HET). The variance equation includes two parameters, gamma and omega, whose values
determine its classification. The MBAVarianceEstimateOmega attribute specifies if the
parameter omega, or standard deviation, is to be estimated during data reconciliation. The
elements MBAGammaBound and MBAOmegaBound contain the initial guess, upper and lower
bound for the parameters of the error distribution.
The last three elements in the DMD document define the dynamic data reconciliation
(MBADRActivity), dynamic optimization (MBAOPTActivity) and transition planning
(MBATPActivity) activities. MBADRActivity provides information about the covered error
distributions. The attribute DRDistributionType indicates whether weighted least squares
(WLSQ), contaminated normal (CN) or generalized-t (GT) has been selected. DRObjective
determines

if

the

problem

is

maximization

or

minimization.

The

last

attribute,

DREstimateParameters, tells if during data reconciliation the distribution parameters are
to be estimated. Their default values and upper and lower bounds are given by the elements
CNAlpha and CNBeta for the contaminated, and GTp and GTq for generalized-t. The last
subelement, DRTimeHorizon, indicates the duration of the data reconciliation.
Finally, the elements MBAOPTActivity and MBATPActivity contain similar
information as both of them fall into the dynamic optimization category. Their attributes show
the type of objective function (OPTObjective, TPObjective), time dependency
(OPTType,

TPType)

and

incorporation

of

plant

data

(OPTUsePlantData,

TPUsePlantData). The duration and number of intervals (with their corresponding values)
are given by the elements OPTTimeHorizon, TPTimeHorizon, OPTInterval and
TPInterval.
All variable values are assumed to be in the units employed in the process model.
Usually, this units will correspond to the ones provided by the DCS.
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A.2 THE PROCESS DATA OBJECT (PDO)
<!DOCTYPE ProcessDataObject[
<!ELEMENT ProcessDataObject(PDOPreProcessedData, PDORawData)>
<!ELEMENT PDOPreProcessedData(PDOProcessData+)>
<!ATTLIST PDOPreProcessedData
PDONumberOfSensor
CDATA#REQUIRED
PDOTotalTime
CDATA#REQUIRED
PDOTimeInterval >
CDATA#REQUIRED
<!ELEMENT PDORawData(PDOProcessData+)>
<!ATTLIST PDORawData
PDONumberOfSensor
PDOTotalTime
PDOTimeInterval >

CDATA#REQUIRED
CDATA#REQUIRED
CDATA#REQUIRED

<!ELEMENT PDOProcessData (Data+)
<!ATTLIST PDOProcessData
PDOProcessTag >
<!ELEMENT Data EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Data
Time
Value
]>

CDATA #REQUIRED
CDATA #REQUIRED >

A.2.1 Description of PDO Elements
The element ProcessDataObject contains both raw data and pre-processed data.
The former is included in the element PDORawData and the latter is contained in the element
PDOPreProcessedData. Both of these elements are identified with three attributes:
PDONumberOfSensor gives the number of measurement devices that in practice correspond
to the number of measured variables. PDOTotalTime gives total duration of the sampling,
while PDOTimeInterval gives the sampling time.
On the other hand, subelements PDOProcessData contain the plant observations for the
sensor identified with PDOProcessTag. Each data point is given in the subelement Data with
its corresponding Time (at sampling) and Value for that particular time. All values are in the
DCS engineering units. Conversions to other units must be performed in the process model.
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APPENDIX B
SOLUTION SERVER INTERFACE
This appendix presents a description of the interface used by the problem definition
environment (PDE) to communicate with the modeling, simulation and optimization engine
(MSOE), also called solution server.
The solution server interface (SSI) has been developed in MS Visual C++ 2005 and
provides ten procedures for basic execution of all model-based activities incorporated in the
PDE, which can be separated into four subgroups. First, routines for starting and finalizing a
solution server: StartSolutionServer

and

EndSolutionServer.

Second,

functions to execute model-based activities: SelectInputFile, SimulateActivity,
EstimateActivity,

ReconcileActivity

and

OptimizeActivity.

Third,

procedures for result retrieval: RetrieveTPResults. Finally, procedures to move files
within the IMCPSS installation folder: CopyOutputFiles and DeleteFiles. Due to
differences in syntax and licensing management among MSOE, the system programmer is
responsible for providing any additional methods and functions to check license availability and
call for the execution of activities. Therefore, the SSI provides a wrapper for these functions,
with the following declaration structure:
int __stdcall Procedure_Name(Argument_list)
{
INTEGER status;
//Insert specific code for current MSOE here;
return status;
}
The following is a description of the ten procedures that make part of this interface.
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• StartSolutionServer(): responsible for starting the MSOE including
requesting, confirming and managing software licenses. This is an integer function
returning a status, 1 for successful initialization and 0 otherwise.
• SelectInputFile(FileName,

Password): selects the file necessary to

execute activities. To protect proprietary information, such file may be encrypted. The
following arguments must be specified:
FileName

Character *256

Complete path and name of input file

Password

Character *256

Optional decryption password

• SimulateActivity(ProcessName, OutputLevel): executes a simulation
of the process specified on entry and presents the results with the detail given by the
output level, if available in the MSOE.
ProcessName

Character *256

Model name of process to simulate

OutputLevel

Integer

Degree of detail in results

• EstimateActivity(ProcessName,

EstimationName):

executes

the

parameter estimation activity indicated by EstimationName based on the process
given by the first argument. If a process name is not necessary because it is already
included in the estimation file, this argument is omitted.
EstimationName

Character *256

• ReconcileActivity(ProcessName,

Name of estimation input file
ReconciliationName): executes

the data reconciliation activity indicated by the second argument based on the process
given by the first argument. If a process name is not necessary because it is already
included in the reconciliation file, this argument is omitted.
ReconciliationName

Character *256 Name of reconciliation input file
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• OptmimizeActivity(ProcessName, OptimizationName): executes the
dynamic optimization activity indicated by the second argument based on the process
given by the first argument. If a process name is not necessary because it is already
included in the optimization file, this argument is omitted.
OptimizationName

Character *256

Name of optimization input file

• RetrieveTPResults(TransitionName): if optimization results are saved as
a file (e.g. .txt, .dat), the optimal values for the manipulated variables must be
extracted from it because they are transmitted as setpoints to the control system. Since
the format of output files is different among MSOE, currently this procedure has to be
written entirely by the system programmer. Future versions of the PDE and the
interface may include specific entry points denoting the structure of the output file, so
that only those have to be provided.
TransitionName

Character *256

Name of output file

• CopyOutputFiles(FileName, FolderPath): if by default the MSOE saves
output files in a location different than the IOpSS work directory, they must be copied
into their corresponding work folder.
FileName

Character *256

Name of file to copy

FolderPath

Character *256

Path of folder where the file is copied to

• DeleteFiles(FileName, FolderPath): following above, once the output
files are copied into a work folder, they should be erased.
FileName

Character *256

Name of file to erase

FolderPath

Character *256

Path of folder containing files to erase

• EndSolutionServer(): finalizes the MSOE.
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APPENDIX C
SUPPLEMENT FOR CHAPTERS 3 TO 6
This appendix presents additional information about the process consisting on two
CSTRs plus a mixer. Not only is the model included but also the operating conditions and
specification for all case studies used throughout this dissertation. Additionally, a description of
the modified Martin-Thompson filter employed in Chapter 3 is presented.
C.1 PROCESS MODEL AND PARAMETERS
The model equations for a single reactor and simple first order reaction A  B are:
 −E 
 ⋅ Co ⋅ V
r = k0 ⋅ EXP 
 R ⋅ T '⋅Tr 

[C.1]

dC Qr Q'in
=
(Cin − Co ) − r
dt
V
V

[C.2]

dT ' Qr ⋅ Q'in
(T 'in −T ') +  r
=
dt
V
V

  − ∆H r
⋅
  ρ ⋅ Cp

 1
⋅
 T
  r


UA
 −
⋅ (T '−T 'co )
 V ⋅ ρ ⋅ Cp

[C.3]

Duty = UA ⋅ (To − Tco )

[C.4]

Qin2 C in2 = Qo1 C o1 + Q 2 C 2

[C.5]

Q in2 Tin2 = Q o1T o1 + Q 2 T 2

[C.6]

And for the mixer:

Where C represents the concentration of species A, Q represents volumetric flow rate, T
is temperature, r is rate of reaction and V is volume. Having variables of the same magnitude is
very important trying to achieve convergence of nonlinear or stiff models. Therefore, the
volumetric flow rate and the temperature were scaled using a nominal reference Qr = 1.0×10-4
m3/s and Tr = 100 K, respectively, to make all variables of about the same order of magnitude.
The primed variables correspond to scaled quantities. The values of process parameters for all
cases are presented in Table C.1.
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Table C.1: Parameter and process variable values for two CSTRs plus a mixer
Parameter/
variable
V
UA
k0
E
∆Hr
R
ρ⋅Cp

Value

Units

5
0.871
9702.78
49551.11
-24936.64
8.314
2092

m3
kJ/s⋅K
s-1
kJ/kmol
kJ/kmol
kJ/kmol⋅K
kJ/m3⋅K

On the other hand, Table C.2 describes variables and their corresponding process and
model tags. To ease the understanding of these variables, the terms used in Equations C.1 to C.6
are also included.
Table C.2: Variable description of process Two CSTR plus a mixer
Variable
name

Description

Model tag

Process
tag

Units

Cf
Tf
Qf
Q1in
T1in
C1in
Q 1c
T 1c
T1co
Q 1o
T 1o
C1o
Q2
T2
C2
Q2in
T2in
C2in
Q 2c
T 2c
T2co
Q 2o
T 2o
C2o

Concentration of A in fresh feed
Temperature of fresh feed
Total flow rate of fresh feed
Flow rate of fresh feed entering reactor 1
Temperature of fresh feed entering reactor 1
Concentration of A in fresh feed entering reactor 1
Flow rate of coolant to reactor 1
Temperature of coolant to reactor 1
Temperature of coolant from reactor 1
Flow rate leaving reactor 1
Temperature of stream leaving reactor 1
Concentration of A in stream leaving reactor 1
Flow rate of fresh feed to mixer
Temperature of fresh feed to mixer
Concentration of A in fresh feed to mixer
Flow rate entering reactor 2
Temperature of stream entering reactor 2
Concentration of A in stream entering reactor 2
Flow rate of coolant to reactor 2
Temperature of coolant to reactor 2
Temperature of coolant from reactor 2
Flow rate of product leaving reactor 2
Temperature of product leaving reactor 2
Concentration of A in product leaving reactor 2

TwoCSTR.MV(1)
TwoCSTR.MV(2)
TwoCSTR.MV(3)
TwoCSTR.MV(4)
TwoCSTR.MV(5)
TwoCSTR.MV(6)
TwoCSTR.MV(7)
TwoCSTR.MV(8)
TwoCSTR.MV(9)
TwoCSTR.MV(10)
TwoCSTR.MV(11)
TwoCSTR.MV(12)
TwoCSTR.MV(13)
TwoCSTR.MV(14)
TwoCSTR.MV(15)
TwoCSTR.MV(16)
TwoCSTR.MV(17)
TwoCSTR.MV(18)
TwoCSTR.MV(19)
TwoCSTR.MV(20)
TwoCSTR.MV(21)
TwoCSTR.MV(22)
TwoCSTR.MV(23)
TwoCSTR.MV(24)

C110
T110
F110
F120
T120
C120
F300
T300
T310
F200
T200
C200
F130
T130
C130
F150
T150
C150
F320
T320
T330
F210
T210
C210

kmol/m3
K
m3/s
m3/s
K
kmol/m3
m3/s
K
m3/s
m3/s
K
kmol/m3
m3/s
K
kmol/m3
m3/s
K
kmol/m3
m3/s
m3/s
m3/s
m3/s
K
kmol/m3
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C.2 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR CASE STUDIES
C.2.1 Data Pre-Processing
C.2.1.1 Performance Evaluation of Outlier Correction Methods
The simulated data set for evaluation of outlier and detection methods (Section 3.4.1) was
obtained through simulation of the two-CSTR process with the conditions shown in Table C.3.
Table C.3: Operating conditions for time averaging and case 1 in outlier detection
Process tag

Value

Units

C110
T110
F120
F130
T300
T320
F300
F320
C200
T200
C210
T210

10
298
4.953×10-4
7.088×10-4
283
283
6.944×10-4
2.778×10-4
1.340
360.5
1.065
375.0

kmol/ m3
K
m3/s
m3/s
K
K
m3/s
m3/s
kmol/ m3
K
kmol/ m3
K

C.2.1.1 Comparison with Martin-Thompson Filter
The operating conditions used for case 2 during the comparison of outlier and detection
techniques with the Martin-Thompson filter (Section 3.4.2) are given in Table C.4.
Table C.4: Operating conditions for case 1 in outlier detection
Process tag
C110
T110
F120
F130
T300
T320
F300
F320
C200
T200
C210
T210

Value
10
298
13.89×10-4
5.556×10-4
283
283
6.944×10-4
2.778×10-4
9.0
300
300
7.0
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Units
kmol/ m3
K
m3/s
m3/s
K
K
m3/s
m3/s
kmol/ m3
K
kmol/ m3
K

The conditions in Table C.4 were also used for simulation of past and future scenarios
(Chapter 4), and data reconciliation/parameter estimation problems (Chapter 5).
Modified MT filter. Next, we described the modified Martin-Thompson filter that was
used in Section 3.4.2.2. The value of parameters used for each variable is presented in Table C.5.
The MT filter method was first developed by Martin and Thompson (1982), to clean data that
follows an autoregressive (AR) model. The algorithm is as follows:
1. Having the AR(p) model in state-space form, the filter computes robust estimates of the
vector of measurements by means of a matrix Mt.
Xˆ t = Φ Xˆ t −1 + U t

[C.7]

2. Matrix Mt is calculated recursively making use of the matrix of errors.
t −1
~ s ψ  y t − yˆ t 
Xˆ t = ΦXˆ t −1 + m
t t 

st



[C.8]

M t +1 = ΦPt Φ T + Q

[C.9]

 y − yˆ tt −1  mt mtT
 2
Pt = M t − ω  t
st

 st

[C.10]

3. A robust prediction one-step ahead is calculated, and the cleaned data is estimated.
yˆ tt −1 = (ΦXˆ t −1 )1

[C.11]

Liu et al (2004) proposed an extension of the MT filter-cleaner in which there is no need
to know a priori the underlying model of the data. In their revised version of the algorithm, the
AR(p) model is determined making use of the available data, and a moving window:
1. Choose a dataset with a specific window size.
2. Select the order of the AR(p) model. This means to select the value of p.
3. Estimate the decorrelation model, using a robust variance and mean, and forming
multivariate datasets for the calculation of the covariance matrix. The coefficients of the
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covariance matrix are used to calculate the autocorrelation coefficients. With these last
coefficients, the Yule-Walker equations are solved to obtain the process model.

ρ k = γ 12k / γ 11k γ 22k

[C.12]

ρ j = φ1 ρ j −1 + φ 2 ρ j −2 + K + φ p ρ p −1

j = 1, K , p

φ = P −1 ρ
1
ρ
1
P=
 M

 ρ p

ρ1
1
M

ρ p −1

L ρp 
L ρ p −1 
M
M 

L 1 

[C.13]
[C.14]

 φ1 
φ 
2
φ= 
M
 
φ p 

 ρ1 
ρ 
2
ρ= 
 M 
 
 ρ p 

[C.15]

Construct the state-space form and apply the MT filter as described by Martin and
Thompson. Repeat the procedure for the next window until all the dataset has been cleaned.

Table C.5: Martin-Thompson filter parameters
Process tag

ψ

ω

Q

x0

C110
T110
F110
F120
T120
C120
F300
T300
T310
F200
T200
C200
F130
T130
C130
F150
T150
C150
F320
T320
T330
F210
T210
C210

0.2
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2

0.04
0.1
0.2
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.2
0.05
0.2
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.002
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.03
0.3

0.0213
0.0188
0.0213
0.339
0.3136
0.3329
0.3364
0.3516
0.0077
0.0079
0.0072
0.3105
0.0033
0.0038
1.998E-4
1.977E-4
0.088
0.0847
0.0915
8.942E-4
0.0924
5.4589E-4
0.0070
0.0135

4.8869
6.7913
7.2156
2.9731
2.9881
2.9763
2.9873
2.9226
8.8872
9.2022
7.1212
2.9808
6.9620
5.0847
2.5046
0.9958
2.8337
2.8302
2.9773
10.031
2.8871
2.0169
9.8540
9.8883
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Additionally, P0 = 0.01 for all variables and x0 is the first measured value for each
variables.

C.2.2 Parameter Estimation/Data Reconciliation
Table C.6 shows the error standard deviation of input variables used for estimation
activities as decision variables. Additionally, Table C.7 shows initial guesses and upper and
lower bounds for initial conditions, parameters and biases used in the solution of problems
presented in Section 5.5.

Table C.6: Error standard deviation for input sensors in Two-CSTR process
Process tag

Standard
deviation

C110
T110
F120
F300
T300
F130
F320
T320

0.027078
0.024514
0.003838
0.003817
0.003639
0.046893
0.00531
0.040703

Table C.7: Variable bounds of initial conditions, parameters and bias in Section 5.5
Variable

Description

θ0 (T200)
θ0 (C200)
θ0 (T210)
θ0 (C210)
k
UA
F120.BIAS
F110.BIAS

Bias term for initial condition of T200
Bias term for initial condition of C200
Bias term for initial condition of T210
Bias term for initial condition of C210
Exponential pre-multiplier in reactor 1
Heat transfer coefficient in reactor 1
Systematic error in input sensor F120
Systematic error in output sensor F110

Initial
guess
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9700
0.870
0.00
0.00

Lower
bound
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
7000
0.400
-0.10
-0.90

Upper
bound
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
11000
1.200
0.50
0.10

C.3 COMPLETE DATA MODEL DEFINITION
<?xml version="1.0"?>
< DataModelDefinition MBAIsDynamic="1" MBAPresetValues="0" MBAModelName="System"
MBAProcessName="TwoCSTR">
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_heat_capacity" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Cp">
<MBAVarValue>2092</MBAVarValue>
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</MBAFPVar>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR2_heat_capacity" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR2.Cp">
<MBAVarValue>2092</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_density" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Rho">
<MBAVarValue>1.0</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR2_density" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR2.Rho">
<MBAVarValue>1.0</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_Activation_energy" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.E">
<MBAVarValue>4.955E4</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR2_Activation_energy" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR2.E">
<MBAVarValue>4.955E4</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_heat_reaction" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Heatr">
<MBAVarValue>-2.4936E4</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR2_heat_reaction" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR2.Heatr">
<MBAVarValue>-2.4936E4</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="GT_objective" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.gtint">
<MBAVarValue>0</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="CN_objective" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.cnint">
<MBAVarValue>0</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="WLSQ_objective" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.wlsqint">
<MBAVarValue>0</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="Co2_Mean_dev" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Co2_mean_devint">
<MBAVarValue>0</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="To1_initial" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(1)">
<MBAVarValue>3.605</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T200.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="Co1_initial" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(2)">
<MBAVarValue>1.34</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>C200.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="To2_initial" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(3)">
<MBAVarValue>3.75</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T210.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="Co2_initial" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Initial_RV(4)">
<MBAVarValue>1.065</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>C210.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="CN_Eta" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.eta">
<MBAVarValue>0.09</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="CN_Beta" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.b">
<MBAVarValue>5</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
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<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="GT_P" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.p">
<MBAVarValue>2</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="GT_Q" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.q">
<MBAVarValue>20</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="Coolant_cost" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.coolcost">
<MBAVarValue>0.5</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="Reactant_cost" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.reactcost">
<MBAVarValue>0.1</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="Product_price" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.pval">
<MBAVarValue>10</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_Volume" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.V">
<MBAVarValue>5</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR2_Volume" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR2.V">
<MBAVarValue>5</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR2_Co_Target" MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Co2_Target">
<MBAVarValue>0.30</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_Heat_transfer_coeff"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.Ua">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0.8717</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>0.5000</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>1.1000</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR2_Heat_transfer_coeff"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR2.Ua">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0.8717</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>0.5000</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>1.1000</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_Pre-exp_factor"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR1.K">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>9.702E3</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>7.000E3</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>1.200E4</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR2_Pre-exp_factor"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.CSTR2.K">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>9.702E3</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>7.000E3</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>1.200E4</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_To_state_Est"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Delta_RV(1)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-0.05</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.05</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
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</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR1_Co_state_Est"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Delta_RV(2)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-0.02</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.02</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR2_To_state_Est"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Delta_RV(3)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-0.05</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.05</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CSTR2_Co_state_Est"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Delta_RV(4)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-0.02</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.02</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<!-- Type: 1=objective for data recon 2=objective for optimization 3= objective for transition planning-->
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="WLSQ"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.wlsqint">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CN"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.cnint">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="GT"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.gtint">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="TwoCSTR_profit"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.profit">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="Cooling_cost"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.coolingcost">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="Productivity"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.productivity">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="3" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="Co2_target"
MBAVarModelTag="TwoCSTR.Co2_mean_devint">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>C110.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Cf</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(1)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(1)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(1)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(1)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(1)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>10.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
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<MBASensorBoundLB>5.00</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>15.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.057</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.020</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.070</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-1.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>1.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T110.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Tf</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(2)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(2)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(2)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(2)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(2)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>2.98</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.90</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>3.20</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.018</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.024</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.3</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.3</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F110.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Qf</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(3)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(3)</MBASensorErrorTag>
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<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(3)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(3)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(3)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>12.041</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>5.000</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>18.00</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.072</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.040</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.100</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-1.5</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>1.5</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F120.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Qin-1</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(4)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(4)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(4)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(4)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(4)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>4.953</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.00</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>8.00</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.027</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.040</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.5</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.5</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
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</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T120.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Tin-1</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(5)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(5)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(5)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(5)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(5)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>2.98</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.90</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>3.10</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.019</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.025</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.3</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.3</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>C120.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Cin-1</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(6)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(6)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(6)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(6)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(6)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>10.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>5.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>15.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.056</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.040</MBAOmegaLB>
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<MBAOmegaUB>0.070</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-1.1</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>1.1</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F300.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Qc-1</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(7)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(7)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(7)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(7)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(7)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>6.944</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>5.000</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>8.000</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.041</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.030</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.060</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.7</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.7</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T300.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Tc-1</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(8)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(8)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(8)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(8)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(8)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>2.83</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.80</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>2.98</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
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<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.016</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.020</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.3</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.3</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T310.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Tco-1</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(9)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(9)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(9)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(9)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(9)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>3.121</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.98</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>3.75</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.018</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.020</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.4</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.4</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F200.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Qo-1</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(10)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(10)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(10)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(10)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(10)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
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<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>4.953</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.00</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>8.00</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.026</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.015</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.035</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.5</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.5</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T200.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>To-1</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(11)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(11)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(11)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(11)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(11)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>3.605</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.98</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>3.75</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.020</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.030</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.4</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.4</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
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<MBASensorProcessTag>C200.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Co-1</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(12)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(12)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(12)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(12)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(12)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>1.34</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>0.60</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>2.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.008</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.005</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.011</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.2</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.2</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F130.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Q2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(13)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(13)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(13)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(13)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(13)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>7.088</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>4.00</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>10.00</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.043</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.020</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.060</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
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<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.8</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.8</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T130.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>T2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(14)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(14)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(14)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(14)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(14)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>2.98</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.90</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>3.10</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.015</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.020</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.3</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.3</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>C130.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>C2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(15)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(15)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(15)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(15)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(15)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>10.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>5.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>15.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
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</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.056</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.040</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.070</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-1.1</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>1.1</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F150.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Qin-2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(16)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(16)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(16)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(16)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(16)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>12.041</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>8.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>16.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.069</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.050</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.080</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-1.3</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>1.3</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T150.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Tin-2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(17)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(17)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(17)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(17)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(17)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>3.237</MBASensorBoundIG>
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<MBASensorBoundLB>2.98</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>3.50</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.018</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.012</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.021</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.4</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.4</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>C150.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Cin-2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(18)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(18)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(18)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(18)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(18)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>6.438</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>5.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>7.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.037</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.020</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.050</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.7</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.7</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F320.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Qc-2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(19)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(19)</MBASensorErrorTag>
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<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(19)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(19)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(19)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>2.778</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.700</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>3.000</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.017</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.025</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.3</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.3</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T320.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Tc-2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(20)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(20)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(20)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(20)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(20)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>2.83</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.80</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>2.98</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.0015</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.020</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.3</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.3</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
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</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T330.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Tco-2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(21)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(21)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(21)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(21)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(21)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>3.382</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.98</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>3.50</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.017</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.025</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.4</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.4</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F210.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Qo-2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(22)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(22)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(22)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(22)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(22)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>12.041</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>8.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>16.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.074</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.050</MBAOmegaLB>
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<MBAOmegaUB>0.090</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-1.3</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>1.3</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T210.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>To-2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(23)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(23)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(23)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(23)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(23)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>3.75</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>2.98</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>3.80</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.020</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.030</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.4</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.4</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>C210.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>Co-2</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>TwoCSTR.mv(24)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>TwoCSTR.error(24)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>TwoCSTR.bias(24)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>TwoCSTR.weight(24)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>TwoCSTR.flag(24)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>1.065</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>0.30</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>1.50</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
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<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.006</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.001</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.010</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.20</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.20</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBADRActivity DRDistributionType="1" DRObjective="1" DREstimateParameters="1">
<DRContaminatedDistribution>
<CNAlpha CNAlphaModelTag="TwoCSTR.eta">
<CNAlphaIG>0.20</CNAlphaIG>
<CNAlphaLB>0.05</CNAlphaLB>
<CNAlphaUB>2.00</CNAlphaUB>
</CNAlpha>
<CNBeta CNBetaModelTag="TwoCSTR.b">
<CNBetaIG>0.010</CNBetaIG>
<CNBetaLB>0.001</CNBetaLB>
<CNBetaUB>0.100</CNBetaUB>
</CNBeta>
</DRContaminatedDistribution>
<DRGeneralizedDistribution>
<GTp GTpModelTag="TwoCSTR.p">
<GTpIG>2.0</GTpIG>
<GTpLB>1.0</GTpLB>
<GTpUB>10</GTpUB>
</GTp>
<GTq GTqModelTag="TwoCSTR.q">
<GTqIG>20</GTqIG>
<GTqLB>2</GTqLB>
<GTqUB>100</GTqUB>
</GTq>
</DRGeneralizedDistribution>
<DRTimeHorizon>
<DRTimeHorizonIG>20</DRTimeHorizonIG>
<DRTimeHorizonLB>10</DRTimeHorizonLB>
<DRTimeHorizonUB>100</DRTimeHorizonUB>
</DRTimeHorizon>
</MBADRActivity>
<MBAOPTActivity OPTObjective="1" OPTType="2" OPTUsePlantData="0">
<OPTTimeHorizon>
<OPTTimeHorizonIG>60</OPTTimeHorizonIG>
<OPTTimeHorizonLB>20</OPTTimeHorizonLB>
<OPTTimeHorizonUB>120</OPTTimeHorizonUB>
</OPTTimeHorizon>
<OPTInterval OPTTotalIntervals="3">
<OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalIG>10</OPTIntervalIG>
<OPTIntervalLB>5</OPTIntervalLB>
<OPTIntervalUB>20</OPTIntervalUB>
</OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalIG>10</OPTIntervalIG>
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<OPTIntervalLB>5</OPTIntervalLB>
<OPTIntervalUB>20</OPTIntervalUB>
</OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalIG>10</OPTIntervalIG>
<OPTIntervalLB>5</OPTIntervalLB>
<OPTIntervalUB>20</OPTIntervalUB>
</OPTIntervalBounds>
</OPTInterval>
</MBAOPTActivity>
<MBATPActivity TPObjective="2">
<TPTimeHorizon>
<TPTimeHorizonIG>60</TPTimeHorizonIG>
<TPTimeHorizonLB>20</TPTimeHorizonLB>
<TPTimeHorizonUB>120</TPTimeHorizonUB>
</TPTimeHorizon>
<TPInterval TPTotalIntervals="3">
<TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalIG>10</TPIntervalIG>
<TPIntervalLB>5</TPIntervalLB>
<TPIntervalUB>20</TPIntervalUB>
</TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalIG>10</TPIntervalIG>
<TPIntervalLB>5</TPIntervalLB>
<TPIntervalUB>20</TPIntervalUB>
</TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalIG>10</TPIntervalIG>
<TPIntervalLB>5</TPIntervalLB>
<TPIntervalUB>20</TPIntervalUB>
</TPIntervalBounds>
</TPInterval>
</MBATPActivity>
</ DataModelDefinition >
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APPENDIX D
SUPPLEMENT FOR CHAPTER 7
This appendix contains the process model for the packed distillation column and some
additional information about the cases described in Chapter 7.
D.1 PROCESS MODEL
The distillation column was divided in 22 sections, numbered from top to bottom
(condenser is section 0). Vapor (V) and liquid (L) streams leaving each stage are assumed to be
at equilibrium. Additionally, vapor and liquid holdups in the column are considered negligible.
Mass and energy balances for the column and auxiliary equipment follow.
Stage 1. Condenser

L1 − V2 = 0

[D.1]

L1 xi ,1 − V2 yi ,2 = 0

[D.2]

L1 H 1L − V2 H 2V + Qc = 0

[D.3]

Qc = condenser _ ua ⋅ (T2 − T 360 )

[D.3]

Qc = Fwater C p ,water (T 362 − T 361)

[D.4]

Stages 2 to NrSection. Packing
V j y i , j + L j xi , j − V j +1 y i , j +1 − L j −1 xi , j −1 − F j xi ,F = 0

[D.5]

V j H Vj + L j H Lj − V j +1 H Vj+1 − L j −1 H Lj−1 − F j H Fj = 0

[D.6]

Stage 22. Reboiler
V NrSection y NrSection + LNrSection xi ,NrSection − Lbottom xi ,bottom = 0

[D.7]

L
L
− Lbottom H bottom
− QR = 0
VNrSection H VNrSection + LNrSection H NrSection

[D.8]

 T 341 + T 342 

Q R = reboiler _ ua ⋅ 
 + TNrSection 
2



Q R = Fglycol C p ,glycol (T 341 − T 342 )
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[D.9]
[D.10]

Reflux drum
dU rdL
= L1 − F 310 − F 320
dt
dxi ,rd
= xi ,1 L1 − xi ,rd (F 310 + F 320 ) − xi ,rd (L1 − F 310 − F 320 )
dt

[D.11]

dH rdL
= L1 H 1L − H rdL (F 310 + F 320 ) − H rdL (L1 − F 310 − F 320 ) + Q L
dt

[D.12]

U rdL
U rdL

[D.10]

Bottom sump
L
dU sump

dt
L
U sump

L
U sump

dxi ,sump
dt

L
dH sump

dt

= LNrSection −1 − Lbottom

[D.13]

= xi ,1 LNrSection −1 − xi ,sump Lbottom − xi ,sump (LNrSection −1 − Lbottom )

[D.14]

L
L
(LNrSection−1 − Lbottom )
= LNrSection −1 H inL − H sump
Lbottom − H sump

[D.15]

U L = hAρ L

[D.16]

Equilibrium relationships

ηj

Pi sat
, j γ i , j xi , j
P

+ yi , j − (1 − η j )yi , j +1 = 0

[D.17]

Normalization equations

∑x

i,j

=1

[D.18]

=1

[D.19]

i

∑y

i,j

i

Properties

Pi sat
, j = f (T j )

[D.20]

H Lj = ∑ xi , j H iL, j

[D.21]

i

H Vj = ∑ y i , j H iV, j

[D.22]

H iL, j = C pL,i (T j − Tref ) − H iV, j

[D.23]
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H iV, j = C Vp ,i (T j − Tref

)

[D.24]

γ i , j = f (T j , xi , j )

[D.25]

ρ i , j = f (T j )

[D.26]

In Equations D.1 to D.26, the subindices i=1,2,3 represents the component;
j=1,2,..NrSection iterates the section along the column; F indicates feed, bottom indicates the
flow from the bottom sump to the reboiler; and rd indicates reflux drum. x and y are the molar
fractions in liquid and vapor phases correspondingly. Table D.1 contains a description of
variables and their corresponding units in the model equations.
Table D.1: Nomenclature of packed distillation unit
Variable
L
V
U
T
x
y
H
Qc
QR
QL
h

ρ
Cp
F310
F320

η
P
Psat

γ
A

Description
Liquid molar flow
Vapor molar flow
Liquid molar holdup
Temperature
Liquid molar fraction
Vapor molar fraction
Enthalpy
Condenser heat
Reboiler heat
Reflux drum heat loss
Level
Molar density
Heat capacity
Reflux molar flow
Distillate product molar flow
Murphy’s vapor efficiency
Total pressure
Vapor pressure
Acivity coefficient
Cross-sectional area

Units
mol/min
mol/min
mol/m
K

J/mol
J/min
J/min
J/min
m
mol/m3
J/mol.K
mol/min
mol/min
kPa
kPa
m2

Vapor pressures have been calculated using Antoine’s equations, UNIQUAC model has
been used for calculation of activity coefficients, vapor densities were calculated using the ideal
gas law, and liquid densities using the correlation in Perry’s Chemical Engineer Handbook.
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The process tags and description of the corresponding measurement sensors are listed in
Table D.2. Please note that for the packed disticalltion column in consideration, the process tags
are already fixed by the OPCServer. Additionally, the model implementation includes
conversion from DCS to model units.

Table D.2: Process (DCS) and model tags for packed distillation column
Model
tag
PDU.MV_DCS(1)
PDU.MV_DCS(2)
PDU.MV_DCS(3)
PDU.MV_DCS(4)
PDU.MV_DCS(5)
PDU.MV_DCS(6)
PDU.MV_DCS(7)
PDU.MV_DCS(8)
PDU.MV_DCS(9)
PDU.MV_DCS(10)
PDU.MV_DCS(11)
PDU.MV_DCS(12)
PDU.MV_DCS(13)
PDU.MV_DCS(14)
PDU.MV_DCS(15)
PDU.MV_DCS(16)
PDU.MV_DCS(17)
PDU.MV_DCS(18)
PDU.MV_DCS(19)
PDU.MV_DCS(20)

Process (DCS)
tag
F300.PV
F310.PV
T350.PV
T302.PV
T305.PV
T310.PV
T360.PV
T361.PV
T362.PV
T311.PV
L310.PV
L330.PV
F320.PV
F330.PV
T340.PV
T342.PV
F342.PV
T301.PV
T303.PV
T304.PV

Description

Units

Feed flow rate
Reflux flow rate
Feed temperature
Temperature tower bottom
Temperature top tower
Temperature reflux drum
Temperature distillate from condenser
Temperature cooling water to condenser
Temperature cooling water from condenser
Temperature reflux to tower
Reflux drum level percentage
Bottoms level percentage
Flow rate distillate to storage
Flow rate bottoms to storage
Hot oil temperature
Temperature hot oil from reboiler
Flow rate hoy oil from reboiler
Temperature bottoms to reboiler
Temperature near bottom of tower
Temperature near top of tower

GPH
GPH
ºF
ºF
ºF
ºF
ºF
ºF
ºF
ºF
%
%
GPH
GPH
ºF
ºF
GPM
ºF
ºF
ºF

D.2 COMPLETE DATA MODEL DEFINITION
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DataModelDefintion MBAIsDynamic="1" MBAPresetValues="0" MBAModelName="PDU_dyn" MBAProcessName="PDU"
>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="Nr Components" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.NrComp">
<MBAVarValue>3</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="Number of sections" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.NrSection">
<MBAVarValue>22</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAFPVar MBAVarProcessTag="Feed position-section" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.Feed">
<MBAVarValue>11</MBAVarValue>
</MBAFPVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="GT_p" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.gt_p">
<MBAVarValue>10</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
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<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="GT_q" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.gt_q">
<MBAVarValue>100</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="CN_eta" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.eta">
<MBAVarValue>0.09</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="CN_b" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.b">
<MBAVarValue>5</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="bottoms_price" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.bottoms_price">
<MBAVarValue>2.62</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="Feed_price" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.feed_price">
<MBAVarValue>0.70</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="heat_glycol_cost" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.heat_glycol_cost">
<MBAVarValue>8.33E-10</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="water_coolant_cost" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.cool_water_cost">
<MBAVarValue>7.33E-10</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="Target value for TP" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.Target_value">
<MBAVarValue>88</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="Reboiler pressure" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.reboiler.P">
<MBAVarValue>101.325</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="Column pressure" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.column.P">
<MBAVarValue>101.325</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="MeOH_feed" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.column.xf(1)">
<MBAVarValue>0.504</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="IPA_feed" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.column.xf(2)">
<MBAVarValue>0.157</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="Water_feed" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.column.xf(3)">
<MBAVarValue>0.339</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<MBAASVar MBAVarProcessTag="Heat fraction to vapor" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.reboiler.q_fraction">
<MBAVarValue>0.0035</MBAVarValue>
</MBAASVar>
<!-- Initial value variables -->
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="least_squares_integral_function" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.WLSQINT">
<MBAVarValue>0.00</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="gt_integral_function" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.GTINT">
<MBAVarValue>0.00</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="gt_integral_function" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.CNINT">
<MBAVarValue>0.00</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="mean_integral_function" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.mean_deviation_int">
<MBAVarValue>0.00</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="RefluxDrum_T" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.rv_initial_dcs(1)">
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<MBAVarValue>117.914</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T310.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="Bottom_T" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.rv_initial_dcs(2)">
<MBAVarValue>173.4908</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T301.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="RefluxDrum_MeOH_x" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.rv_initial(3)">
<MBAVarValue>0.7994816</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="RefluxDrum_IPA_x" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.rv_initial(4)">
<MBAVarValue>0.12308743</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="RefluxDrum_water_x" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.rv_initial(5)">
<MBAVarValue>0.07743101</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="Bottom_MeOH_x" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.rv_initial(6)">
<MBAVarValue>0.197543101</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="Bottom_IPA_x" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.RV_initial(7)">
<MBAVarValue>0.22317873</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<MBAISVar MBAVarProcessTag="Bottom_water_x" MBAVarModelTag="PDU.RV_initial(8)">
<MBAVarValue>0.5792871</MBAVarValue>
<MBASensorProcessTag>999</MBASensorProcessTag>
</MBAISVar>
<!-- Estimation variables-->
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="condenser_UA"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.condenser.condenser_Ua">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>10580</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>6000</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>12000</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="refluxdrum_heat_loss"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.refluxdrum.Ql">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>-12400</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-15000</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.000</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="bottomdrum_heat_loss"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.bottomdrum.Ql">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>0</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.000</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="reboiler_UA"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.reboiler.Ua">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>13000</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>9000</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>16000</MBAVarBoundUB>
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</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="Water in condenser"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.condenser.Fwater">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>943.35</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>500</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>1100</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="RefluxDrum_T"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.delta_rv(1)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-1.0</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>1.0</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="RefluxDrum_MeOH_x"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.delta_rv(2)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-0.02</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.02</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="RefluxDrum_IPA_x"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.delta_rv(3)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-0.005</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.005</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="RefluxDrum_water_x"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.delta_rv(4)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-0.005</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.005</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="BottomDrum_T"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.delta_rv(5)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-1.0</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>1.0</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="Sump_MeOH_x"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.delta_rv(6)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-0.005</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.005</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="Sump_IPA_x"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.delta_rv(7)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-0.005</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.005</MBAVarBoundUB>
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</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAEVVar MBAEVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="Sump_water_x"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.delta_rv(8)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>-0.005</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.005</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBAEVVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="WLSQ"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.WLSQINT">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="CN"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.CNINT">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="GT"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.GTINT">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="1" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="Profit"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.profit">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBAObjVar MBAObjVarType="3" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="Target for TP"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.mean_deviation_int">
</MBAObjVar>
<MBACVVar MBACVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="1" MBAVarProcessTag="Top_MEOH_x"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.x_top(1)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0.97</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>0.80</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.98</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBACVVar>
<MBACVVar MBACVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="Top_IPA_x"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.x_top(2)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0.09</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>0.00</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.15</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBACVVar>
<MBACVVar MBACVVarType="2" MBAVarIsSel="0" MBAVarProcessTag="Bottom_MEOH_x"
MBAVarModelTag="PDU.x_bottoms(1)">
<MBAVarBound>
<MBAVarBoundIG>0.19</MBAVarBoundIG>
<MBAVarBoundLB>0.00</MBAVarBoundLB>
<MBAVarBoundUB>0.30</MBAVarBoundUB>
</MBAVarBound>
</MBACVVar>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>L310.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/L310.pida.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(11)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(11)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(11)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(11)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(11)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="1" MBASensorIsMN="1"
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MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>25</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>15</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>50</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.174</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.100</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.250</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-2.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>2.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>L330.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/L330.pida.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(12)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(12)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(12)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(12)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(12)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="1" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>50</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>20</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>70</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.287</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.100</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-2.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>2.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
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<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T340.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T340.pida.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(15)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(15)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(15)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(15)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(15)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>0.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>0.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>0.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.112</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.5</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>1.5</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F310.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/F310.pida.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(2)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(2)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(2)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(2)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(2)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="1" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>3.2</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>1.5</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>4.5</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.0033</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.0010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.0060</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
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</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.05</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.05</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F320.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/F320.pida.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(13)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(13)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(13)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(13)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(13)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="1" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>1.50</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>0.00</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>6.60</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.0498</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.0010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.0100</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.02</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.02</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F330.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/F330.pida.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(14)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(14)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(14)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(14)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(14)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="1" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>1.20</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>0.01</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>6.60</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
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<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.0615</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.100</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.200</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.05</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.05</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F342.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/F342.pida.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(17)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(17)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(17)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(17)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(17)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="1" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>4.00</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>3.00</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>6.00</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.0039</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.00100</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.00400</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.50</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.50</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T311.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T311.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(10)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(10)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(10)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(10)</MBASensorWeightTag>
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<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(10)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="1" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>90.1</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>84.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>100</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.087</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.100</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.200</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-3.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>3.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="1" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>F300.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/F300.pida.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(1)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(1)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(1)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(1)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(1)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="1" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>3.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>1.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>4.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.0035</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.005</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.050</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.5</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.5</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
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<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T305.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T305.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(5)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(5)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(5)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(5)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(5)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>160</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>145</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>170</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.187</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.020</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.120</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-3.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>3.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T304.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T304.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(20)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(20)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(20)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(20)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(20)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>0.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>0.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>0.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.161</MBAOmegaIG>
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<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.080</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T303.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T303.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(19)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(19)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(19)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(19)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(19)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>0.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>0.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>0.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.047</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.080</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-0.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>0.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T302.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T302.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(4)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(4)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(4)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(4)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(4)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>173.2</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>165</MBASensorBoundLB>
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<MBASensorBoundUB>180</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.065</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.050</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.160</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-3.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>3.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T361.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T361.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(8)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(8)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(8)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(8)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(8)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>88.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>80.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>100.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.218</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.100</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.300</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-3.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>3.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T362.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T362.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(9)</MBASensorModelTag>
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<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(9)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(9)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(9)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(9)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>93.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>80.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>100.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.274</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.70</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>1.80</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-3.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>3.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T360.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T360.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(7)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(7)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(7)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(7)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(7)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>111.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>90.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>130.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.350</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.200</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.450</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-3.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
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<MBASensorBiasUB>3.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T310.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T310.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(6)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(6)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(6)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(6)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(6)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>95.0</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>80.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>100.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.157</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.050</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.160</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-3.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>3.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="1" MBASensorIsMV="0" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T350.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T350.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(3)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(3)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(3)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(3)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(3)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="1"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>145</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>140</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>160</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
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</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.117</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.010</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.110</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-3.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>3.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T342.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T342.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(16)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(16)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(16)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(16)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(16)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="0" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>202</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>170</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>230</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.145</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.080</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.180</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-3.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>3.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBASensor MBASensorIsPC="0" MBASensorIsMV="1" MBASensorIsRV="1" MBASensorIsBI="0"
MBASensorIsSel="0" >
<MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorProcessTag>T301.PV</MBASensorProcessTag>
<MBASensorOPCItemID>/ASSETS/PDU/T301.daca.PV</MBASensorOPCItemID>
<MBASensorModelTag>PDU.mv_dcs(18)</MBASensorModelTag>
<MBASensorErrorTag>PDU.error(18)</MBASensorErrorTag>
<MBASensorBiasTag>PDU.bias(18)</MBASensorBiasTag>
<MBASensorWeightTag>PDU.weight(18)</MBASensorWeightTag>
<MBASensorFlagTag>PDU.flag(18)</MBASensorFlagTag>
</MBASensorTag>
<MBASensorType MBASensorIsCV="1" MBASensorCVType="2" MBASensorIsMN="0"
MBASensorMNType="2"> </MBASensorType>
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<MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorBoundIG>170.5</MBASensorBoundIG>
<MBASensorBoundLB>165.0</MBASensorBoundLB>
<MBASensorBoundUB>175.0</MBASensorBoundUB>
</MBASensorBound>
<MBASensorVarianceModel MBAVarianceModelType="1" MBAVarianceEstimateOmega="0">
<MBAGamma>
<MBAGammaIG>1.0</MBAGammaIG>
<MBAGammaLB>1.0</MBAGammaLB>
<MBAGammaUB>1.0</MBAGammaUB>
</MBAGamma>
<MBAOmega>
<MBAOmegaIG>0.497</MBAOmegaIG>
<MBAOmegaLB>0.100</MBAOmegaLB>
<MBAOmegaUB>0.250</MBAOmegaUB>
</MBAOmega>
</MBASensorVarianceModel>
<MBASensorBias>
<MBASensorBiasIG>0.00</MBASensorBiasIG>
<MBASensorBiasLB>-3.0</MBASensorBiasLB>
<MBASensorBiasUB>3.0</MBASensorBiasUB>
</MBASensorBias>
</MBASensor>
<MBADRActivity DRDistribitionType="1" DRObjective="2" DREstimateParameters="0">
<DRContaminatedDistribution>
<CNAlpha CNAlphaModelTag="CN_Alpha">
<CNAlphaIG>0.20</CNAlphaIG>
<CNAlphaLB>0.05</CNAlphaLB>
<CNAlphaUB>2.00</CNAlphaUB>
</CNAlpha>
<CNBeta CNBetaModelTag="CN_Beta">
<CNBetaIG>0.050</CNBetaIG>
<CNBetaLB>0.001</CNBetaLB>
<CNBetaUB>0.080</CNBetaUB>
</CNBeta>
</DRContaminatedDistribution>
<DRGeneralizedDistribution>
<GTp GTpModelTag="GT_p">
<GTpIG>2.0</GTpIG>
<GTpLB>1.0</GTpLB>
<GTpUB>10</GTpUB>
</GTp>
<GTq GTqModelTag="GT_q">
<GTqIG>20</GTqIG>
<GTqLB>2</GTqLB>
<GTqUB>100</GTqUB>
</GTq>
</DRGeneralizedDistribution>
<DRTimeHorizon>
<DRTimeHorizonIG>20</DRTimeHorizonIG>
<DRTimeHorizonLB>10</DRTimeHorizonLB>
<DRTimeHorizonUB>100</DRTimeHorizonUB>
</DRTimeHorizon>
</MBADRActivity>
<MBAOPTActivity OPTObjective="1" OPTType="1" OPTUsePlantData="0">
<OPTTimeHorizon>
<OPTTimeHorizonIG>240</OPTTimeHorizonIG>
<OPTTimeHorizonLB>240</OPTTimeHorizonLB>
<OPTTimeHorizonUB>240</OPTTimeHorizonUB>
</OPTTimeHorizon>
<OPTInterval OPTTotalIntervals="4">
<OPTIntervalBounds>
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<OPTIntervalIG>60</OPTIntervalIG>
<OPTIntervalLB>60</OPTIntervalLB>
<OPTIntervalUB>60</OPTIntervalUB>
</OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalIG>60</OPTIntervalIG>
<OPTIntervalLB>60</OPTIntervalLB>
<OPTIntervalUB>60</OPTIntervalUB>
</OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalIG>60</OPTIntervalIG>
<OPTIntervalLB>60</OPTIntervalLB>
<OPTIntervalUB>60</OPTIntervalUB>
</OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalBounds>
<OPTIntervalIG>60</OPTIntervalIG>
<OPTIntervalLB>60</OPTIntervalLB>
<OPTIntervalUB>60</OPTIntervalUB>
</OPTIntervalBounds>
</OPTInterval>
</MBAOPTActivity>
<MBATPActivity TPObjective="2">
<TPTimeHorizon>
<TPTimeHorizonIG>240</TPTimeHorizonIG>
<TPTimeHorizonLB>240</TPTimeHorizonLB>
<TPTimeHorizonUB>240</TPTimeHorizonUB>
</TPTimeHorizon>
<TPInterval TPTotalIntervals="4">
<TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalIG>60</TPIntervalIG>
<TPIntervalLB>60</TPIntervalLB>
<TPIntervalUB>60</TPIntervalUB>
</TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalIG>60</TPIntervalIG>
<TPIntervalLB>60</TPIntervalLB>
<TPIntervalUB>60</TPIntervalUB>
</TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalIG>60</TPIntervalIG>
<TPIntervalLB>60</TPIntervalLB>
<TPIntervalUB>60</TPIntervalUB>
</TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalBounds>
<TPIntervalIG>60</TPIntervalIG>
<TPIntervalLB>60</TPIntervalLB>
<TPIntervalUB>60</TPIntervalUB>
</TPIntervalBounds>
</TPInterval>
</MBATPActivity>
</DataModelDefinition>
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